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 1                       P R O C E E D I N G S
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Good morning.  Happy
 3            Valentine's Day.  The February 14, 2023 meeting of
 4            the Charter Authorizing Panel is called to order.
 5            I'd like to welcome all of you to the Arkansas
 6            Department of Education auditorium, if you would
 7            please silence your phones and computers and other
 8            devices.
 9                 The Charter Authorizing Panel oversees the
10            authorization, renewal, revision, and revocation of
11            charters.  And today our agenda, as always, is posted
12            on the Department of Ed. website.
13                 We will facilitate a fair and responsible
14            hearing today.  I will request that each person
15            speaking either in person or via Zoom to please state
16            your name and title for the record.  If you don't, I
17            will stop you and ask you to state your name and
18            title so that we have that on the record.  And then
19            I'll ask you to continue to speak directly into the
20            microphone for the benefit of the Panel, the
21            audience, and the viewing audience.  This meeting is
22            being live-streamed and recorded.  A transcript of
23            the meeting will be posted on our DESE website.
24                 So, welcome, everyone.  And we have quite the
25            agenda to get through today, so we will appreciate
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 1            everyone's concise answers so that we can move this
 2            along.
 3  CONSENT AGENDA
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So let's start with our
 5            Consent Agenda.  And before you, you have the minutes
 6            from December 13th and December 14th, Charter Panel,
 7            if you've had a chance to review those.
 8                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I move approval.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  It's been moved for approval.
10                 MS. SARACINI:  Second.
11                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I have a motion by Mr.
12            Wright-McMurray and a second by Ms. Saracini to
13            approve the minutes as presented.  All those in
14            favor?
15                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Any opposed?
17                 Motion passes.
18                           OLD BUSINESS
19  1)  CONSIDERATION OF SCHOLARMADE ACHIEVEMENT PLACE OF ARKANSAS
20  RESPONSE TO CHARTER RENEWAL FINANCE QUESTIONS
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  Before us today we
22            have consideration of old business, and the first
23            item -- Ms. Summons, you want to present?
24                 MS. SUMMONS:  Good morning.  Dorie Summons,
25            Public School Charter Director.
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 1                 We have Consideration of Scholarmade Achievement
 2            Place of Arkansas Response to the Charter Renewal
 3            Finance Questions.  You have -- in your packet you
 4            have the questions that were asked by the Finance
 5            Committee, and she submitted a letter in response to
 6            those questions.  She is also available online for
 7            questions.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Good morning, Dr. Anderson.
 9                 DR. ANDERSON:  Good morning.  Good morning.
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So I'll start.  I contacted
11            Dr. Anderson yesterday, and in her response she had
12            said, on number two, the actual salaries were coded
13            to Title 1 from July to December and from ESA from
14            January to June.  And, Dr. Anderson, you were going
15            to check into that and give us a response today.
16                 DR. ANDERSON:  Yes, ma'am.  We really, honestly,
17            just found out yesterday and we got some
18            clarification from the financial department.  And
19            that was not -- that was not an appropriate response
20            to what she was really asking for.  But I do want to
21            say to -- as -- to follow-up to our conversation,
22            that any -- you know, our Title 1 budget is a
23            preliminary budget and we will make the necessary
24            modifications by the May 1st deadline.  If we make
25            any changes to that budget, that actually should have
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 1            been ESSER and not Title 1.  So I wanted to clear
 2            that up for you.  I did -- I was able to verify that.
 3            But as always, we are going to review our budget
 4            midyear; we're going to make the necessary -- we've
 5            made the necessary modifications that we need to make
 6            in terms of staffing and positions.  And we are now
 7            aligned and balanced.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Panel Members, questions?
 9                 Ms. Wright-McMurray?
10                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Just one clarification
11            question.  Item 4 that speaks to -- item 4 that
12            speaks to rent, the response is that there will be an
13            increase based off of their state appropriation.  Is
14            that a continual -- is there a cap at some point?
15                 DR. ANDERSON:  Our lease is based on the number
16            of students -- number of students that we have.  And
17            so as long as we were growing -- we were growing
18            every year through this year.  And when -- you know,
19            when that cap stops, when we stop growing then that
20            amount will stabilize.
21                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Thank you.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin, any questions?
23                 MR. BALDWIN:  No, I have no questions.
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis, questions?
25                 MR. DAVIS:  No questions from me.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  And is Ms. Newton
 2            on?  I didn't see her.  No, okay.
 3                 All right.  If there are no further questions,
 4            do we have a motion to accept this report?
 5                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So moved.
 6                 MR. DAVIS:  Second.
 7                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I have a motion by Ms.
 8            Wright-McMurray and a second by Mr. Davis to accept
 9            the report from Scholarmade Achievement Place of
10            Arkansas.  All those in favor?
11                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Any opposed?
13                 Motion is approved.
14                           NEW BUSINESS
15  2)  REVIEW OF CHARTERS
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Review of
17            Charters.  Dr. Sutherlin.
18                 As they're making their way to the podium, I've
19            asked them to give us a quick overview.  And I think
20            as they're going through -- they're not going to read
21            the slides to us, but just to highlight a little bit
22            about each one of the charters that was identified as
23            having a D or an F school and give you an opportunity
24            -- and I'm assuming you will want the Charter Panel
25            members to, as we get to each one, to ask their
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 1            questions about that individual charter.  And then
 2            the charters, most of them have someone either
 3            representing them in the room or online.
 4                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So, Matthew Sutherlin,
 5            Coordinator for Standards and Systems
 6            Support/Charter.
 7                 MS. GRAYER:  Tiffani Grayer, Coordinator of
 8            School Performance and Monitoring.
 9                 So 10 charter schools, open-enrollment and/or
10            district conversion --
11                 MR. DAN DAVIS:  Let me pull it up.
12                 MS. GRAYER:  Sorry.
13                 Ten charter schools, both open-enrollment and/or
14            district conversion, earned an F for 2022.  And 27
15            charter schools, open-enrollment and/or district
16            conversion, earned a D for 2022.
17                 Dan, if you could click on that link that's
18            available there?
19                 We've got a breakdown of the data for you.  And
20            I think it's really important for us to consider
21            that, you know, we've had a reprieve from letter
22            grades since 2019, but we did run ESSA School Index
23            in 2021.  So the data that's shown in the spreadsheet
24            that Dan is going to open shows the rebound from 2021
25            to 2022 in column -- let's see -- if you'll scroll
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 1            over to -- I believe it's column I.  Yes.  So the --
 2            any cell that is highlighted in green is showing a
 3            positive growth from 2021 to 2022 for those schools
 4            that do have a D and an F.  And if you'll switch over
 5            to the next tab there, these are the charters that
 6            declined in letter grade from 2019 to 2022.  And
 7            also, if he scrolls over to that column I, these are
 8            the schools that, even though they did decline from
 9            either a D to an F, or a C to a D -- and then there
10            is one district conversion, the yellow -- the ones
11            that are highlighted in yellow are the district
12            conversions; the ones that are in white are open-
13            enrollment.  Some of these schools are showing a
14            positive rebounding from that learning loss that
15            occurred from the pandemic.  And as you can see,
16            there was one school that even made 7.47 points on
17            their ESSA School Index.  And then we also included
18            in column J, these are the points that are needed to
19            increase to the next letter grade.  And as you can
20            see, like KIPP Delta Elementary Literacy Academy only
21            needs one one-hundredth of a point to get back to the
22            letter grade that they were pre-pandemic.
23                 So I think that even though we are talking about
24            D and F schools it's very important to realize that
25            the data goes much deeper than just the letter grade.
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 1            So it's important to notice that these schools are
 2            gaining that momentum back and rebounding from that
 3            learning loss.
 4                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  And so, Dan, if you'll go back
 5            to the presentation please?  Thank you.
 6                 So what you have in your packet that's on the
 7            Boardbook presentations is about 62 pages worth of
 8            data.  But what we've tried to do is kind of break it
 9            down for you, give you kind of a summary of that data
10            -- summary of that data.  And we will just kind of
11            walk you through that.
12                 So I'll let you --
13                 MS. GRAYER:  So we did look at the tab with the
14            schools that declined in letter grade from 2019 to
15            2022.  And this is just a run-down of that data.
16            There were four schools that went from a D to an F,
17            one school that declined from a C to an F, seven that
18            went from a C to a D, and there was one school that
19            we looked at that went from an A to a D.  And, of
20            course, we've provided you with all of that data, and
21            it's a little bit more helpful, I think, to look at
22            it on that spreadsheet.  So you guys all have access
23            to that and it's available on that link.
24                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Okay.  So what we have here is
25            -- first I'm going to start out with our review of
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 1            open-enrollment charters.  And so we'll go through
 2            each one of those and then we'll go down into our
 3            district conversions.
 4                 So this is just to show you sort of a geographic
 5            distribution of the charters that we're looking at in
 6            terms of D and F, so you can see where they're
 7            located across the state in terms of regions -- and
 8            so that's broken down for you.
 9        a)  ACADEMICS PLUS
10                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  And then what we have here is
11            the first of our open-enrollment charters, which is
12            Academics Plus.  This is one that I believe Dr.
13            Wright-McMurray had some questions about last time.
14            And so you can see there that Tiffani has placed the
15            Students In Need of Support for ELA and for math.
16                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.  And the reason I've included
17            these counts is 35% of that ESSA score comes from the
18            weighted achievement.  And so I've done a lot of
19            professional developments for schools and districts
20            here lately around the ESSA School Index.  And it's
21            really important for them to understand that they're
22            getting zero points in weighted achievement if their
23            students are scoring In Need of Support.  If they can
24            move them to that next performance level, they can
25            get a half-a-point.  So this right here is showing
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 1            you that for ELA and mathematics, which is where that
 2            weighted achievement score is coming from, this is
 3            the percent of students that are getting a zero for
 4            their weighted achievement score.  So if we can start
 5            moving students to that next performance level, not
 6            only is that going to have a significant impact on
 7            their weighted achievement, but that should also pay
 8            off for them in their growth score which is --
 9            obviously, you know, at the elementary and middle
10            school grade spans that's counting for 50% and at the
11            high school grade span that's counting for 35%.  So
12            that's going to get them a lot of bang for their buck
13            out of their ESSA score.
14                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  The other thing I want to
15            highlight on this slide is we did place the mission
16            statement for each of these charters so that you can
17            see how they differ in terms of what they're trying
18            to provide for students.
19                 The other piece is you have the expiration date
20            for the charters.  So you'll see that there on the
21            slide as well.
22                 MS. GRAYER:  Oh, and the color coding -- if it's
23            red it's showing 50% or more, and if it's orange it's
24            showing between 40% and 50%.  So I just wanted to
25            communicate well that the color coding and the data
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 1            for you.
 2                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So here are the breakdowns of
 3            the individual schools.  And, as Dr. Wright-McMurray
 4            noted last time, we have an A, a B, and a D.  And so
 5            you were kind of wanting to know what factors played
 6            into that; so what we tried to do is, you know,
 7            provide you the ESSA Score Index, but also then do a
 8            breakdown of the data.  So you can see here, this is
 9            the geographic distribution and schools surrounding
10            Academic Plus.  And so those are the scores there.
11            And then also what we've done on this specific one is
12            so that you can see their ESSER score, their low
13            income in terms of the number of students that are
14            classified as low income, and then average teaching
15            and years of experience, and then teacher/student
16            ratio.  So we wanted to kind of give you those
17            factors.  But also Academics Plus should be on the
18            line, if you have any questions for them.
19                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I believe Dr. McGill is on.
20            Mr. McGill, do you have any comments or anything
21            before we start with questions?
22                 MR. JONES:  This is Kyron Jones.  I'm the Chief
23            Operating Officer at Academics Plus Charter School.
24            I'm here with Mr. Rob McGill, our Chief Executive
25            Officer.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Kyron?
 2                 MR. JONES:  Yes.  Yes, ma'am.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  If you -- we are unable to
 4            hear you very well.  It's not very loud.  And if
 5            you'll start with your name and title please for the
 6            record.
 7                 MR. JONES:  Kyron Jones, Chief Operating
 8            Officer, Academics Plus Charter School.  Is that
 9            better?
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Much better.  Thank you.
11                 MR. JONES:  All right.  I'm here with Rob
12            McGill, our Chief Executive Officer, and the
13            principal of Scott Charter School, Ms. Elizabeth
14            Peper.  And we'll be glad to answer any questions you
15            may have.
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
17                 Ms. Wright-McMurray.
18                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  First, a comment.  I want
19            to thank you and your team for putting together all
20            of this information.  It was very helpful, very
21            thorough, so I do appreciate that and I know it was a
22            lot of work going in to give us all that.  And thank
23            you, Academics Plus, for providing feedback on some
24            of our questions.  One remaining question that I did
25            have, as I was looking through your plan,
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 1            specifically when I look -- saw where you had AP
 2            courses that were offered -- AP courses offered,
 3            students took the AP tests, but you didn't have any
 4            that were able to score three or better.  You did
 5            provide a response that you guys are going to work on
 6            addressing that.  But I would just like for you just
 7            to provide just a little bit more detail on what your
 8            specific plan is for that.  I'm trying to reconcile
 9            that with looking at the average years of teaching
10            experience that your teachers have that are working
11            with those students, and then put a plan in place to
12            be able to prepare students to be able to get to that
13            outcome of a three.  I'm just trying to see how those
14            pieces will work together.
15                 MS. PEPER:  My name is Elizabeth Peper and I am
16            the principal at Scott Charter School.
17                 And so, you know, we started in 2017.  We
18            started offering AP courses in the past three years,
19            and we have had a turnover with teachers in these
20            courses.  Right now, the first initial point that
21            we're working on is just working with the novice
22            teachers that are taking over these courses; so
23            looking at the classroom management, making sure that
24            we have the art and the science behind good
25            instructional practices taking place in the
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 1            classroom, but at the same time also looking at
 2            individual students and where they are academically.
 3            So looking at NWEA scores and making sure that we are
 4            filling and addressing any gaps that they may have in
 5            foundational skills to better support them in a
 6            rigorous AP course.
 7                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini, any questions?
 8                 MS. SARACINI:  I just have one question.  Are
 9            you working closely with APSRC and their novice
10            teacher program there?
11                 MS. PEPER:  We do.  Yes, ma'am.  Our two
12            teachers that are currently facilitating AP courses
13            do have a novice teacher mentor.  We also have other
14            partnerships, such as with NIET, where we have
15            support visits by our support specialist.  And then
16            we also are collaborating with DESE's district
17            curriculum team, and actually have a meeting with
18            them tomorrow.
19                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis, any questions?
20                 MR. DAVIS:  Can you give me a little bit more
21            information in regard to your plan around retention
22            of teachers?  Because, yes, when we start to look at
23            the average years of teaching experience, obviously
24            that tends to be a little on the low side.  What's
25            the plan of action in order to increase that?
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 1                 MS. PEPER:  So the first thing that we're doing
 2            is just making sure that we have a supportive and
 3            collaborative culture and environment for all of our
 4            teachers, but specifically our novice teachers.
 5                 MR. DAVIS:  What does that mean?  What does -- I
 6            need to know specifically what does that mean.
 7                 MS. PEPER:  Yes, sir.  So right now, looking at
 8            professional development opportunities specifically
 9            onsite.  Right now, we're doing a book study that
10            takes place every-other-week on the new Art and
11            Science of Teaching by Marzano, where it's just
12            looking at all the elements that he lists that lend
13            to good teaching and the layers, like developing that
14            pedagogy with our novice teachers.  And we also have
15            support.  But we also, through myself, my assistant
16            principal and my academic facilitator, do meet one-
17            on-one with novice teachers on a weekly basis for --
18            at the minimum to do check-ins just to see what
19            support they need just from their perspective.  But
20            also, on a grander scheme of looking at their
21            planning and their preparation, their pacing; giving
22            feedback from instructional walk-thru's that we do on
23            a weekly basis, and then going deeper and having PLC
24            and grade level meetings on a weekly basis.
25                 MR. DAVIS:  And are you working with -- how are
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 1            you getting your teachers?  Are they coming to you,
 2            are you working with specific pipeline programs
 3            and/or colleges and universities in a traditional
 4            sense?  How are you attracting the teachers that
 5            you're getting?
 6                 MS. PEPER:  Okay.  So (inaudible) of our
 7            teachers that come to us come from UCA.  We do go to
 8            the UCA job fair for recruitment.  And so I would say
 9            probably the majority of our teachers do come from
10            UCA.
11                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you.  No questions.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin, do you have
13            questions?
14                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yes.  Yes, ma'am, just a few.
15                 My first question will be for the DESE team.
16            And I really did like the Excel spreadsheet that you
17            put up there that showed the trend of scores, and
18            that was really my main question.  And I appreciate
19            that worksheet and I think I probably will like it as
20            we go through today.  Would there be a way you-all
21            could send that to us so we could see that, just, you
22            know, maybe after today's meeting?
23                 MS. GRAYER:  Absolutely.
24                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  So, and job well-done on
25            that.  The one metric I liked the best was how close
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 1            are we to improving the grade and that is incredibly
 2            helpful to me.
 3                 Then the other thing I would ask is you all go
 4            through this and highlight those -- you know, it
 5            seems like a lot of schools have probably improved
 6            and are trending that way.  And it would be helpful
 7            probably for the Panel to know which schools you're
 8            satisfied with and saying just maybe, you know,
 9            they're doing fine and we're okay.  There's probably
10            a few schools that still have some challenges, maybe
11            highlight those for us [Zoom audio distortion].  So
12            that was question one, and maybe that was just a
13            statement.
14                 Going back to the Scott Charter School average
15            years of teaching, so just a few other questions on
16            that.  That did seem low to me.  And I guess my
17            question one would be has it always been that way or
18            did you have some experienced teachers leave that we
19            had to replace with inexperienced?
20                 And then a follow-up question would be are these
21            certified teachers or do you have some that are
22            uncertified?
23                 MS. PEPER:  Yes, sir.  So in the past we have
24            had teachers that have been experienced that have
25            resigned just over the course of the past seven years
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 1            that we've been open.  But I would say generally we
 2            are -- we do recruit novice teachers with, you know,
 3            less years of experience.
 4                 And then, I'm sorry, can you repeat your second
 5            follow-up question?
 6                 MR. BALDWIN:  I was wondering if all of your
 7            instructional teachers are certified or do you have
 8            some that are not certified yet?
 9                 MS. PEPER:  Yes, sir.  So we do -- all of our
10            staff -- all of our teachers do meet AQT, but we do
11            have some teachers that are certified in the field in
12            which they're teaching.
13                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  Thank you.
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini.
15                 MS. SARACINI:  Just one more question.  When
16            you're talking about going in and supporting your
17            teachers -- and you talked about NIET, are they
18            working with you for instructional coaching cycles?
19                 MS. PEPER:  Yes, ma'am.  So this is our second
20            year.  The first year was prevalent on really working
21            with our administrative team.  And the two biggest
22            things that we've implemented have been Learning and
23            Strengths Based Coaching.  This year has been a
24            greater push for implementing [Zoom audio distortion]
25            go in and give feedback to teachers, and that's been
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 1            a great support in just making sure that that takes
 2            place on a weekly basis.
 3                 MS. SARACINI:  So this is your, you said, second
 4            year.  So really it almost takes three years to see
 5            that cycle, to see if we will be able to retain your
 6            current staff.  You're in your second year?
 7                 MS. PEPER:  Yes, ma'am.
 8                 MS. SARACINI:  Okay.  All right.  Thanks.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So I'd like to acknowledge
10            that Academics Plus is spending more than they're
11            required to spend out of their ARP ESSER funds for
12            learning loss.  That's very exciting.
13                 Could you tell me who from the district office
14            is in your building every week?
15                 MS. PEPER:  So my direct supervisor, Mr. Kyron
16            Jones has done that off -- or in the building.  And
17            then Mr. Rob McGill.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  That way, it's always
19            good for someone to make sure they know what's going
20            on and the things that you're going to need.  So if
21            you're needing to hire more experienced teachers or
22            retain the teachers that you have, certainly they're
23            the people to help you get that done.
24                 Any other questions for Academics Plus?
25                 All right.  If you'll go to the next school,
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 1            please.
 2        b)  ARKANSAS CONNECTIONS ACADEMY
 3                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Okay.  Dan, can we move the
 4            video down?
 5                 MR. DAN DAVIS:  All right.
 6                 MS. GRAYER:  It's Arkansas Connections.
 7                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Yeah.  So it is Arkansas
 8            Connections Academy.  You can see the mission is
 9            there, as well as the charter expiration date; so you
10            can see when that charter will expire.  And then, of
11            course, Tiffani has put at the bottom the Students In
12            Need of Support.
13                 So here are the -- here's the breakdown.  So we
14            have our letter grade there of a D, and then we have
15            our ESSA School Index score of 60.05.  And then
16            here's the geographic comparison.  So this is
17            Connections in relation, basically, to those that
18            have the highest number of students enrolled in
19            Connections; so the districts they're drawing from is
20            what we're looking at.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And just as a reminder to
22            everyone, Arkansas Connections is a virtual school --
23                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Yes.
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- and they draw from all
25            across the state.
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 1                 All right.  And is someone online with us from
 2            Connections today?
 3                 MS. STEPHENS:  Yes.  My name is Nicole Stephens
 4            and I'm the school leader with Arkansas Connections
 5            Academy.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Wright-McMurray, any
 7            questions for Ms. Stephens?
 8                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Actually, in general I
 9            have a question about the virtual schools.  And so I
10            don't know if it's the best time to ask it here or
11            sort of just wait till you get through the rest of
12            them.  So I may just wait to come back around; I
13            don't know.
14                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  We will have other virtual
15            schools.
16                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Yeah.
17                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  You may have more questions
18            after we get through all of them.
19                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So I think I'll just wait
20            until we get down to the end.  Okay.
21                 MS. SARACINI:  This isn't a question, just a
22            comment.  It's nice to see that your staff is almost
23            a hundred-percent licensed.  And I know that that's
24            -- you know, teachers are the biggest impact on
25            students.  And so that was great to see.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis.
 2                 MR. DAVIS:  I'm interested in hearing, Nicole, a
 3            little bit more about the last few years.  Obviously,
 4            there has been this transition in regards to, you
 5            know, more students -- or students at least having
 6            more of an opportunity to do a virtual type of
 7            learning experience.  You guys have been doing this
 8            for a while.  I'm wondering if there are any
 9            learnings coming out of the last few years that
10            helped you recognize how you might think about doing
11            things differently, although you had been doing it
12            for a moment.  So anything you can bring forward?
13                 MS. STEPHENS:  Yes.  I think it's pretty
14            interesting looking at our trends over the last few
15            years, especially since the pandemic hit.  We
16            actually, back in 20-21, experienced about a 60%
17            growth from where we were in 19-20.  And so through
18            that, you know, we're noticing that we have had a
19            significant amount of enrollment over the course of
20            the last few years.  With that amount of enrollment
21            coming as fast as it did, of course we had the
22            challenges of finding those certified staff to come
23            in to properly be able to support those students.  We
24            were able to accomplish that, but it did take us a
25            little bit of time so that we could insure that all
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 1            of our students were supported.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin.
 3                 MS. PETERSON:  My name is Ashley Peterson; I'm
 4            the associate [Zoom audio cuts out]
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ashley, you're --
 6                 MS. PETERSON:  She muted me.  I'm so sorry.
 7            We're sitting next to each other.
 8                 I also wanted to point out that during that time
 9            part of our charter school we've always been able to
10            do in-person fieldtrips across the state and really
11            provide that connection for our students.  And so not
12            only were we experiencing this tremendous growth, but
13            we weren't able to engage our students in that in-
14            person way that we'd been accustomed to.  And so we
15            really had to transition into how do we engage our
16            kids online completely virtual.  And so we have added
17            a lot of our socialization opportunities with virtual
18            recess and clubs and we really tried to work on
19            meeting our current students and our new students'
20            socio-emotional needs during that time.  And what we
21            noticed was that our withdrawal rates actually
22            decreased and our engagement metrics actually
23            increased because we were able to provide those
24            supports.  And now that we're able to provide those
25            in-person events again we're able to even increase
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 1            our engagement because we're now combining it with
 2            those virtual opportunities.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
 4                 Mr. Baldwin, do you have any questions?
 5                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yes, really just a question about
 6            the current trend-line.  I'd be interested in knowing
 7            how we're doing on that and how close are we to
 8            moving towards a C and -- when we're going back to
 9            that Excel spreadsheet -- and this would be for the
10            school or the DESE team, either one.
11                 MS. STEPHENS:  So, thank you, Mr. Baldwin.
12                 We did note that currently Arkansas Connections
13            Academy, we were 1.05 points away from hitting that C
14            this year.  We understand that we have a lot of work
15            that we still need to do to increase our achievement
16            of our students.  We are working very hard to do that
17            as well.  I would like to note that, you know, we
18            have noted that there have been some issues in
19            regards to eSchool as well as eFinance, our cycle
20            reporting where some of our data is not coming
21            through to really highlight some of the things that
22            we are doing.  And we've been working very, very
23            closely with the team at DESE to help support us in
24            getting those things fixed so that everything is
25            accurately being reflected.
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 1                 On top of that, we are working very closely with
 2            our teachers.  One of the initiatives that we did
 3            this year is we noticed that we weren't having as
 4            much engagement as we wanted to see with our students
 5            participating in benchmark assessments throughout the
 6            school year.  So we did switch this year from MAP
 7            testing previous years to Renaissance testing this
 8            year.  We've had over 95% of our students complete
 9            those benchmark assessments in the first round back
10            in the fall and then our second round that we just
11            completed in January.  On top of that, we've put a
12            tremendous amount of focus into our RTI processes,
13            working with our teachers as well to insure that they
14            are, you know, having good PLC conversations to
15            better support students.  And we're really working to
16            move students through that RTI process so that we can
17            better prepare them to show those -- the growth that
18            we need to see when they get to those state testing
19            opportunities.
20                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  Well, I appreciate that
21            answer; very comprehensive.  And, you know, the 1%
22            variance doesn't seem like a big variance to me.  It
23            seems like you're close.  And I appreciate the fact
24            you're reaching to all those metrics and ideas to do
25            that.
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 1                 Let me ask you, with all that said, is the 1%
 2            variance a hard number to move?  I mean I notice
 3            these education kids.  And is that a big number or do
 4            you feel pretty confident that can move relatively
 5            quickly?
 6                 MS. STEPHENS:  I feel very confident that that's
 7            going to move relatively quickly.
 8                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  Thank you.
 9                 MS. STEPHENS:  Yes, sir.
10                 MS. GRAYER:  So they were able to move 1.81
11            points from 2021 to 2022, and they are needing 1.05
12            points in this upcoming year.  So if they stay with
13            the current trajectory it's totally possible.
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Any additional questions for
15            Arkansas Connections Academy?
16                 MR. DAVIS:  I do have a question.  And, Ms.
17            Stephens and Ms. Peterson, you just described a
18            number of different things that I think will help
19            move the needle.  Should we be expecting that needle
20            -- should we be expecting to see that movement in
21            regards to growth, achievement?  How are you -- what
22            should be the first indication that what you're doing
23            is working?  Because when I look at, obviously, the
24            growth and achievement and where you are on those
25            things, you know, there is some relative concern
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 1            there.
 2                 MS. STEPHENS:  Yes.  Well, we are aware of some
 3            of the data errors, and I think that the biggest
 4            thing that we want to see from our students is that
 5            growth.  We have, like I said while ago, with our
 6            benchmark testing, that was a big piece of it because
 7            we knew that in order to better identify our students
 8            that were In Need of Support we needed multiple data
 9            points to be able to insure that we were accurately
10            identifying to provide the supports we needed.  So
11            moving -- like I said while ago, moving from the MAP
12            testing to the Renaissance testing has been really
13            eye-opening, I think for a lot of our teachers even,
14            in really identifying and putting those focuses in
15            with those students.  And then through that,
16            implementing appropriate RTI processes so that we are
17            bringing those students and identifying do you need
18            one-on-one intervention or is a better fit for you to
19            have small group intervention or should we move you
20            into an SISP type of situation.  We've been better
21            able to do that and we're monitoring daily and
22            watching our students even progressing in their
23            coursework, which has been pretty phenomenal.  We
24            were really impressed as our end-of-semester metrics
25            as far as our amount of students that are
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 1            successfully passing their courses.  So we're already
 2            seeing just in one semester the efforts that we have
 3            put into place this year.  We are seeing tremendous
 4            amount of growth, and so we are really looking
 5            forward to carrying through with those trends as we
 6            go throughout this semester.
 7                 MR. DAVIS:  Fantastic.  Thanks.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Any additional questions?
 9                 Thank you, Ms. Stephens.  Thank you, Ms.
10            Peterson.
11                 MS. STEPHENS:  Thank you.
12        c)  ARKANSAS LIGHTHOUSE ACADEMIES
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Arkansas Lighthouse, please.
14                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So once again we have the
15            mission statement and the expiration date of June 30,
16            2027, as well as their Students In Need of Support
17            for ELA and for math.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  Ms. Wright-McMurray,
19            any questions?
20                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So I think -- so one of my
21            questions I think will be -- we'll discuss further
22            down in the agenda when we talk about Capital City.
23                 So I guess looking at letter grades it looks
24            like that for one of the schools it's at least a C --
25                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
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 1                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  -- which is --
 2                 MS. GRAYER:  The Flightline.
 3                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  -- Flightline.  But when I
 4            look at that I'm looking at the number of students
 5            that are In Need of Support for ELA and math.
 6                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
 7                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  And so that doesn't
 8            surprise me.
 9                 MS. GRAYER:  Right.
10                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  But it's a C because --
11            it's almost as if that would be the expectation that
12            those students would perform higher.  And so I'm just
13            trying to talk through this in my head and when I was
14            looking at everything.  So then what I kind of did is
15            I kind of throw in other schools that had either
16            similar or close to, or maybe even slightly lower,
17            maybe like in their 30s or -- and some of their
18            letter grades were -- there were like some schools
19            that, you know, achieved a B.  So I guess what I'm
20            trying to kind of think through -- I guess I need to
21            have a better sense of what strategies are we
22            applying and implementing for the students across and
23            what do we feel like is working, what's not working.
24            Because when I see that for this school that has 25
25            for ELA and then 29 for math, and you're still
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 1            getting a C, but then there are some other schools
 2            that may be in the 30s and they're able to get a B, I
 3            just don't -- I guess I'm not feeling as if that --
 4                 MS. GRAYER:  It's because the weighted
 5            achievement incentivizes as the performance level
 6            increases.  So just because you may have a low level
 7            percentage at Level 1, you're also having to look at
 8            the percentage in Level 2, you're getting a half
 9            point there, whereas once you move into Level 3, when
10            the -- once those kids are ready, you get a full
11            point.
12                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So --
13                 MS. GRAYER:  And then in Level 4 you can earn up
14            to a point-and-a-quarter if that number exceeds the
15            number that you have in Level 4.  And then that's
16            only 35% of your score.
17                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Yeah.  So I guess what I'm
18            trying to get thought through is, so if you have to
19            consider a 25 and 29, and then you have another
20            school that has students that I'd say -- I would just
21            them as an example -- in their 30s --
22                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
23                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So they're having to do a
24            little bit more to move those students to --
25                 MS. GRAYER:  Ready or Exceeding.
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 1                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  -- Ready or Exceeding.
 2                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes, ma'am.
 3                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So if you're already at
 4            25, you're starting a little bit more ahead of those
 5            that are at the 30s.
 6                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
 7                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So I guess I'm just trying
 8            to get -- and it's probably going to be an
 9            explanation I need from the school.
10                 So you're starting a little bit higher and
11            you're still at a C.  And then we have some schools
12            that are starting a little bit lower and they're
13            getting to a B.  What is it that needs to take place
14            in order for you to be able to make -- to not lose on
15            that and then to actually make additional gains so
16            that you can see yourself getting to a B or an A?
17            Because I -- and I'm just thinking through that.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So as Ms. Noel is coming to
19            the microphone, I would just say that our ESSA School
20            Index is a multi-measure --
21                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- index, and so what you're
23            seeing here is one measure.
24                 MS. GRAYER:  Right.
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And there are many other
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 1            measures that go into the total index.  And so the
 2            total index then determines your letter grade.
 3                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So with that being said, Ms.
 5            Noelle, if you'll speak to the differences between
 6            your buildings currently.
 7                 DR. TUCKER:  Good morning.  Dr. Sarper Tucker;
 8            I'm the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum
 9            Instruction at Arkansas Lighthouse Charter Schools.
10                 Do you guys want to introduce very quickly?
11                 MS. NOEL:  I'm LaShawnDa Noel, Chief Executive
12            Officer.  This is Isaiah Cosio, Assistant
13            Superintendent of Operations; Kimberly Willis with
14            Human Resources; and Wendell Scales with Innovation.
15            So, yeah.
16                 DR. TUCKER:  So, first of all, to be able to
17            answer your question, this is my first year at
18            Arkansas Lighthouse Charter Schools.  My first order
19            of business was to alignment our curriculum,
20            instructional models, systems and procedures.  So we
21            have five schools across the district.  And when we
22            look at it, we collect our report around five main
23            topics.
24                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Can I interject for just a
25            second?
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 1                 DR. TUCKER:  Please.
 2                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.  So I may be not
 3            asking it right --
 4                 DR. TUCKER:  Okay.
 5                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  -- so I want to make sure
 6            that I'm asking it right.  So I do understand that
 7            there are different factors that go into calculating
 8            the ESSA Index Score.  And I do understand that, you
 9            know, this is one piece -- and if I'm looking at
10            another school that's their one piece.  But the one
11            piece that they have -- if they're starting a little
12            bit lower than where you are, they're making --
13            potentially they're making up the numbers with their
14            growth, and then they're also in other areas making
15            up the difference so that they are getting to a
16            better score.  So I guess what would help me to
17            understand is what is your plan to take advantage of
18            the fact that -- I'm just using this one as an
19            example -- to take advantage of the fact that you're
20            starting a little bit better with these students, but
21            then also what other areas do you see that you could
22            gain points in so that you're not still staying at a
23            C but you have the potential to get to a B or an A if
24            this is the one piece that you have.  And you may be
25            doing a little bit better than someone else, but
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 1            they're getting to a B.  What are some other things
 2            that you feel like that you could do to make up
 3            points and then not lose points here?  Does that make
 4            sense?
 5                 DR. TUCKER:  Yes, it does.
 6                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.
 7                 DR. TUCKER:  So when we look at the ESSA score,
 8            as Ms. Grayer was explaining, this piece that we're
 9            talking about is only 35% of our overall score.  It
10            includes attendance, the community service.  So we
11            have to insure that our scholars, they come to
12            school.  So we have a 95% goal that's attendance rate
13            and it's scholars at school, they're learning.  So
14            that's going to impact directly our achievement
15            scores as well.  So we're insuring that we take clear
16            attendance in the morning and afternoon; we
17            communicate with parents.  So we are trying to
18            increase that number so that we can get full credit
19            from the attendance portion.
20                 And also the courses that -- the community
21            pieces, computer science courses, we are implementing
22            those courses in our system, making sure that our
23            scholars are taking these courses and that they take
24            the complete -- the AP test or the required test and
25            we get grades for those.  That's part of the system
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 1            that we're trying to make it a lot better for moving
 2            forward.
 3                 But the attendance piece is very important for
 4            us because it directly impacts student learning.
 5                 So, when -- we also look at the -- our scholars
 6            in that category.  There are give categories.  Right?
 7            Our In Need of Support, yes, it's low, but we need to
 8            move our Close scholars to the Ready category so that
 9            we can also achieve and then hire certified personnel
10            for it.  So if you look at the number, that can
11            impact itself and then the larger grade so that we
12            can easily get up to B and eventually an A school, if
13            that answers your question.
14                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So I have one more
15            question.  So the other piece -- so I was looking at
16            part of your response, and, just for example, there's
17            an action step that the school leadership team is
18            going to review data, using the data analysis
19            protocol, and align those school goals and monitor
20            effectiveness.  Can you flesh that out a little bit
21            more and give us a little bit more detail exactly
22            what that is and what is the -- what are you using?
23            How are those conversations going?  You know, what
24            plans are evolving from that?  It says you guys
25            started that back in August, and so I just want to
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 1            kind of see if there's -- if anything has come out of
 2            that you feel like that you will be able to apply?
 3                 DR. TUCKER:  So if I may, I can -- I'm going to
 4            take it a step backward actually.  Like I was
 5            describing earlier, when we analyze our curriculum
 6            instructional model and systems and procedures, we
 7            understand that you've got to use a viable
 8            curriculum.  It wasn't implemented correctly, it
 9            wasn't there for us.  So that was our first
10            initiative that we started in our schools.  This
11            initiative brought all the specialists, key teachers,
12            and principals to our district office.  They analyze
13            and understand how to find essential standards, what
14            our scholars they have to master.  Even in that
15            process itself it was a literally master level class
16            for our teachers to learn.  We adapted the reading
17            model.  If you'll look at the standards, and they
18            align with the readiness, endurance, assess, and
19            leverage -- so we process around that.  And our
20            teachers, they found -- and specialists and
21            principals -- the identifier essential standards.
22            And then we moved even further into "I can"
23            statements; so we go into the student friendly
24            explanation.  We create our CFA so that we have more
25            data.
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 1                 Our goal is to become a PLC school.  So this
 2            current model for curriculum leads us -- and the
 3            curriculum initiative leads us to become a PLC
 4            school.  We knew that that three weeks wasn't enough
 5            for us, and for that reason the team -- we made an
 6            executive decision and we changed our schedule.  Our
 7            school starts later on Mondays; we start at 9:00, but
 8            our teachers they come to school at 7:30.  Every
 9            Monday they come to school and grade level teachers
10            they meet together, they analyze the data.  Our PLC
11            runs by four questions: what portions are -- what are
12            we teaching, what are they learning, which is our
13            essential standards; how are we assessing them,
14            that's our CFA exit tickets or entrance tickets; what
15            are we doing for the scholars if they are not
16            learning, that's our intervention -- and we have
17            scholars that they do learn; what are we doing, which
18            is our extension.  So we've moved from [inaudible]
19            that we're teaching to planning to teach.  That's the
20            initiative at the start of it.  Every Monday they
21            come to school, they go into this group meeting.
22            Again, this meeting is run by the facilitators.  They
23            pull -- they bring their data, they analyze the data,
24            and the conversation becomes "what do you do well?
25            What did you -- what teaching style did you use?"  So
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 1            a lot of the team culture that we were hoping to get
 2            it becomes part of our own culture.  It used to be
 3            our teachers, you know, planned and they've gotten
 4            ready for their classes by themselves and they
 5            thought that was good enough; they were teaching the
 6            essential standards.  But partnering with IET or
 7            Solution Tree and DESE, Ms. Tally Harp, we run
 8            everything that we try to do in our school by them to
 9            making sure that we're doing it correctly; we get all
10            the support.  And if we run into issues, they're our
11            partners to help us out, you know, clear those
12            barriers.
13                 So, the data, it drives our instruction.  And so
14            far, just looking at our data from -- I have that
15            information for you guys, if you'd like to hear it --
16            our scholars are moving.  I've looked at from fall to
17            fall, last year to this year; we have around 30%
18            improvement.  I looked at from the fall to the winter
19            test scores; our scholars are moving, not in the
20            Exceeding area.  But we also focus on In Need of
21            Support --
22                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Sure.
23                 DR. TUCKER:  -- and Close areas, how are we
24            moving those scholars, which is the intervention
25            portion that's going to become our -- part of our
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 1            block schedule next year.
 2                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Thanks.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini.
 4                 MS. SARACINI:  So I was looking, you have
 5            implemented Heggerty, Phonics First, Wit and Wisdom.
 6            So tell me when did you implement those?  Because you
 7            should be seeing -- that's phonemic awareness, that's
 8            our phonics, and I see that you're spending a lot on
 9            tutoring programs.  So when did you begin -- I guess
10            when did you adopt this?  So, because I know it takes
11            more than just a year.  You've got your essential
12            standards in; now you have a viable curriculum that's
13            HQIM -- it's high-quality instructional materials.
14            So just kind of briefly give me some --
15                 DR. TUCKER:  Sure.  I'm going to focus on the
16            second part, and I'm going to let -- Mr. Cosio will
17            tell you guys when we adopted it.
18                 I always tell everybody you can purchase the
19            best curriculum ever; if you do not know how to use
20            it with ability, it is not going to move our
21            scholars.
22                 MS. SARACINI:  Uh-huh.
23                 DR. TUCKER:  That is the piece that we analyze
24            at the beginning when the curriculum was in use, the
25            ability.
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 1                 MS. SARACINI:  Uh-huh.
 2                 DR. TUCKER:  Ms. Tally Harp and I, we had this
 3            conversation when she came to our office, what do we
 4            do?  So that's -- we bring in our teachers.
 5            Teachers' voices are so important, that they buy-in,
 6            they understand what they have to teach and how they
 7            have to teach.  To hear from their own colleagues and
 8            implement together, that changed the culture.  So, we
 9            had our visit last Friday and that was -- we looked
10            at notes that -- her notes received from one great
11            kindergarten to another kindergarten; we see the same
12            lesson, same Phonics First, Heggerty.
13                 MS. SARACINI:  Consistency.
14                 DR. TUCKER:  For consistency, that's right.  But
15            to answer your first question, Mr. Cosio can --
16                 MR. COSIO:  I can answer that now.
17                 So, in 2020, we were using Expeditionary
18            Learning and then we had to make that switch to Wit
19            and Wisdom K-8.  And so this would be our third year
20            of -- or the start of our third year with using the
21            Wit and Wisdom.  And so last year for Wit and Wisdom,
22            Eureka Math, and then also this is our second year of
23            using STEMscopes for science.  So trying to make sure
24            that our teachers and students have access to that
25            high quality instructional materials.
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 1                 Specifically, for Flightline, I just wanted to
 2            add to what Dr. Tucker was talking about, our science
 3            as well was one of those things we did notice that we
 4            needed to improve and make sure that we were raising
 5            the bar on that.  So one of the things that the
 6            academic team did is -- to promote growth and
 7            achievement was we added a physical science part for
 8            our 8th graders to again kind of push them into that
 9            growth.  As you said, our scholars are starting out
10            at a little bit higher level, so we continue to push
11            that achievement and growth.
12                 MS. SARACINI:  Just one more question.  Do you
13            think because you have -- a high rate of your
14            teachers are three years and less it could be the
15            attrition, the turnover, having to re-prepare them,
16            re-professional learning opportunities?
17                 MR. COSIO:  Yes.  For sure, the lack of
18            Flightline retention does impact us.  And that's one
19            of the things that we've done this year as well is
20            implemented our own early career professional program
21            with -- so not only -- and then we've also partnered
22            with the -- with -- through a peer grant with APSRC
23            for our teacher leaders to get some of that increased
24            training and just being able to add their influence.
25            So with the in-house novice teacher program, we have
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 1            about a 1-to-3 ratio for our novice teachers -- for
 2            our mentors and novice teachers, which in past years
 3            it would be like 1-to-25 or 30.  So making sure that
 4            -- and we've seen great success with our novice
 5            teachers and the way that they feel about their
 6            mentors.  And so we do believe that that will lead to
 7            retention as well.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
 9                 MR. DAVIS:  No questions from me at this time.
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
11                 MR. BALDWIN:  Thank you.  So let me ask -- and I
12            appreciated the plan of improvement that you guys put
13            together.  And I guess I wanted to ask a couple of
14            things about that.
15                 When you put that together, talk to us about who
16            all was involved.  Was there professional staff in
17            that?  Was it mainly administrative preparation or --
18            just kind of explain how you compiled that then.
19                 DR. TUCKER:  That team, it was me, ran by --
20            organized by me.  And principals; our specialists,
21            content specialists; and we pulled key teachers.  The
22            goal is here distributive leadership style,
23            understanding that leaders or principals they cannot
24            do work just ourselves; we have to include our
25            teachers and making sure that they become leaders.
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 1            So they were a part of this process of understanding,
 2            analyzing essential standards, like "I can"
 3            statements and CFAs.  And as we are doing right now,
 4            we are adding the (inaudible) scales.
 5                 In addition to that, we go to Solution Tree's
 6            conferences every month.  I think we are the largest
 7            district that brings staff to that meeting.  Because
 8            we do believe that this is a shared vision and it is
 9            important that we bring our teachers; they understand
10            the concept.  We work together through our solutions
11            together.  We share, we talk, we come up with goals
12            and tasks for us to implement.  But we also
13            understand it's the process.  Teachers' buy-in -- we
14            want our teachers to feel like champions, but also we
15            need to provide all the resources, the support and
16            solutions.  So we brought the quality key teachers --
17            whenever I say the key teachers I want to be clear
18            we're not looking for veteran teachers.  We're
19            looking for teachers that they show promise; they,
20            you know, work with scholars; based on our
21            observations, they have the data.  And we want to
22            invest in them as well.  So we had -- our group is
23            getting larger and larger, the people that we bring
24            in.  And we also utilize our partners; for instance,
25            Bobbie Jo Bride from NIET, she's coming tomorrow and
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 1            she will be specifically working with our -- the
 2            middle school teachers.
 3                 In addition to those statements that I made, the
 4            essential standards and "I can" statements and CFAs,
 5            what she does is she makes them understand the levels
 6            of "I can" statements; so we add extra value.  But
 7            also she double-checks our -- the essential standards
 8            that we've found -- are they -- could we get another
 9            one, or is there a reason that we did not, is one
10            type of question.  So we include all our
11            stakeholders.
12                 In addition to all those people, we are training
13            our board members because they have to understand
14            that.  And our goal is moving forward for our next
15            school year.  When we look at our school, everybody
16            has to be able to speak about PLCs, about school, the
17            scholar needs, and understanding exactly what they
18            need.  It's not just ends or starts with the
19            teachers; it goes to everybody.
20                 So that's our shared vision goal for our school.
21                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  Yeah, that's helpful to
22            know.  I guess, in summation, what I took from your
23            statement was that the classroom teachers see this as
24            their plan too; they've bought into this and they are
25            going to work this plan.  And so, that's good.
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 1                 Is there anything --
 2                 DR. TUCKER:  Yeah.
 3                 MR. BALDWIN:  -- anything that is a specific
 4            challenge to you all in this?  I guess you have your
 5            budget to accomplish this and, you know, all the
 6            other things that go into successfully executing the
 7            plan?  Or, is there something out there that you feel
 8            like is a challenge to bring this off?
 9                 DR. TUCKER:  I think it's not a challenge; it is
10            -- what we need to say-it-and-believe-it is that all
11            students can learn and we need to turn that culture
12            around.  We cannot look at our scholars based on
13            their Zip Code or where they're coming from.  Right?
14            So as soon as we believe that, everybody in this
15            school system, and works towards that, and using our
16            guaranteed and viable curriculum to fidelity, we will
17            be successful.  So that is --
18                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.
19                 DR. TUCKER:  -- a cultural mind-shift that we're
20            working very closely.
21                 MR. BALDWIN:  And I think that's important, the
22            culture has to change because we're going down to
23            kids.  Let me add one last question.  So I'm looking
24            at your trends -- and thank you for sending that to
25            us, Lori.  It looks like you've improved in all your
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 1            classes and all your schools except for the Capital
 2            City Lighthouse Elementary and the Jacksonville
 3            Lighthouse Elementary.  Do you have a sense of why
 4            those are still declining and what can you do to turn
 5            that around?
 6                 DR. TUCKER:  So with the Capital City we are --
 7            yes, we do experience difficulty in that school.  If
 8            you'll look at the trend from previous years, when we
 9            look at the Capital City the overall goal is the same
10            and the buy-in has to be the same way.
11                 So I guess to your previous question about the
12            challenge for us, we should be able to support and
13            bring that change, the mindset shift and cultural
14            shift, to go to schools in multiple areas; that is
15            one of the challenges that we have.  But we have a
16            great team that we work together -- Ms. Noel to
17            everybody.  We go to schools and making sure that
18            what we do is the same, which is the tight/loose
19            leadership.  And so spending enough time and making
20            sure that our teachers and the principals, everybody
21            is using the curriculum fidelity in that area.
22                 Just to share quick information, just looking at
23            our current school year scores, Capital City is also
24            moving the scholars.  But the trajectory is -- it's
25            not enough or is not as close that other schools get.
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 1            But that's something that is on our radar to making
 2            sure that we are closely monitoring our scholars and
 3            making sure that intervention and RTI systems are in
 4            place, we're supporting those scholars and the
 5            parents, making sure that they invest in our
 6            scholars' education.
 7                 MR. BALDWIN:  Thank you.
 8                 DR. TUCKER:  You're welcome.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
10        d)  ARKANSAS VIRTUAL ACADEMY
11                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Dr. Sutherlin, Ms. Grayer, if
12            you'll take us to Arkansas Virtual Academy please.
13                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So we have Arkansas Virtual
14            Academy.  The expiration date is actually June 30,
15            2026, and the mission statement is there for you as
16            well.
17                 MS. GRAYER:  And we've supplied their data as
18            well around their weighted achievement scores for the
19            In Need of Support for ELA and mathematics percentage
20            of students.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  And as you're
22            scrolling through those slides, I'm sure someone is
23            on from ARVA.  There she is.
24                 MS. JOHNSON:  Hello.  Amy Johnson, Head of
25            Schools at Arkansas Virtual Academy.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Wright-McMurray, any
 2            questions for Ms. Johnson?
 3                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I think some are to what I
 4            said before.  I think I'll just wait till the end for
 5            my virtual questions.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  Ms. Saracini?
 7                 MS. SARACINI:  Not at this time.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
 9                 MR. BALDWIN:  Not at this time.
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
11                 MR. DAVIS:  Same for me; not at this time.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Well, then I'll throw one out
13            for you really quickly.  Thank you for being here
14            today.  And I know that virtual during a pandemic --
15            virtual is a style all its own --
16                 MS. JOHNSON:  Yes, it is.
17                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- for kids and families that
18            are desiring that methodology.  But you had an influx
19            of people that weren't really knowledgeable of that
20            methodology coming in to your school and you had to
21            face some really big issues with acclimating those
22            parents and students to a virtual system.  And if you
23            would just take a moment, because I think you've
24            learned a lot of lessons that would benefit every
25            school district that's thinking about or having some
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 1            of the same issues of getting kids back into schools.
 2                 MS. JOHNSON:  Yes.  So we took on about 1800
 3            students in a course of about two months.  And so
 4            while our infrastructure handled that pretty
 5            seamlessly -- ARVA has been at this since about 2003,
 6            so we aren't strangers to setting up those
 7            infrastructures.  To your point, we did have to learn
 8            something about a different type of student, a
 9            broader range of families.  Our elementary, which
10            you'll note in your documentation, fell .99 below a
11            D.  Their free-and-reduced-lunch, their low-income
12            population in that grade-band increased to 75%.  So
13            we've always had a decently high low-income
14            population, but in the elementary especially we
15            doubled -- more than doubled in that school band as
16            part of our growth.  And so we really had to think
17            about parent engagement in a new way.  As you can
18            imagine, kindergartners, 1st graders, 2nd graders who
19            are learning to read and learning to manipulate
20            technology, they have to have an engaged learning
21            coach.  And so we broadened our process for engaging
22            our parents.  We actually created classes for our
23            parents and brought them in.  We taught them how to
24            set up educational areas designated in their home.
25            You know, a student doing class in bed is not what
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 1            we're after.  We taught them to create those
 2            positions and those stations in their homes, what
 3            does it look like to assist your student with an
 4            academic concept or standard.  Because the idea for
 5            virtual education is not that our students are
 6            sitting in front of the computer for a full six to
 7            eight hours a day; so we need that cooperation with
 8            the parents.  So we did broaden our approach for our
 9            parent involvement.  That definitely was probably the
10            biggest piece that we learned.
11                 But I think we all learned, I think even as a
12            society, how important those face-to-face pieces are
13            for our students.  And so at the onset -- earliest
14            onset that we could we did bring those pieces back.
15            We have regional coordinators right now in our state
16            that have different geographic locations, and they
17            get to know the families in those areas and they
18            offer academic opportunities that -- you know, it's
19            hard to build a model of the solar system virtually;
20            everybody has had that experience in elementary
21            school.  So we provide those with some of those face-
22            to-face opportunities and that's been key for us in
23            coming back.
24                 But moving quickly, but also identifying quickly
25            the gaps that students come to us with.  In the last
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 1            two years, in that influx of population 71% of the
 2            students that came to us came to us in the bottom two
 3            levels of the ACT Aspire and that In Need of Support
 4            and Close.  So we had to move quickly to begin to
 5            identify what are -- what skills our students needed
 6            and how we were going to really individualize and
 7            personalize to start not only to teach at grade level
 8            but also to scaffold to close the gap, and you'll see
 9            that in some of our results.  We've really shifted
10            some of our focus from growth -- although that's
11            still very important, still a goal for us -- but
12            we're shifting our priority to proficiency.  Because
13            we know if we can close the gap and increase
14            proficiency then what we can do -- that the growth
15            will also come along with that.
16                 So it's been a little bit of a shift of focus
17            for us from just are we growing students to how are
18            we increasing proficiency, knowing the gaps that
19            they've come to us with.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Very well said.  Thank you.
21                 I think just to repeat some of the key
22            components you said is structure.
23                 MS. JOHNSON:  Yes.
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Having the structure and
25            knowing how to close those gaps in whatever -- you're
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 1            taking in any child.
 2                 MS. JOHNSON:  That's right.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  You're not screening them
 4            out, so you're taking in any child and delivering
 5            services customized to them.  And the key component
 6            is bringing the parent along with you -- that parent
 7            engagement.  So I think that's a lesson for anyone
 8            running a school, period, virtual or onsite or
 9            hybrid.  It's just a lesson.  So, thank you.  We
10            appreciate that.
11                 MS. JOHNSON:  Thank you.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Dr. Sutherlin, eStem.
13                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So just on a personal note I
14            will say everything that she just said is absolutely
15            true.  My child went to ARVA for a year and it was
16            amazing, so --
17                 MS. GRAYER:  And I just want to echo the closing
18            the gaps while still teaching at grade level -- I
19            thank you for that, Amy.
20  e)  eSTEM PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
21                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  All right.  eStem -- so we have
22            a charter expiration date of June 30, 2020 -- 2033,
23            excuse me -- and the mission statement is listed
24            above, as well as our Students In Need of Support for
25            ELA and for mathematics.
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 1                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.  And you don't really see a
 2            lot of the color-coding popping out for the eStem
 3            School District, so --
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And we did hear last time
 5            that eStem has a new Executive Director.
 6                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
 7                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Correct.  So here are their
 8            letter grades --
 9                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
10                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  -- and ESSA scores.
11                 MS. GRAYER:  And that's pretty reflective of the
12            data you saw in the previous slide.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  And who's here to
14            speak on behalf of eStem?
15                 SUPT. MILHOLLAND:  Good morning.  My name is
16            Mark Milholland.  I'm the recently appointed, by the
17            Board of Directors, Superintendent.  I was the
18            founding CFO for eStem Public Charter Schools and was
19            involved from prior to the beginning.  Previously,
20            I'm retired from Little Rock School District as CFO
21            and I had a career there of 31 years.
22                 We totally understand why we were invited to be
23            here today.  We simply did not get the job done for
24            our two elementary schools and their students.  But I
25            can assure you we are about positive results and we
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 1            won't make any excuses for that.
 2                 Last spring and early summer, our previous CEO
 3            began to anticipate that we were in danger and we
 4            decided to do some retooling within our
 5            administrative structure.  We've hired a new director
 6            for K-6 curriculum; that person is a 32-year veteran
 7            educator, and her name is Lori Smith.  Finally, the
 8            third team member of today's group is our CFO, Angie
 9            Miller; she has been here for 13 years and is
10            currently the CFO.  Prior to that, she was involved
11            in APSCN.  So we are now available for you to answer
12            whatever questions you may pose for us.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you, Mr. Milholland.
14                 Any questions?  Any questions, Ms. Saracini?
15                 MS. SARACINI:  No.
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Any questions, Mr. Davis?
17                 MR. DAVIS:  I do.  I am, just FYI, kind of
18            toggling back between a number of presentations.  And
19            one that I am looking at is the school value-added
20            growth score plotted with weighted achievement
21            scores.  And it appears that eStem -- or it doesn't
22            appear -- it actually indicated that you have done a
23            fairly decent job when it comes to growth scores for
24            students, except it seems like the only school that
25            has struggled as far as growth score and achievement
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 1            is the East Village Elementary Charter School.  Can
 2            you talk to me a little bit about, one, on the
 3            positive side what are some things happening that you
 4            feel like has had a tremendous impact on your growth
 5            scores; and then, can you talk to me about what you
 6            think might need to be done in a very tangible way
 7            when we start talking about eStem Village?
 8                 MS. SMITH:  Yes.  Good morning, Members of the
 9            Panel.
10                 Like Mr. Milholland said, I am new to eStem and
11            maneuvering my way through the charter.  But I
12            appreciate that question, Mr. Davis, so much because
13            when I got here the wheels were already in motion to
14            make sure that we were providing high-quality
15            teaching in every classroom, we have viable
16            curriculum across the board that addresses Science of
17            Reading.  Our teachers are continually working to be
18            trained.  I think some of the main focus of our
19            growth comes from providing that day-in and day-out
20            feedback to teachers.  And although we're not where
21            we want to be, we did celebrate the fact that we were
22            very close at both campuses to receiving a C, which
23            again is not -- we are striving for higher.  But in
24            terms -- I think the key here is supporting teachers
25            day-in and day-out.  We do have a large percent of
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 1            novice teachers, and then also those teachers that
 2            are not technically trained and are certified -- to
 3            be certified teachers.  So with that being part of
 4            our charter, that definitely gives us an opportunity
 5            to work with a variety of people who bring a wealth
 6            of knowledge to the table for our students.
 7                 As far as the East Village is concerned, I do
 8            want to make note that that has -- this is the fifth
 9            year for them to be open.  And when we did that
10            transition it kind of scattered folks.  It took a
11            minute for those -- for eStem East Village to kind of
12            get on their feet.  We did have a significant
13            leadership turnover at the end of last year.  Also,
14            we had a significant turnover of teaching staff.  And
15            for full transparency, there were some discipline
16            concerns at that campus.  But I am happy to report
17            that we were able to land a very veteran
18            administrator with administrative experience, along
19            with a team that she hired that is also very well-
20            versed in what it takes to turn-around a school.
21            They have worked tirelessly this year getting systems
22            and procedures in place so that there are high
23            expectations for all students.  And they are -- she
24            has worked very diligently to get that East Village
25            community and those teachers to understand that high
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 1            expectations are what it takes to move the wheel.  So
 2            we are very aware of that and we are definitely open
 3            and ready for the challenge.
 4                 MR. DAVIS:  Thanks for that.
 5                 Just also can you -- and you all alluded to this
 6            -- just from a Central Office perspective obviously
 7            there have been some transitions.  Can you walk us
 8            through, not necessarily on the school side but from
 9            a Central Office perspective -- obviously there has
10            been a change in superintendent.  Are there some
11            other key changes that we should -- you'd like to
12            bring forward for us to be aware of now?
13                 MS. SMITH:  Right.  So this restructure, another
14            person that we've added is Ms. Charlane Murant [ps]
15            and she is the director of Communications and Family
16            Engagement.  As we've seen since the pandemic,
17            attendance, as I've heard other people mention, is an
18            issue.  We have seen great results since bringing her
19            onboard with that social media presence and just
20            constantly getting information out to parents -- the
21            things that we are proud of, the things that parents
22            need to know, important information, dates of
23            upcoming events so that we can increase our parent
24            engagement.  So that has been a key factor there.  We
25            also have done some rearranging and we now have Ms.
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 1            Jess Forster who is over our recruitment and
 2            retention, both for the student side and also for the
 3            teacher side.  So we have kind of done some
 4            restructuring there to make sure that we are
 5            recruiting the best and the brightest and that we
 6            then, on the backside of that, are able to support
 7            them so that they in turn will stay with us and we
 8            can retain those great teachers.
 9                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you for that.
10                 No further questions from me.
11                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
12                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yes, thank you.
13                 Mr. Milholland, let me ask you a question, sir.
14            And I appreciate you being here today and thank you
15            for your distinguished career as an educator.  I
16            guess I'm -- and you may have said this and I may
17            have just missed it.  You were appointed by the board
18            I guess as the CEO for eStem.  Is that a permanent
19            employment opportunity or are you acting in a
20            temporary capacity right now?
21                 SUPT. MILHOLLAND:  Yes, sir.
22                 MR. BALDWIN:  It is a --
23                 SUPT. MILHOLLAND:  I am the interim
24            superintendent.  I have no plan for permanency.
25                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  I can appreciate that.
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 1                 Tell us a bit about your -- about the process of
 2            getting a permanent superintendent and how -- you
 3            know, tell us where you're at in that process and
 4            maybe how that's proceeding?
 5                 SUPT. MILHOLLAND:  Yes, sir.  Our board of
 6            directors recently has hired a search firm.  We have
 7            posted the notice on their website today and we are
 8            about that process.
 9                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  So that -- do you think --
10            I know you can't specifically say, because no one
11            knows, but is that a year-long process, is it a
12            national search?  Kind of give us a sense of when
13            you'll have your permanent person in place.
14                 SUPT. MILHOLLAND:  Thank you.  It is a national
15            search.  We have a time table that has been developed
16            that just makes hiring a new director to be available
17            July 1.
18                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  So in time for the next
19            school year, I guess, after this one?
20                 SUPT. MILHOLLAND:  Yes, sir.
21                 MR. BALDWIN:  All right.  And my next question
22            really goes back to the Village -- East Village
23            Elementary.  And y'all were talking about the
24            leadership turnover and some teaching turnover.  And
25            you feel better about your leader there now.  She's
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 1            having to install systems and procedures.  And so
 2            kind of the sense I got was that you're really having
 3            to retool that -- a substantial retooling of that
 4            school.  Could you all give us a sense of really what
 5            happened?  Because that's -- you know, it's a new
 6            school.  You know, did you just start out on the
 7            wrong foot or did something -- was there something
 8            that we need to know about relative to your efforts
 9            on that school that we don't know right now?
10                 MS. SMITH:  No, sir.  I don't think -- I mean
11            it's just where I think, again, they've only been in
12            existence for -- this is their fifth year.  I think
13            the previous leadership was very novice and maybe
14            struggled a little bit with that large of a staff.
15            It does serve almost right at 850 students, so with
16            that comes a large staff.  And so in terms of getting
17            everybody on the same page I think there was a
18            struggle with some people maybe relocating from
19            another eStem campus.  So I think it's just all about
20            getting the arrows going in the same direction.  And
21            I think you have to establish that by, again, working
22            with the staff to develop, you know, mission and
23            vision, which has been done now.  And no blame to the
24            previous administration at all.  But it was a big --
25            it was a big task to get that many students, in a
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 1            pretty small area actually, with -- you know, side-
 2            by-side the junior high.  So everything from traffic
 3            flows to lunch patterns to just overall -- when you
 4            have to supervise that many students it's quite a
 5            daunting task.  So I really feel like with, again,
 6            the best in leadership that's there -- we do have --
 7            we have been able to hire more certified folks, which
 8            I think is helpful.  And, again, with those folks in
 9            place we are, you know, recruiting and we want to
10            make sure that we continue to try to increase the
11            number of teachers that are high-quality and are
12            ready for the challenge.
13                 MR. BALDWIN:  And I know that your rebound score
14            of 1.91 is good, so you're moving towards the, you
15            know, letter grade of C, away from a D.  You still
16            have a ways to go, it looks like.  But I would just
17            encourage you all -- it sounds like that there was
18            probably a cultural challenge there and those are
19            very difficult to overcome.  So I would just keep a
20            focus on that and pay attention to the culture and
21            move as fast as you can on that.
22                 MS. SMITH:  Yes, sir.
23                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.  Thank you, eStem.
24        f)  EXALT ACADEMY OF SOUTHWEST LITTLE ROCK
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Let's move on to
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 1            Exalt, please.
 2                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  All right.  So we have a charter
 3            expiration date of June 30, 2032, and then our
 4            Students In Need of Support in ELA and for
 5            mathematics, as well as the mission statement above.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And Ms. Tina Long is here as
 7            the Executive Director.
 8                 MS. LONG:  Good morning, everyone.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Wright-McMurray, do you
10            have questions?
11                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I don't know if it's --
12            well, probably a question, but more of a comment as
13            well.  So, in looking at what was provided for the
14            letter grade -- and then, again, I greatly appreciate
15            the geographic comparisons of where your school
16            falls.  I just -- and then looking at the growth that
17            has happened with closing the gap that occurred from
18            21-22, I'm just encouraged to see the work that you
19            guys are doing there, knowing that there are some
20            other factors that are in play.  And to be able to
21            address that and then to also have growth and to also
22            have positive direction moving, I just think that
23            that's something that I just wanted to make a comment
24            on to be able to see that.
25                 MS. LONG:  Thank you.
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 1                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So I guess the question is
 2            what do you think -- or something you've been able to
 3            identify that is allowing you guys to be able to
 4            serve your population of students and to be able to
 5            start to kind of creep up on your peers that maybe
 6            are not having the same population or some of the
 7            challenges that you guys will be facing?
 8                 MS. LONG:  Thank you.  I appreciate that very
 9            much.  I think there's a few things in play and a lot
10            of them are because of the metric mentioned by our
11            counterparts here.  But PLCs are a huge part of our
12            culture.  We actually have a very structured schedule
13            around middle school.  We have the opportunity to
14            meet with the team every day, and then they have an
15            extended PLC twice a week.  So that is a huge part of
16            what we do.  Another part that's an enormous part is
17            just our curriculum structure, how we do it.  So all
18            of our children are placed in groups throughout the
19            entire day at their level and delivered targeted
20            instruction exactly at what they need, and then they
21            build upon that.  So that's a really big part of what
22            we do.  I think that where schools can fall into some
23            traps is with a lot of additional supplemental
24            programs, extra tutoring, things that we throw on top
25            of, where the biggest impact we have is in the
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 1            classroom, in general ed. every day.  That's where
 2            our students spend the most time and that's who can
 3            have the biggest impact.  So we've done extensive
 4            professional development about delivering what would
 5            be considered kind of intervention programs
 6            throughout the entire day for our kiddos.  So that's
 7            really helping us move the ball.
 8                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Thank you --
 9                 MS. LONG:  Thank you.
10                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  -- for that response.
11            Yes.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?
13                 MS. SARACINI:  I just want to ditto what she
14            said, because with your population you are moving the
15            needle.
16                 MS. LONG:  Thank you.
17                 MS. SARACINI:  And so I know we don't say that
18            enough.  And to that rebound of 1.5 from the
19            pandemic, I just want to say great work.
20                 MS. LONG:  Thank you.  Appreciate it.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
22                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah, I want to echo that, if
23            nothing else.  I'm a growth guy and so what you've
24            been able to do with the population that you serve --
25            I think that there's a lot of learning that we should
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 1            gather from you, and so I invite you to continue to
 2            tell the story.  And I realize that we'll probably
 3            have more and more questions about how you're able to
 4            achieve this so that we can share it with others.
 5                 MS. LONG:  Thank you.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
 7                 MR. BALDWIN:  No questions.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So you and I talk frequently,
 9            but I know that Tally Harp, one of our district
10            support team members, has been working alongside of
11            you, along with our reading specialists.  So kind of
12            talk to them about -- I know you're getting ready to
13            make a curriculum change, and kind of talk to us
14            about that.
15                 MS. LONG:  About the piece that we have -- so
16            the way that the law reads is that there is a list of
17            curriculum that are highly qualified that we have to
18            select from.  Our current curriculum is not on that
19            list.  Now all of our -- we believe in the RISE
20            movement, obviously.  All of our teachers are trained
21            in RISE, and so there's extensive professional
22            development on RISE and the Science of Reading and we
23            lay those strategies on top of our current
24            curriculum.  Over the last couple of years we've had,
25            you know, decisions to make on where resources would
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 1            be spent and teacher retention was a huge part of
 2            that for us, teacher development, and then
 3            implementation in our program.  And that's where
 4            we've chosen in the past to put a lot of our
 5            resources.  We're now looking at moving to a
 6            curriculum that is aligned with RISE.  The one that
 7            we are looking at that's I think most closely aligned
 8            with our pedagogy is Amplify.  I believe that when we
 9            selected Amplify it has all of the components that we
10            need.  We don't have to do a lot of the supplementing
11            that we're currently doing now.  And we can still do
12            it in the same way to make sure that we're reaching
13            all of our kiddos in a very targeted way.  So we have
14            a team of people that have looked at so much
15            curriculum and worked really hard to make sure that
16            not only is the curriculum meeting all the
17            qualifications, but that it can be molded to fit
18            within out structure.  So that's what we're doing and
19            I think that's the direction we're going.  I say "I
20            think" only because I haven't pushed the button on
21            the final purchase, but our team has actually decided
22            that's what we're doing.  So we'll have it in place
23            and in the schools in the fall -- actually, hopefully
24            by the end of the year so our team leaders can start
25            looking at it and getting ready for some professional
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 1            development over the summer.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.  Appreciate it.
 3                 MS. LONG:  Thank you.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Hearing no
 5            additional questions, we'll move to Friendship.
 6                 Thank you, Ms. Long.
 7                 MS. LONG:  Thank you.
 8        g)  FRIENDSHIP ASPIRE ACADEMY LITTLE ROCK
 9                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So we have Friendship Aspire
10            Academies with a charter expiration date of June 30,
11            2033.  The mission statement is above.  And then the
12            number of Students In Need of Support for ELA and In
13            Need of Support for math are listed there.  And then
14            we have our letter grades listed here, as well as the
15            ESSA scores, and then our geographic comparison.
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And Tran is here to speak on
17            behalf of Friendship.  If you'll introduce yourself?
18                 SUPT. TRAN:  Good morning, everybody.  Tran,
19            Superintendent.  Nice to see you guys again.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  It's starting to be every
21            month.
22                 SUPT. TRAN:  Yes.  You're going to see us later
23            anyway, so --
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Wright-McMurray, any
25            questions?
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 1                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Just, you know, obviously
 2            looking at the letter grades that you guys are having
 3            some positive moving outcomes on your elementary and
 4            then the Pine Bluff.  And I did get a chance to look
 5            through.  Can you just speak to just a little bit
 6            what do you feel like your immediate plan is going to
 7            be to address what's happening at the middle school
 8            --
 9                 SUPT. TRAN:  Sure.
10                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  -- to get that grade to
11            move?
12                 SUPT. TRAN:  Sure.   So I just want to remind
13            everybody that the middle school was a take-over from
14            Covenant Keeper.  So at that time the school was
15            failing and, you know, we took over within 48 hours
16            of it closing down because of financial
17            mismanagement.  But anyway, what we're doing now is
18            we do a lot of intervention, some responsive
19            interventions, small group intervention, because
20            that's the only way it works.  So at the end of the
21            day we're breaking down those groups of kids who
22            require certain standards to be taught, to be met,
23            and that's what we're doing as well.  So we have an
24            intervention block every day that the students go
25            through to get ELA and mathematics, and that's what
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 1            we've been doing to go ahead and target that approach
 2            to insure that each student is getting that targeted
 3            service that they need to insure that they can meet
 4            the goal at the end of the year.
 5                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  And I was aware of that,
 6            so I just wanted to give you a chance to kind of talk
 7            to that a little bit.  And is there any like
 8            immediate or any positive outcome that you can share
 9            at this point --
10                 SUPT. TRAN:  Sure.
11                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  -- as you're coming out of
12            that process?
13                 SUPT. TRAN:  I mean, like last year we actually
14            was rated fifth in central Arkansas for growth in
15            ELA.  So we've taken that stride and we're actually
16            building upon that.  So, again, with everything that
17            we're doing we've seen the growth within the kids.
18            And so hopefully by the end of the year it will
19            translate to the scores.
20                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Thank you for sharing
21            that.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?
23                 MS. SARACINI:  No.  I'm just glad you got a
24            chance to say that, that you took that over.
25                 SUPT. TRAN:  Yes, ma'am.
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 1                 MS. SARACINI:  And just by looking at everything
 2            you're putting in place curriculum-wise I anticipate
 3            we'll see growth there as well.  Because just the
 4            turnaround was 1.83, so that's a positive.
 5                 SUPT. TRAN:  Exactly.  Thank you.  Appreciate
 6            that.
 7                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
 8                 MS. DAVIS:  Yeah.  I appreciate you explaining
 9            that and appreciate that although the middle school
10            is the one that's getting the most attention, it can
11            be stated that you did see some growth --
12                 SUPT. TRAN:  Yes, sir.
13                 MR. DAVIS:  -- in that area.
14                 Now to be fair, I'd like to switch gears a
15            little bit to Pine Bluff.  Because although we saw
16            growth in the middle school in Little Rock, it
17            appears that we did not see -- and on the elementary
18            side we saw growth as well, but we did not see that
19            same type of growth in Pine Bluff, nor did we see
20            that type of achievement as well.  So can you just
21            talk a little bit about -- I know what the letter
22            grade indicates.  But, once again, when I start
23            looking at growth and achievement the Pine Bluff
24            location is where there's some -- you have not
25            produced the same type of growth results that you see
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 1            in the other two locations.  Can you talk a little
 2            bit about that?
 3                 SUPT. TRAN:  Sure.  I mean at the end of the day
 4            it goes down to looking at data, and that's the
 5            honest truth.  So we need -- last year we looked at
 6            it, but I think we need to be looking at that with
 7            more fidelity.  So what we're doing more this year is
 8            we're looking at the individualized exit tickets;
 9            everything that -- the CFAs that we're giving
10            monthly.  So I understand that that school isn't the
11            place where we want it to be, but we're taking
12            different measures now, especially -- we also hired a
13            Chief Academic Officer as well to come into the
14            schools to look at, okay, everything that we're doing
15            to make sure that we're targeting our instruction to
16            where we need it to be targeted.  So, again, we're
17            working on that.  But, again, it goes down to data.
18            At the end of the day, you know, everything talks
19            about data and how do you use data and whether or not
20            they use data.  So at the end of the day I think
21            it's, you know, did we use data correctly with that
22            school.  And I think I can say, you know, part --
23            it's on everybody, but at the end of the day what
24            we're doing now is we're all looking at it now and
25            looking at PLCs weekly and looking at what is it that
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 1            we need to do to move that needle as well.  So,
 2            again, that's the turnaround that we're doing over in
 3            Pine Bluff.
 4                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you.
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
 6                 MR. BALDWIN:  No questions.
 7                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Any additional questions for
 8            Friendship?  We'll get to see them again.
 9                 SUPT. TRAN:  Yes, in the afternoon.
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
11                 SUPT. TRAN:  See you guys soon.
12        h)  FUTURE SCHOOL OF FORT SMITH
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Future School of
14            Fort Smith, please.
15                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Okay.  So we have Future School
16            of Fort Smith.  The charter expiration date is June
17            30, 2026.  The mission statement is above, and then
18            of course our Students In Need of Support for ELA and
19            mathematics.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And do we have someone online
21            from Future School?
22                 MR. LOGAN:  Yes, I'm here.  I'm Boyd Logan; I'm
23            the director of Future School.
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Wright-McMurray, do you
25            have questions for Mr. Logan?
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 1                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I guess a comment and a
 2            question.  So, again, looking at the spreadsheet it
 3            looks like a substantial rebound has occurred.  So
 4            that is something that is encouraging to see that.  I
 5            mean that's 5.9; it's encouraging.
 6                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
 7                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I just wanted to get a
 8            better sense of the demographic of students that
 9            you're serving in your area.  Because looking --
10            compared to Northside and Southside, I just wanted to
11            get a sense of which students are you more so pulling
12            into your school?
13                 MR. LOGAN:  Sure.  You know, we're in the old
14            Northside historic district of Fort Smith.  We do
15            pull from surrounding areas as well -- you know,
16            Lavaca, Alma, Van Buren as well.  We are a high-
17            poverty school; we're an FCB school, so -- and we
18            have about 73% free-and-reduced-lunch.  We, you know,
19            are a very diverse school, have all kinds of
20            learners.  But, yeah, we're pretty -- very similar to
21            Northside in demographics.
22                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.  Thank you.
23                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?
24                 MS. SARACINI:  No questions.
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
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 1                 MR. DAVIS:  No questions from me.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
 3                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yes.  Kind of following up on Dr.
 4            Wright-McMurray's comment about the 5.99, that is
 5            great.  How did you guys do that?  Is there -- what's
 6            your secret sauce on achieving that?
 7                 MR. LOGAN:  Well, I'm happy to repeat it again.
 8            That'll be great.  So I mean Covid was really rough
 9            on us and the kids we serve.  I don't think we had as
10            good of a -- you know, of a virtual model as we
11            needed to.  We had kids both on campus and off
12            campus, and so I think that really impacted us
13            heavily.
14                 I will say one thing that's probably not
15            captured here, just telling the story, we added 9th
16            grade last year.  And I know it says we're a 10-12,
17            but we actually added 9th grade last year.  Prior to
18            that, you know -- and you all, I think, know how the
19            ESSA School Index Score works.  It is -- a lot of it
20            depends, if you're a high school, on your 9th and
21            10th grade.  We didn't have 9th grade before, so it
22            was really dependent on our 10th grade prior.  And
23            so, you know, where our 10th grade weighted
24            achievement was, as well as their growth, that did a
25            lot to predict where our ESSA Index was going to be.
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 1            So by adding 9th grade it offered us a couple of
 2            things.  First, it gave us two grades to work with
 3            there last year, and so I believe that helped us.
 4            Another thing that we're real excited about seeing
 5            this year though is to see that growth and see where
 6            -- the kids that we have as 9th graders what they end
 7            up with as 10th graders.  And so that -- you know,
 8            we're going to get to see that this year.
 9                 Things are looking good right now as far as, you
10            know, what our formative assessments are looking at.
11            So, we'll see.  But I think that that's -- you know,
12            it's hard because the two years for us are kind of
13            apples and oranges; they weren't exactly right,
14            because one year was really based on just our 10th
15            grade, then last year was based on both 9th and 10th
16            grade.  And so I think that's part of the growth.
17            But we -- that being said, we did a ton of work.  You
18            know, our teachers worked valiantly; you know,
19            sacrificed tons of their time to work in PLCs and to
20            really examine our practice and look at what we're
21            doing.  You know, we rolled out some heavy
22            intervention strategies with our students this year.
23            We're really focusing -- because we've got a lot of
24            novice teachers, we're really focusing on Tier 1
25            instruction and just like really getting good
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 1            classroom instruction and learning happening there.
 2                 So, yeah, that's -- so we'll see what happens
 3            this year.  I hope that, you know, we're at a C next
 4            year or even better.  If we have the same growth,
 5            then we will be there next year.  But, once again,
 6            the two years are kind of apples and oranges at this
 7            point.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Hearing no other
 9            questions, Mr. Logan, thank you for your time today.
10            We appreciate you.
11                 MR. LOGAN:  I thank you all.
12        i)  HOPE ACADEMY OF NORTHWEST ARKANSAS
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Hope Academy.
14                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So we have Hope Academy of
15            Northwest Arkansas, with a charter expiration date of
16            June 30, 2025.  I would point you to their mission,
17            which is above.  They are trying to provide a safe,
18            positive, trauma-informed academic environment that
19            will nurture learning and competence in life.  And
20            then we have their Students In Need of Support for
21            ELA and for mathematics.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And I see we have a team on
23            from Hope Academy.  If you'll introduce yourself and
24            give us your titles, please.
25                 SUPT. GIBBS:  Yeah.  My name is Jake Gibbs; I'm
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 1            the superintendent and principal of Hope Academy.
 2                 With me I have Katie Drake, our special ed.
 3            director, and Marissa Roberts, our instructional
 4            facilitator.
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Well, thank you
 6            for joining us.
 7                 Ms. Wright-McMurray, any questions for Hope
 8            Academy?
 9                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  No.  Come back to me.  I
10            need to switch binders.
11                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini, any questions?
12                 MS. SARACINI:  Not at this time.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
14                 MR. DAVIS:  Just quickly talk to me a little bit
15            about what you're seeing sort of coming through and
16            out of the pandemic and how has that shifted how you
17            think about doing what you do, which is I know
18            serving some of the toughest, the hardest to serve
19            population of students.
20                 SUPT. GIBBS:  Yeah.  We kind of started in the
21            middle of the pandemic, so we, you know, received
22            kids who would've, you know, probably been virtual
23            otherwise.  Because of the size of our school it
24            didn't necessarily affect us as much because we just
25            don't have as many students as we do staff; so we
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 1            were able to kind of largely stay open where a lot of
 2            other schools were shutdown for perhaps longer
 3            periods of time.  I would say what we're seeing now
 4            is probably what a lot of people are seeing, and that
 5            is just, you know, we're getting kids now that
 6            weren't with us before who were perhaps either at
 7            home because of the pandemic or were at home because
 8            maybe they had been home-bounded or had been
 9            suspended a lot for behaviors.  And so, you know, the
10            big challenge that we have with kids coming in is
11            making them understand that they can be successful at
12            school and that school is a safe place to be.  And
13            then we start there and then we work towards the
14            academic success piece once we get past the kind of
15            social-emotional initial part of that.
16                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you for that.
17                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
18                 MR. BALDWIN:  In follow-up to that comment,
19            which was very interesting, expand a little bit more
20            about the social-emotional component as it relates to
21            academics and kind of where are you in that mix, you
22            know, one versus the other, and where do you see the
23            next couple of years looking like because of that?
24                 SUPT. GIBBS:  Yeah, that's a great question and
25            that's really kind of a lot of the conversations that
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 1            we're having right now.  As a school we've gotten on
 2            top of the social-emotional piece.  A lot of the kids
 3            that came to us really didn't even know how to sit in
 4            a classroom or that it wasn't okay to just burst out
 5            the door and run down the hall.  And so, you know, we
 6            -- once we kind of got on top of those behaviors and
 7            developed what is essentially an RTI model aimed
 8            towards behavior management and got everybody going
 9            in the same direction on our staff, it's been really
10            nice because we've all been able to breathe a little
11            bit, as it were, and really focus on the academic
12            piece.  And I wouldn't mind -- you know, what we're
13            doing is -- you know, so like for 3rd, 4th and 5th
14            grade we're using 95% group intervention with Wit and
15            Wisdom to kind of really get into that rich complex
16            text -- you know, walking them through it, slowly but
17            surely.  We're using -- implementing Lexia with full
18            efficacy this year.  So at the beginning of the year
19            we had 20% of our students on or above grade level
20            material.  Currently, we're at 46% on that.  So we've
21            seen some significant growth in that area as well.
22            We've been able to implement PLCs much better this
23            year.  And we also are going through the High
24            Reliability Schools model.  So part of that is, you
25            know, we send out quarterly surveys to our teachers
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 1            with the questions.  We modeled it after Solution
 2            Tree.  And, you know, so we're able to kind of make
 3            adjustments in realtime based on their feedback, and
 4            then that kind of gives us -- at the end of the year
 5            we'll have a body of work and a body of feedback that
 6            will really allow us to go into summer and make
 7            necessary adjustments as we head into year-four.
 8                 So that's -- those are some of the things that
 9            we're working on.  Because we recognize that while we
10            are a school that wants to focus on healing childhood
11            trauma, we also realize the importance of closing
12            these academic gaps that these kids came to us with.
13                 MR. BALDWIN:  Thank you.
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Wright-McMurray, any
15            questions?
16                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Just really a quick
17            comment.  And I know we've said it before; I just
18            want to extremely echo specifically for this school
19            the importance of having this conversation and being
20            able to look at all of the pieces and the factors.
21            Because when I immediately look at the ESSA score I'm
22            like, oh, my gosh, and then I look at how they
23            compare to their peers geographically I was like, oh,
24            my goodness.  But then when I look at the work that's
25            being done and how they're growing that gives me a
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 1            better picture.
 2                 So I definitely just again want to commend this
 3            process and commend the opportunity to have the
 4            conversation today and to look at it from this
 5            perspective.  Because it is extremely helpful to me
 6            and I would imagine to others across the state that
 7            will see this in separate pieces, but getting the
 8            whole picture really does help.  Thank you.
 9                 SUPT. GIBBS:  Well, yeah, I appreciate that.
10                 And we -- you'll notice that obviously the
11            schools around us are Bentonville schools, and we do
12            get a lot of Bentonville kids.  And what's great is
13            we have a great partnership with that school district
14            and we're in regular communication with them when
15            they have a child that might benefit from our
16            program.
17                 But, you know, in talking about growth, no one
18            is a greater critic of us than ourselves.  We're
19            always trying to work towards improving how we're
20            serving our kids -- obviously, the mission, but
21            academically as well.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini, any questions?
23                 MS. SARACINI:  Just echoing their sentiments.
24            Just keep up the good work, because we know this is
25            hard work.  And as the pandemic has changed how we do
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 1            things and to see this going forward, just -- I want
 2            to commend you.
 3                 SUPT. GIBBS:  Thank you.  We appreciate the
 4            support from the State as well as we, you know, kind
 5            of develop this model.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Would you take this
 7            opportunity to briefly describe the tiered
 8            intervention that you're providing or tiered support
 9            you're providing for your parents as well?
10                 SUPT. GIBBS:  Yeah.  So we've kind of developed
11            a continuum.  Because what was interesting is when we
12            started this school our -- what we anticipated is
13            that we would have a lot of families really caught in
14            a generational cycle of trauma and that we would be
15            receiving perhaps the biological children from that
16            family.  And we do have that, but what it really has
17            turned out to be is about 50/50.  And the other 50%
18            are families who may look, you know, a little bit on
19            the higher end of the socio-economic status and who
20            have steady jobs and a two-parent home and they've
21            maybe adopted a child.  And so their needs don't
22            really involve, you know, food or housing or
23            clothing; their needs involve what do we need to do
24            to manage the behaviors of this child in a healthy
25            way.  And so what we can do in that situation, based
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 1            on, you know, needs assessments that we give to the
 2            families, is we can actually send a team into the
 3            home and work to support them to set-up spaces that
 4            might look similar to what we have here at Hope
 5            Academy, to provide that consistency between the home
 6            and the school and just provide support in that way.
 7                 And then we do have the families who are the --
 8            just kind of still caught in that generational cycle
 9            of trauma.  And with that we may be looking more at
10            helping them navigate social services, helping them
11            out with more material type -- you know, more basic
12            needs that -- you might kind of look at that Mazlow's
13            Hierarchy and they're at that bottom level.  And so,
14            you know, once we get them what they need to feel
15            comfortable and not just be in survival mode, then we
16            can kind of move on and look at what we can do to
17            help them behave -- manage the behavior in the home
18            as well and just kind of move them up that way.
19                 Our goal is always to, you know, get our Tier 3
20            families to 2, and our Tier 2 families to 1.  So
21            that's essentially how that works.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Awesome.  Thank you.  We
23            appreciate you so much.
24                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
25                 SUPT. GIBBS:  Thank you.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  KIPP Delta Public Schools.
 2                 Oh.  Imboden Charter.
 3                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So --
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I was going down my list.
 5        j)  IMBODEN CHARTER SCHOOL DISTRICT
 6                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Imboden Charter School, and the
 7            charter expiration is June 30, 2026.  And we have our
 8            Students In Need of Support for ELA and then also In
 9            Need of Support for mathematics.  And then we have
10            our letter grade and ESSA score and our geographic
11            comparison.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And do we have a
13            representative from Imboden Charter?
14                 MR. WELLS:  Yes, ma'am.  Matthew Wells,
15            Director, Imboden Area Charter.
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Good morning.
17                 Any questions, Ms. Wright-McMurray?
18                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Good morning, and thank
19            you for being on this morning.
20                 I just want to give you an opportunity to speak
21            a little bit more beyond what you've provided in your
22            response and how you're planning to address the
23            slight decrease in what we're seeing in that.  What
24            are some of your plans that you've already started to
25            put in place?  Are you seeing some positive outcomes
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 1            coming out of that already?  Are you getting a sense
 2            to know where you need to be going that you've
 3            approved this year and then going into the next
 4            academic year?
 5                 MR. WELLS:  Yes, certainly.  One of the very
 6            wonderful things that has happened over the course of
 7            the last year was we built a relationship with Tally
 8            Harp through the academic support plan.  And I feel
 9            like she's really kind of pointed us in a very good
10            direction to update our curriculum pieces to provide
11            a better program that fits better within the demands
12            that the state needs.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?
14                 MS. SARACINI:  I just echo the concern that you
15            have -- didn't rebound but went in the negative.  And
16            just how -- just your plans of how are you going to
17            address it, what have you put in place?  I know
18            you've worked with Tally's group, but maybe what is a
19            process or a system you possibly can share with us
20            that you can put in place to address it?
21                 MR. WELLS:  Sure.  We've done extensive tutoring
22            sessions.  I utilized a lot of our ESSER funds to put
23            several teachers aids in the building; that's
24            something that we've never had in the past.  We
25            currently have two.  They circulate through the rooms
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 1            each day to work with small groups that are some of
 2            those Tier 2, Tier 3 students.  And we're seeing
 3            growth scores that are coming up significantly.
 4                 We've made some curricular shifts moving to the
 5            Amplify CKLA program in literacy.  It really fits
 6            much better with the Science of Reading than what we
 7            had in place beforehand.  And I feel like the scores
 8            are going to come up.
 9                 MS. SARACINI:  Thank you.
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
11                 MR. DAVIS:  I just want to double-down on a
12            couple of things.  One, the need obviously for the
13            scores to come up.  And I do want to point to the
14            fact that, you know, you seemed to do fairly well
15            when it came to the growth score.  I mean my question
16            is a little bit outside of this.  It's more about
17            enrollment.  I mean what's the total number of
18            students that you are currently serving?
19                 MR. WELLS:  Sixty.
20                 MR. DAVIS:  Okay.  And what has been the trend-
21            line in regards to -- okay, so we've got a couple of
22            different things here, you know, plus or minus five
23            students.  But talk to me just a little bit about,
24            you know, how -- considering where you're located,
25            what's the plan there?  I mean I think the cap on
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 1            enrollment is somewhere around 150 students and
 2            you're currently anywhere between, you know, 54
 3            students and 60, 63 students.  So talk to me a little
 4            bit about that.  How do -- what is that looking like
 5            historically?
 6                 MR. WELLS:  The trend has always been kind of in
 7            the 60-ish range.  We've gone down significantly many
 8            years ago.  We've been as high as close to 80.  Our
 9            recruitment is something that needs to be worked on.
10            We've spent a great deal of time in that effort,
11            money and everything else, trying to get our
12            curricular program aligned correctly and get our
13            scores up.  Enrollment has kind of been put on the
14            back burner slightly, in favor of providing our
15            students with a better program.  However, enrollment
16            is a concern.  It's something that we are working
17            with a local community.  We have a very good
18            relationship with the William Mathis University.
19            We've been able to get out in the community and
20            really kind of provide the people in the community
21            with a better sense of what we actually do.
22                 MR. DAVIS:  Okay.  It's just something that --
23            like obviously it's something you're recognizing.  I
24            appreciate your transparency or -- but it is
25            something just from my vantage point that is a
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 1            concern that needs to be addressed.
 2                 MR. WELLS:  Certainly.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
 4                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yes.  I'm looking at the agenda
 5            and I was looking for your plan of improvement.  And
 6            I see two documents: a DESE Plan of Support and
 7            another document.  Do you guys have a specific plan
 8            of improvement that you've adopted or are you using
 9            these two that you've submitted as kind of the
10            combined plan?
11                 MR. WELLS:  That would be a combined plan.  Yes.
12                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  Would you -- do you think
13            it might be a good thing to have a standalone plan of
14            improvement?  I guess the thing really I focused on
15            was with the other districts that we've looked at so
16            far we've seen a lot of, you know, separate plans
17            that have specific goals.  And so I was looking for
18            your goals and specifics, and I just didn't find any.
19                 MR. WELLS:  In the DESE Plan of Support there
20            were some points in there that were fairly specific.
21            We were looking to see a 10% increase in students at
22            Ready or Exceeding on ACT Aspire by July.  That was
23            one of our primary goals was to get those scores up
24            as quickly as possible.
25                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.
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 1                 MS. HARP:  Mr. Baldwin, I think I can answer
 2            that question.  Hi, I'm Tally Harp.
 3                 So Mr. Wells and his district have submitted
 4            their district level improvement plan, which are also
 5            linked on the agenda for many of the districts.
 6            However, it has not gone through the final approval
 7            by our team, which is why I didn't post it -- because
 8            we don't usually post them until they are approved
 9            and then they're public knowledge.  Does that make
10            sense?
11                 MR. BALDWIN:  It does.  Thank you.  That's
12            helpful.
13                 MS. HARP:  We just have one little piece that we
14            need to work out with them to get finished, and then
15            that will -- that can be added and shared out to you
16            guys as well.
17                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  That makes me feel better.
18            Thank you.
19                 MS. HARP:  Yes, sir.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Well, while she's here, let
21            me just publicly recognize Tally Harp, one of our
22            district support team members.  And Tally is charged
23            with working with our charter schools that have 40%
24            or more Students In Need of Support.  So when you
25            hear them reference her, that's her job is to be that
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 1            support that brings about change that we're all
 2            desiring.
 3                 So thank you for your work.
 4                 All right.  Any additional questions for Imboden
 5            Charter?
 6                 If you've not visited Imboden Charter, it's been
 7            a charter -- it's one of our earliest charters.  Mr.
 8            Wells, what was the year it started?
 9                 MR. WELLS:  2002.  And it's been a long trip.
10            You know, this is my 18th year, so I've seen a lot of
11            change over the course of the years.  And I feel like
12            we're really moving in a direction a little bit
13            different from what we were in the past.  I really --
14            I'm sorry.
15                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Well, I think you spoke to it
16            earlier.  A lot of people have a misconception about
17            Imboden Charter School.  I know I've heard people
18            say, "Oh, that school is a school that's just for
19            special education" -- and it's not.  And so I think
20            that's part of the thing that Mr. Baldwin was
21            stressing, and Mr. Davis was stressing, is overcoming
22            people's preconceptions or assumptions of what they
23            think the school is, if they've not visited.
24                 MR. WELLS:  I would agree wholeheartedly.  And
25            that's one of the reasons that we've been trying to
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 1            get into the community as much as possible.  And we
 2            have formed a very strong PTO in the last couple of
 3            years; they've been out in the community and, you
 4            know, really doing a great job of advising our school
 5            in what we do.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Any other
 7            questions?
 8                 Thank you so much.
 9        k)  KIPP DELTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  KIPP Delta.
11                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Yes, KIPP Delta.  So the charter
12            expiration date of June 30, 2028.  Their mission
13            statement is above.  And then we have our Students In
14            Need of Support for ELA and for mathematics.
15                 MS. GRAYER:  And I will note that KIPP Delta
16            Collegiate -- or College Preparatory School is the
17            school that we saw that had the highest rebound of
18            7.47 points between 2021 and 2022.  And they are only
19            needing 1.68 points to get to -- back to a C.
20                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Here are the letter grades and
21            ESSA scores, and then our geographic comparison.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Let's see.
23            There's Megan.  Megan, do you want to speak on behalf
24            of KIPP Delta?
25                 MS. STITZINGER:  Good morning, all.  Nice to see
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 1            you again.  I also have Dr. Francine Swickheimer; she
 2            is our Managing Director of Academics on this call as
 3            well.  And so we'd be happy to answer any questions
 4            that you all may have.
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Ms. Wright-
 6            McMurray, we'll start with you.  Any questions for
 7            KIPP?
 8                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I first want to commend
 9            you on the strong rebound that we saw at the college
10            preparatory school.  But on the flipside of that, I
11            would like to get a little bit more information on
12            how do you plan to replicate that outcome at your
13            other schools, specifically in looking at the Delta
14            Collegiate.  And then also -- was it the Blytheville
15            one, is that still --
16                 DR. SWICKHEIMER:  Uh-huh, yeah.
17                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Those two, I kind of feel
18            like to me they're in that same space.  So how are we
19            going to be able to see that replicated at those
20            schools?
21                 DR. SWICKHEIMER:  Absolutely.  So one of the
22            things that we did last spring is we did a curriculum
23            audit, and we have spent the time to really bring in
24            other stakeholders and take a deep-dive into looking
25            at what is the curriculum that we're using.  And we
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 1            looked at across all four content areas, including
 2            science and social studies, because we know that both
 3            of those also play a role in building content
 4            knowledge.  So we purchased high-quality
 5            instructional materials for all of those core areas.
 6            But we know that just purchasing curriculum isn't
 7            what's going to fix the problem; it is we need our
 8            teachers to be able to, you know, have strong
 9            instruction in the classroom.  We are partnering with
10            TNTP; they are providing our teachers with the
11            coaching support and ongoing professional
12            development.  Additionally, we are also working with
13            APSRC.  We've got a literacy coach; Stefanie Smithey
14            is working directly with our elementary schools to --
15            and KIPP Blytheville College Preparation is one of
16            those -- working directly with those schools,
17            focusing on reading specifically in the K-2 grades
18            with foundational skills.  And then in addition we
19            have made sure -- this is one of the things Tally and
20            I have worked on -- made sure that we have a very
21            clear schedule that provides for an intervention
22            block.  And we are using Voyager Sopris language
23            curriculum, which has been recommended to us by APSRC
24            and by -- I'm trying to think of who the other coach
25            was that actually recommended that.  But it is an
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 1            intervention program that can help us address those
 2            interventions in grades 4-12, so we're not just
 3            focusing in on our elementary school.  As you see,
 4            KIPP Delta Collegiate High School is in need and
 5            that's one of the ways that we're working to focus
 6            there, is making sure that we're using the MAP data;
 7            we're looking at the data to see what students need
 8            what.  We use the data from the original placement
 9            test to make sure students are placed in the correct
10            level of the curriculum during that intervention
11            block, to make sure that they're getting the support
12            that is appropriate for where they are.
13                 The one last thing that I would probably mention
14            is that we know from Covid our 3rd graders
15            specifically are struggling with reading, and our
16            data has shown that.  We have taken and added an
17            additional time into their reading block to give them
18            foundational skills work, and we're using the 95%
19            curriculum for that intervention time.  We noticed
20            that -- you know, we know that our curriculum for
21            foundational skills stops at 2nd grade.  We used
22            Achilles skills.  But we know right now that those
23            students need a stronger support they haven't
24            received, and so that's what we are doing.  We're
25            planning to roll that with those -- with the students
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 1            into 4th and 5th grade as they move up to just make
 2            sure we close those gaps for them.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?
 4                 MS. SARACINI:  Nothing right now.  Thank you for
 5            that explanation.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
 7                 DR. SWICKHEIMER:  Thank you.
 8                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah, nothing from me.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
10                 MR. BALDWIN:  Only one question, and it really
11            goes to the KIPP Blytheville including high school.
12            Talk to us a little bit about your teacher tenure and
13            certification in Blytheville.
14                 DR. SWICKHEIMER:  The high school in
15            Blytheville?
16                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yes.
17                 DR. SWICKHEIMER:  Okay.  Our teacher tenure, as
18            far as retaining our teachers -- we're right now
19            working -- you know, teachers need to feel successful
20            as well, so this is where we're bringing in the
21            coaches from TNTP.  They're on the ground several
22            times a month to support not only our school leaders,
23            but we have them in the classroom supporting the
24            teachers because we're trying to build their efficacy
25            and their ability to present the material to
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 1            students.  They need to feel that success so that
 2            they're going to be able to be successful with their
 3            students, and that's what we believe is going to help
 4            us retain those teachers is when we can help them
 5            feel successful in the content that they're teaching.
 6                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  What is the average time
 7            tenure for the teachers there?  And you may not have
 8            that handy, but I'm just curious about that.
 9                 DR. SWICKHEIMER:  I do not have that data.  So I
10            could get it for you, but I don't have it with me
11            today.
12                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  That's okay.  I was just
13            wondering, you know, about that.
14                 DR. SWICKHEIMER:  We -- yeah, we have had some
15            changes in staff.  But the teachers that we're
16            bringing in, I think they're going to help us build
17            the culture and the school that we're looking to
18            build.
19                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  Thank you.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And to come back, a couple of
21            things that I think is important to note about KIPP
22            over time is KIPP took off to a great trajectory, had
23            a dip, which I think Megan has really helped to turn
24            that around, get them back into a stable environment
25            and get that trajectory moving in the right direction
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 1            again, as Francine has gone over.  But I think one of
 2            the other key components of KIPP that is really
 3            outstanding is the post-graduate work they do.  The
 4            support that they're providing to their graduates is
 5            really, I think, a great model for us to share.  And
 6            this really -- the goal of a charter is to give
 7            options and choice and practice innovations and find
 8            really great models that we need to share about.  So
 9            if you haven't been to KIPP to visit them, it's not
10            only beautiful campuses but I think they're really
11            trying things that need to be highlighted.
12                 DR. SWICKHEIMER:  Thank you.
13                 MR. BALDWIN:  Madam Chair, may I make a comment
14            --
15                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yes.
16                 MR. BALDWIN:  -- along those lines?  So I was
17            there when KIPP was started and it was fantastic,
18            unbelievable experience, great -- you're right, it
19            was like a rocket ship taking off.  When Mr. Davis
20            and I went to visit KIPP at the end of last year the
21            thing that impressed me the most was -- and I may get
22            this wrong, Megan -- but I think you said you had
23            three or four or five of those very first KIPP
24            graduates that were back as KIPP teachers now.  And
25            that was -- that just impressed me greatly that these
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 1            young people came back to Helena-West Helena and are
 2            now teaching young people.  That's very impressive.
 3                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
 4                 DR. SWICKHEIMER:  Thank you.  I think we're
 5            actually up to seven now.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I think this is where usually
 7            Mr. Davis says "you need to tell your story."
 8                 MR. DAVIS:  Absolutely.  Absolutely.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Well, thank you,
10            everyone.  We appreciate that.
11        l)  LISA ACADEMY
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Let's move to
13            Lisa.
14                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So, Lisa Academy -- charter
15            expiration is June 30, 2030.  And then we have the
16            mission above, as well as our Students In Need of
17            Support for ELA and for mathematics.  And we have our
18            letter grades and ESSA scores, along with the
19            enrollment and grade span, and then our geographic
20            comparison.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  And if you'll
22            come up to speak for Lisa, and name and title please.
23                 MR. ALTUN:  Good morning.  This is Aydogan
24            Altun, Principal of Lisa Hybrid.
25                 MS. SIMMONS:  Heather Simmons, Assistant
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 1            Principal.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So I think we never thought
 3            we'd see Lisa in this grouping, ever.  So let's start
 4            with you, Ms. Wright-McMurray, with the questions.
 5                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Good morning.  Thank you
 6            for being here.  So I guess I was -- this kind of
 7            goes back to my other questions that I've been
 8            holding that relates to the virtual options.  And
 9            then, so I guess I'll ask this question first: how --
10            again, remind me how long the school -- because I
11            know that you've recently had the school implemented
12            or --
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Added the hybrid, yes.
14                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Yes.
15                 MR. ALTUN:  This is our second year.  We just
16            started last year.
17                 MS. SIMMONS:  Yeah, we opened last year.
18                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.  So can you kind of
19            speak to how much of the timeframe do you feel is
20            what we're seeing affecting the score?  Or, from
21            looking at your response it looks like you guys have
22            had to think through some strategies to address those
23            challenges.  Have you identified something else,
24            other than what you implemented during a time that
25            was already a challenge, that may have affected your
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 1            outcomes?  Or have you been able to identify
 2            something else that may be affecting that that you
 3            plan to address going forward?
 4                 MR. ALTUN:  Okay.  Thank you.  First of all, I
 5            would like to start, like Ms. Coffman said, Lisa has
 6            eight schools getting letter grades, and,
 7            unfortunately, we are the only one here with the
 8            letter grade D.  So the first challenge was being a
 9            first-year school and first unique model.  So we are
10            a virtual-based school, but we are not just a
11            traditional fully virtual school; this is a hybrid
12            school.  We are having some different competence,
13            some issues.  Our students are coming on campus --
14            are scheduled to come on campus once a week, but many
15            will come just twice a month.  So we have -- in the
16            first year we also served all of our districts
17            virtual students because of the pandemic's effect.
18            So we were not only serving our own 145 students; we
19            were also serving about 300 other students across the
20            district, our district.  So that was one of the
21            challenges.  Because like our -- we're really just
22            not focusing on our kids; we also focused on the
23            other virtual students as well.
24                 Another challenge is like the system was new.
25            Everybody was new in the school.  So, and we had some
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 1            curriculum models, but we wanted to put it in
 2            practice.  So when we were putting it in practice we
 3            had seen some of the things aren't working; so if
 4            they were not working, we tried to change some of the
 5            things, what we are doing last year.  But in the
 6            meantime, we had some leader changes after the summer
 7            break.  So we are now implementing a different
 8            attendance certification model based on students',
 9            you know, grades.  And also we implemented our RTI
10            from the beginning of the school year, so -- and the
11            master schedule.  So that's one other thing.
12                 Do you want to address anything?
13                 MS. SIMMONS:  I think a lot of the challenges
14            that we had, we kind of worked through the first
15            year.  I think that the first year was impacted a
16            lot, like Mr. Altun said, by the fact that we did
17            have 145 of our own students but we were serving 300
18            other students from the district as well.  And as
19            educators, you know your kids are your kids; so to
20            us, there was no difference between, you know, our
21            virtual students versus our hybrid students.  So even
22            though last year was our initial year, this year
23            really feels like the initial year that we're able to
24            really focus on building the hybrid model.
25                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Thank you.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Once again, this is an
 2            opportunity to tell your story.  So I think that's
 3            exciting that people may watch from the outside and
 4            think, oh, my gosh, it's so easy to start a school.
 5                 MS. SIMMONS:  Absolutely.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I mean every teacher,
 7            including myself, we've all stood in the hall and
 8            said, "You know, we're going to start our own school
 9            someday."  But in reality, it's hard work --
10                 MS. SIMMONS:  It is.
11                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- and it takes a lot of
12            changing and all the things that we've heard people
13            say -- the structures and engagement and being
14            willing to make quick adjustments to make sure that
15            you're providing the best experience for students.
16            So be proud of this work.
17                 MS. SIMMONS:  Thank you.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  It's sad to see you on this
19            list, but I know you won't be there forever.  So --
20                 MS. SIMMONS:  I have full confidence that we
21            won't.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  But it's given -- it gives
23            the community an opportunity to hear you and to hear
24            beyond just that any person -- any team faces when
25            they start a new charter or even a new type of
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 1            charter.  So I just really appreciate you laying it
 2            out there, because it's really important for everyone
 3            to hear that.
 4                 MS. SIMMONS:  Thank you.
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini, what questions?
 6                 MS. SARACINI:  I know we're not going to see you
 7            soon up here, because y'all work so hard --
 8                 MS. SIMMONS:  We do.
 9                 MS. SARACINI:  -- and you have those high
10            expectations.  And so I know that you're putting in
11            place the processes and the systems to go forward.
12            So I just want to say we've only had one year, you're
13            on your second, so we expect improvement this year.
14            Thanks.
15                 MR. ALTUN:  Definitely.
16                 MS. SIMMONS:  Absolutely.
17                 MR. ALTUN:  Definitely.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis, do you have
19            questions?
20                 MR. DAVIS:  No questions from me.  I just want
21            to support everything that's been said and look
22            forward to seeing -- and appreciate how you-all pivot
23            when necessary in order to try something new.  You
24            know, this -- you know, a lot of this space,
25            particularly when it comes to public charters, is
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 1            about innovation and trying something new.  And so
 2            there will be starts and stops and bumps and hurdles
 3            along the way, but it's how you're responding.
 4            You've always responded, I think, very well.  So look
 5            forward to seeing how the current responses are going
 6            to have an impact on what you're doing with all these
 7            students.  Thank you.
 8                 MS. SIMMONS:  Thank you.
 9                 MR. ALTUN:  Thank you.
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
11                 MR. BALDWIN:  I agree with all the previous
12            comments and statements, and we look forward to Lisa
13            Academy continuing to provide services to students in
14            Arkansas.
15                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
16                 A couple of things that I think is important to
17            highlight here is as you started making these changes
18            that you saw you needed, you worked even harder to
19            engage the parents.
20                 MS. SIMMONS:  Yes, that's definitely one of the
21            things that we have found, especially with our
22            younger students.  It's very important that we have
23            like parents as our partners, especially when we're
24            dealing with our kinders, 1st, 2nd grade, as they're
25            learning how to even, you know, maneuver online and
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 1            access our portals and all of that.  Incorporating
 2            orientation practices for our families is crucial to
 3            making the model work.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And the other thing that I
 5            think is really important to include in your story is
 6            starting a school with all new staff.
 7                 MR. ALTUN:  Yes.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So, I mean, you've heard from
 9            some of these other charters, they're having a lot of
10            turnover and they're having to figure out how do we
11            keep going forward when we often have to keep
12            stepping back to start over with new staff.  So I
13            think you have a different situation, as in you
14            started with all new staff.  So you might want to
15            speak a little bit to that -- those challenges.
16                 MR. ALTUN:  That's one of the -- that is one of
17            the challenges I always like to tell people when they
18            ask.
19                 So starting in 2021, and like after we got
20            approved from Charter Panel to open the hybrid school
21            I was a principal at Lisa West High School; so then I
22            attempted to staff the hybrid process.  And after
23            that, you know, everybody -- and everybody is new,
24            except one of our assistant principal transfers from
25            another campus.  So that was a big challenge because
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 1            the system is new, no one knows exactly what hybrid
 2            means.  When we say "hybrid" people think about one
 3            day you come to school, one day you don't.  But
 4            that's not like that.  We have -- like we have some
 5            differences from the -- like the traditional virtual
 6            schools, and my in-service took a longer time than
 7            most of our district teacher interns because I have
 8            to explain the model and I have to explain the
 9            expectations, versus asking them questions.  I ask
10            them questions, but it's me telling them what we
11            need.  And also because we are serving around the
12            state, not just the Little Rock area, our expectation
13            from our staff members is to travel when needed; so
14            to go to northwest Arkansas.
15                 And the first year we have had about 18 to 19
16            staff members and we can say almost everybody
17            returned, except like we had some transfers -- only
18            one or two.  So right now we are in the second year
19            with almost those same staff members, and as of now
20            (inaudible) and most people -- everybody responded.
21            Only one person is not going to like mention that
22            she's not going to return, but the rest of them will
23            stay.  So we are hoping to have better results next
24            year, and we are only 2.8 -- 2.08 away from letter
25            grade C.  Hopefully we'll get it next year.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
 2                 I know -- I think you're bringing up some really
 3            key points.  And, Ms. Saracini, you know, when we
 4            think about our educator prep programs we're really
 5            for the large majority educating our new employees to
 6            be onsite face-to-face instructors.  And today, we
 7            have virtual instructors, hybrid instructors, and we
 8            have trauma-informed instructors, and we have, you
 9            know, graduation recovery instructors.  And we really
10            are trying to meet the needs of students and it
11            doesn't always follow an old traditional education
12            pathway, so --
13                 MS. SIMMONS:  We definitely don't.
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  If I've not said it today,
15            you need to tell your story.  So a Communication
16            Director that's writing these stories up and putting
17            them out there is really going to be essential for
18            everyone in this state as we're moving forward.
19                 MS. SIMMONS:  Okay.  Thank you.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you so much for today.
21                 MS. SARACINI:  I just wanted to say we were --
22            we're so committed that we did the online academies,
23            because it was so important during the pandemic.  So
24            this just makes the case for it.
25                 MS. SIMMONS:  Thank you.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Great.  Thank you.
 2                 MR. ALTUN:  Thank you so much.
 3                 MS. SIMMONS:  Thank you.
 4        m)  SCHOLARMADE ACHIEVEMENT PLACE OF ARKANSAS
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  And our next
 6            school.
 7                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So we have Scholarmade, charter
 8            expiration date of June 30, 2030.  Our mission
 9            statement is above, and then we have our data for
10            questions.
11                 MS. GRAYER:  Yeah, for our In Need of Support
12            for ELA and for mathematics.  And then on the next
13            slide we have the data that has their 2022 letter
14            grade and ESSA School Index score.  And then --
15                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Then our geographic comparison.
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Dr. Anderson, are
17            you back with us?
18                 DR. ANDERSON:  I am.
19                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  There she is.
20                 DR. ANDERSON:  Good morning.  I am.  Good
21            morning again.  Happy to entertain any additional
22            questions you all have.
23                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
24                 Ms. Wright-McMurray, any additional questions
25            for Dr. Anderson?
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 1                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I don't.  When they were
 2            here in the last discussion I was able to get all my
 3            questions answered.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Ms. Saracini?
 5                 MS. SARACINI:  No, ma'am.  No questions at this
 6            time.
 7                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
 8                 MR. DAVIS:  None from me.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
10                 MR. BALDWIN:  You know, the only question I have
11            would be in looking at the trends I see that the
12            trends are still going down in all three schools.
13            And I guess I would like to have someone comment on
14            that.
15                 DR. ANDERSON:  Mr. Baldwin, thank you for the
16            opportunity to talk about that.  One of the things
17            that I shared with you all during the renewal hearing
18            was that we had two consecutive years' data.  So we
19            are in our fifth year.  We were interrupted right
20            after the first year.  Where we saw the biggest
21            growth was from our first year, from '19 to '21, and
22            we did see a dip from '21 to '22 overall.  But we did
23            have a lot of pockets of growth.  We did have -- we
24            were among the top 30 schools in the state for math
25            growth for Ivy Hill, so 9% growth in science as well.
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 1            A lot of our other demographics grew as well, ELL
 2            students, students with disabilities as well.  So,
 3            you know, it is just -- we all know that the pandemic
 4            impacted students of color and poor students the
 5            most, and I just think that our results reflect that
 6            challenge.  We are definitely working very hard to
 7            address those academic gaps.  You know, I'll remind
 8            you that our first year 83% of our students scored in
 9            the Needs Support category in reading.  We've been
10            able to reduce that to 68, so we are making -- you
11            know, we're making gains in attacking learning loss.
12            I mean, our students were already behind before the
13            pandemic.  So that is -- that's my response to you
14            about why you didn't see the growth from '21 to '22.
15                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  I appreciate the response.
16            And let me follow-up and ask, do you have -- do you
17            feel like you have the resources in the budget and
18            also just other resources available to you to change
19            the trend-line or are there things that would be
20            helpful for you to have that you don't have right now
21            for that?
22                 DR. ANDERSON:  And so I definitely think it --
23            thank you for that question also, because somebody
24            else asked me that the other day.  And I definitely
25            think that we have the resources.  I think it
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 1            definitely takes a lot more than money, you know.
 2            You know, we need -- to work with Scholarmade and to
 3            work with children that are -- you know, have the
 4            challenges that we are intentionally serving takes a
 5            very mission-minded person.  So we need staff that
 6            not only -- we're working on them becoming content
 7            competent; we're working on them really understanding
 8            performance tasks and what students have to be able
 9            to do; we're working on -- with them on how to
10            measure the impact of their teaching and that
11            learning has occurred.  But we also need teachers
12            that have a level of grit and have a level of
13            resilience, because it is very challenging.  You
14            know, this is a very intentional mission and, you
15            know, we're all putting in the hard work to try to do
16            something that has not been done, which is that -- to
17            show that children that are from low economic
18            backgrounds and children of color can achieve at high
19            levels, despite all of the things, all of the
20            barriers that they face.
21                 So to your question, I feel like we have the
22            resources.  I think that we're still working very
23            hard to develop the staff that we have, to retain the
24            staff that we have, and to continue to, you know,
25            grow.  And also to support our parents and grow our
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 1            parents in their capacity to continue to support us
 2            at home.
 3                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  Thank you very much.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you, Dr. Anderson.
 5        n)  WESTWIND SCHOOL FOR PERFORMING ARTS
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Our next school.
 7                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So we have Westwind School for
 8            the Performing Arts.  Charter expiration, June 30,
 9            2026, and the mission statement is above.
10                 MS. GRAYER:  And we've provided the data as well
11            for their percent of Students in Need of Support for
12            ELA and for mathematics.  And then on the next slide
13            we have the data for their letter grade for 2022, and
14            ESSA School Index and their enrollment and grade
15            span.
16                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  And then we have their
17            geographic comparison.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  And who is
19            speaking on behalf of Westwind?
20                 MS. TIMMONS:  Good morning.  I am Theresa
21            Timmons, Executive Director of Westwind School for
22            Performing Arts.  I also have Mr. Henry Kleckley, who
23            is the Principal, as well as Ms. Hannah Rivera, who
24            is our Counselor/Testing Coordinator.
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Ms. Wright-
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 1            McMurray, questions?
 2                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Just a couple.  As of
 3            right now, how many of your students are utilizing
 4            the virtual option?  Because I noticed you have
 5            onsite and virtual.
 6                 MS. TIMMONS:  We use -- we have zero creatives
 7            that are virtual right now.
 8                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.  Okay.  And then,
 9            second question, looking at the response that you
10            provided of what you are intending to or in the
11            process of implementing to address where you are
12            right now, are there any positive outcomes you can
13            share of things you've been able to identify?
14            Because looking at -- I see where you kind of
15            outlined the things you guys are planning to do, but
16            just trying to get a better sense of -- a little bit
17            more detail on exactly what those pieces are and then
18            any outcomes that you've seen thus far.
19                 MR. KLECKLEY:  Yes, ma'am, I can speak for that.
20            So good morning, everyone.  My name is Mr. K,
21            Principal of Westwind.  And we've been seeing
22            tremendous growth in our creatives this whole year
23            through our NWEA and MAP data.  We're seeing the -- a
24            positive trend up with our creatives who use [Zoom
25            audio distortion] Lexia, IXL.  And we have a very
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 1            unique opportunity with our creatives called Genius
 2            Hour where we have an opportunity to see our
 3            creatives on a self-paced model, depending on what
 4            they need, intervention or enrichment.  And so we are
 5            seeing some positive trends.  And even last year, in
 6            our first year of operation, we won an award which
 7            was given to us by the University of Arkansas Office
 8            of Educational Policy [Zoom audio distortion] for our
 9            creatives.  And so even though we see a lot -- a
10            large number of our population in need of support, we
11            are seeing them grow in a positive direction.
12                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Thank you.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?
14                 MS. SARACINI:  No questions.
15                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
16                 MR. DAVIS:  No questions from me.
17                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
18                 MR. BALDWIN:  No questions.
19                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So I want to say that when
20            Tally came back from her visit at Westwind she had to
21            tell me all the great things that she was seeing.
22            So, Ms. Timmons, I think it's one of those "got to
23            tell your story."  So I know you're a relatively new
24            charter, but -- and it's a windy road to find out
25            back there, but it's really an opportunity to tell
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 1            your story.  And I think you're going to have great
 2            progress.  Thank you for today.
 3                 MS. TIMMONS:  Thank you.  I'm sorry, you broke
 4            up a little bit.  I didn't hear the last of it, but
 5            thank you so much for that.  And we invite the Panel
 6            to come out and visit our creatives and our school at
 7            any time.  We would love to have you.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Thank you.
 9                 And we're ready to move to District Conversion?
10                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.  That wraps up open-
11            enrollment.
12  3)  REVIEW OF DISTRICT CONVERSION CHARTERS
13        a)  POLK COUNTY VIRTUAL ACADEMY
14                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So we have our list of district
15            conversion charters here.  And our first one is Polk
16            County Virtual Academy.  You've been provided with
17            their weighted achievement score, as well as their
18            proportion of student growth that you can see there
19            in the chart.  And then we have our data for ELA and
20            for mathematics.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And just as a reminder,
22            everything that you see on the agenda today is
23            information that's available to the public.  The
24            school improvement plans are out on our district
25            websites -- on the district websites, and the team
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 1            went there and pulled all of that information in for
 2            you today and then screen-shotted information out of
 3            My School Info with the ESSA School Index; so you're
 4            going to see slides from there.
 5                 So Polk County Virtual in Mena?
 6                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
 7                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So do I see the
 8            Superintendent?  Is there anyone on from Polk County
 9            Virtual?  There we are.
10                 MS. BUCKLEY:  Yes, I'm here.
11                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  If you'll introduce
12            yourself and be ready for questions.  Give us your
13            title and your name.
14                 MS. BUCKLEY:  I'm Bridgett Buckley; I'm the
15            Assistant Superintendent.  I also take care of
16            federal programs and curriculum development, and I've
17            worked closely with Polk County Virtual Academy for
18            the last four years.
19                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Perfect.
20                 Ms. Wright-McMurray, any questions?
21                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So I guess I'll have to
22            ask my virtual question.  It just seems -- it seems
23            like a lot of our virtual academies made it onto the
24            list.  So is there something that we should be aware
25            of in how the scores are done that creates that
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 1            outcome for them?  Or is it something that we can
 2            help them to better understand how they're -- I'm
 3            just trying to get a sense of why are so many of the
 4            virtual academies on the list this year?
 5                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Well, and I'll say too, you
 6            know, when you're looking at the district conversion
 7            virtual academies typically they have a much lower
 8            enrollment than say your open-enrollment virtual
 9            academies.  So that's one piece of it.
10                 And the other piece, I think, is it speaks to
11            the fact that many of these academies we've spoken to
12            today, which is that they took on students that they
13            didn't have before.  And so I think, in particular,
14            at this point of time that's one factor that we're
15            looking at.
16                 MS. GRAYER:  Right.  And I would echo that
17            statement, as well.  I mean, in 2022, Polk County
18            Virtual Academy had an enrollment of 20 students.  So
19            when you're looking at these numbers in the weighted
20            achievement that's why the percentages look a little
21            unusual here for the In Needs of Support category.  I
22            mean, a third of 20, you know, that's going to be a
23            bunch of those students.  And it doesn't take very
24            many students to make a significant impact when we're
25            only talking about an enrollment of 20.  And then
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 1            that may not be the count when we have -- when we
 2            start talking about our ESSA School Index and who's
 3            included in those counts; only for like academic year
 4            students are accounted -- are counted for weighted
 5            achievement.  So that student would have to be
 6            continuously enrolled from October 1 to the first
 7            data pull, which is around mid-April.  So even though
 8            they have an enrollment of 20, that doesn't guarantee
 9            that all 20 would be included in the count.
10                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.
11                 MS. GRAYER:  So it could be a smaller set of
12            students.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Well, Ms. Buckley, if you'll
14            give us the specifics on Polk County?
15                 MS. BUCKLEY:  Yes.  We have had quite a roller
16            coaster in getting this started.  And what we started
17            our thinking behind what we were going to do isn't
18            what we ended up with, and part of that was the jump
19            in there for Covid and how that kind of changed
20            things.  But as we met with the review panel in I
21            think November and went over why we wanted to go
22            ahead and keep our charter, what we've seen is that
23            it does have value for the students that need it.
24            It's hard.  And whenever we talk about fully virtual,
25            because there's a difference between a fully virtual
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 1            school and one that has more of a hybrid look, that's
 2            work.  And really what we've focused in on trying to
 3            do is save some kids, keep them from dropping out,
 4            get them some education and curriculum that -- if
 5            they're home-schooling, if their parent is pulling
 6            them to home-school, we can say, "Let us simply
 7            support you with curriculum and sit with you in that
 8            way."  And so, yes, during the pandemic our numbers
 9            got all the way up to 100 during that year, and then
10            fell back down as kids were able to come back to
11            school.  And so that had a huge impact on us.  We
12            actually tested 3rd through 10th grade that year; we
13            tested, I believe, 18 students by the time we got to
14            testing, and then last year we tested 4 students.  So
15            we are doing kind of a back-and-forth of figuring out
16            who needs us and what our true goal is with them.  We
17            will -- we have 18 students right now in the program,
18            and we have more students who are coming in using the
19            program as a way not to quit, not to give up and back
20            out of school.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?  Ms. Saracini,
22            do you have questions?
23                 MS. SARACINI:  No.  I just wanted to echo that
24            one or two students can have a dramatic impact.  In
25            looking at that it was only going to take 0.90 or 92
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 1            to go back up to a C letter grade, you can see where
 2            just the impact of just even one.
 3                 MS. GRAYER:  And I just looked back at their
 4            scores and of those 20, only 8 students counted in
 5            weighted achievement.  So the mobility of students is
 6            crucial for schools of this size.  I mean, when
 7            you're dealing with a large district that has
 8            thousands of students in their enrollment, the
 9            mobility of students isn't quite as much of a factor.
10            But when you have a small enrollment, such as this
11            school, that can really have a big impact on scores.
12                 MS. SARACINI:  I want to say thank you because
13            even though you're -- there are obstacles in your
14            pathway you are still forging on and making this
15            available even to those students.  So you're making
16            sure that everybody has what they need.  And when we
17            say all, I feel that this is giving all students that
18            opportunity to have an education, even if it is a
19            small number.  So, thank you.
20                 MS. GRAYER:  And it's making a positive impact
21            on not only their district graduation rate, but also
22            the State's graduation rate.  So I thank her for
23            that, as well.
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And I think this is also a
25            testament that every student counts in our
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 1            accountability system.
 2                 MS. GRAYER:  Absolutely.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I'm very proud of that, and I
 4            think Bridgett can speak to that -- every student
 5            counts.  So it really does give you indicators that
 6            -- when you need to do more for individual students.
 7            So thank you for that.
 8                 Mr. Davis, questions?
 9                 MR. DAVIS:  No questions from me.
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
11                 MR. BALDWIN:  No questions.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Thank you, Ms.
13            Buckley.  We appreciate you being with us today.
14                 MS. BUCKLEY:  Thank you all very much.  Have a
15            great afternoon.
16        b)  ACADEMIES OF WEST MEMPHIS
17                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  The Academies of West
18            Memphis.
19                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Yes.  So you have your weighted
20            achievement data, along with your growth data, and
21            then you have our data for ELA and mathematics.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Here come the
23            Academies of West Memphis.  If you'll introduce
24            yourself -- we can barely see you in that large room,
25            so you'll have to speak up so we can be sure and hear
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 1            you.
 2                 MS. WAGNER:  Good afternoon.  We have our team
 3            with us today.  Mrs. Wagner, Assistant Principal; we
 4            have our Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent,
 5            our Testing Leader, our Facilitators, and Principal.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  If you'll state
 7            your name before you speak and your title as we go,
 8            that way our record will accurately indicate that.
 9                 MS. WAGNER:  Susan Wagner -- I'm sorry --
10            Assistant Principal, the Academies of West Memphis.
11                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  All right.  Ms.
12            Wright-McMurray, do you have questions?
13                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Again, just looking at the
14            rebound, it looks like there's -- you know, there's
15            been some turnaround there, which is great to see.
16            And so at any point in time that they just want to
17            provide details on what they feel like maybe led to
18            that.  Again, I think it's just a great opportunity
19            for other schools to be able to hear what some folks
20            are doing that is having positive outcomes.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Susan, do you want to
22            speak to that?
23                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes, ma'am.  Yes.  We -- coming off
24            of the Covid, when we moved and brought most of our
25            students back on campus we felt like that we had to
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 1            address not only academics but attendance and our
 2            mental health, and so that has been our focus.  We
 3            have taken our data and drilled down to our students'
 4            individual needs.  And we have a team here that I'm
 5            going to turn and let them address specific areas of
 6            what we've done.  We feel that's been our success in
 7            how we've met the students.  We've provided classes
 8            in our tier instruction, we've provided countless
 9            opportunities for those students to attend so that we
10            can address their specific needs.
11                 Okay.  This is Tiffany Gibson, our literacy, and
12            I'm going to have her address our success that we're
13            finding in our ELA.
14                 MS. GIBSON:  Yes.  So the Academies of West
15            Memphis values tracking student growth, as well as
16            identifying and addressing student areas of weakness.
17            And we actually started this process before this
18            school year.  We started this process in the summer
19            where the instructional facilitators meet with
20            classroom teachers to desegregate the ACT Aspire data
21            in certain areas of deficiency.  Now these
22            deficiencies are being correlated with our Arkansas
23            academic standards.  This quickly allows our teachers
24            to identify their essential standards for the school
25            year.  We then take those essential standards and
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 1            break those down into essential skills, and those
 2            skills are put in a curriculum pacing guide which
 3            will drive the instruction for that upcoming year.
 4            Instructional facilitators also use the summer to
 5            create the formative and summative assessments, as
 6            well as standard-based rubrics to use throughout the
 7            year to track student progress and success.  Also,
 8            throughout the year test coordinators and content
 9            teachers desegregate NWEA data and those meetings
10            provide teachers the skills that the students are
11            ready to learn and any deficiency the students need
12            -- the teachers need to reinforce in their classroom.
13                 MS. PANICOLA:  My name is Tracy Panicola, and I
14            am a math interventionist here at the Academies of
15            West Memphis.  We offer tutoring available before and
16            after school, Saturdays and Sundays, sometimes both
17            days of the week -- weekend, excuse me.  We use our
18            core teachers for that.  We also have built in credit
19            recovery into our schedules.  Credit recovery is also
20            offered after school, before school, and on weekends
21            as well.  Students have the opportunity to recover
22            credit during the school day.  An eight-period day
23            allows that space for scheduling.  The transportation
24            is completely provided for our before- and after-
25            school and weekend tutoring programs.  We have hired
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 1            additional credit recovery staff, and we use several
 2            different credit recovery platforms that we use to
 3            individualize that differentiated instruction, all
 4            the way from MobyMax, IXL, Ingenuity -- and then, of
 5            course, we use a lot of directed instruction as well.
 6                 MS. WAGNER:  And to add on to what they shared
 7            with you, what also has helped us -- our students, is
 8            because of the poverty level at our school we've
 9            added bus routes.  The students all wanted to take
10            advantage of the morning and the afternoon and the
11            Saturday tutoring, but they just didn't have
12            transportation.  We're 100% free-and-reduced lunch,
13            so that has really helped to take that burden off the
14            parents and allow the students to come in for those
15            times.  And one more thing that we're proud of is our
16            -- in our planning for the 10th grade, for the 9th in
17            English, we have a time set aside that they meet
18            every day, so they're continually adjusting, after we
19            test, what are the needs that we address, what are
20            the standards that the students aren't succeeding in.
21            And so it's a constant reflection and adjustment.
22            That's really helped us to help with the growth.
23                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Thank you.
24                 Any additional questions?
25                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  (Shaking head from side to
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 1            side.)
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?
 3                 MS. SARACINI:  No.  Continue the growth.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
 5                 Yes, the growth is on the right side.
 6                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
 7                 MS. SARACINI:  Continue that.
 8                 MR. DAVIS:  No questions from me.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
10                 MR. BALDWIN:  No questions.
11                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Well, thank you,
12            West Memphis team.  We appreciate you being with us
13            today.
14                 MS. WAGNER:  Thank you.
15        c)  ACADEMIES OF RIVERCREST HIGH SCHOOL
16                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  All right.  Next we have the
17            Academies at Rivercrest.  And we have our data for
18            weighted achievement, as well as our chart and our
19            ELA and mathematics data.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And who is speaking on behalf
21            of Rivercrest?
22                 MS. RAPER:  Good morning.  Shantele Raper,
23            Assistant Superintendent.  Superintendent Mike Cox is
24            here; Principal, Bill Burfield; and then our Academic
25            Coach, Cyndy Henderson; and Dave Diagostino is here.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Ms. Wright-
 2            McMurray, any questions?
 3                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I just want to give them
 4            an opportunity to address the decline that we're
 5            seeing and how they plan to rebound going forward.
 6                 MS. RAPER:  Absolutely.  So coming -- you know,
 7            coming out of Covid, Rivercrest School District as a
 8            whole, we have transitioned with quite a few things.
 9            We've really gone back to the basics.  What we have
10            found is that those essential best practices are
11            probably going to give us the biggest bang for our
12            buck.
13                 Insuring that we have a quality staff -- one
14            thing we can say, we went from the lowest median
15            salary in the county to the highest median salary in
16            the county.  We went from an average teacher
17            experience of seven years to 11 years.  We went from
18            27 teachers in the district not on a path to
19            certification to -- I believe we have three this
20            year.  So having that quality staff in place was
21            number one.
22                 Having a viable curriculum -- we did not have a
23            solid viable curriculum.  We put together a math team
24            and put together a math, literacy, science, and
25            social studies -- we only had to do that all in one
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 1            year.  We could not stagger out like so many times.
 2            We as of last year realized we needed a curriculum
 3            process in every subject, so we have to bite that off
 4            at the high school level.
 5                 Having an assessment process -- interim
 6            assessments were not present; so that internal
 7            process is there.
 8                 Setting individualized student goals -- if you
 9            take a look at our updated School Improvement Plan
10            and you see the new actions that are there, you will
11            also see very specific and drilled-down data goals
12            that are -- you know, there are names with every one
13            of those numbers.  So we jumped head in on that -- on
14            the internal process and assessment.
15                 Supplemental curriculum in place -- one thing we
16            did have already, we had a solid process through
17            Solution Tree support for intervention.  We're still
18            working on having quality instruction in that
19            intervention time.  So what I'm saying is we have the
20            time, but now we're working on a supplemental
21            curriculum there.
22                 Lesson plans -- just the basic pacing guides,
23            lesson plans, viable curriculum, interventions -- all
24            of those things that are essential best practices
25            that we had to really start at the beginning.  And
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 1            what we know is that we have good students and we
 2            have good teachers, so those best practices should
 3            catapult us very quickly into moving in the right
 4            direction.
 5                 I'll go ahead and turn it over and see if one of
 6            -- our academic coach or principal -- we have plenty
 7            of things that are updated.  School Improvement Plan
 8            had a long list of Do actions and those Do actions
 9            are actually happening.
10                 And then, do y'all have something you want to
11            add?
12                 MR. BURFIELD:  Again, I just want to say, along
13            with --
14                 MS. RAPER:  Say who you are.
15                 MR. BURFIELD:  I'm Bill Burfield.  I'm sorry;
16            thank you for that.
17                 You know, I want to back what she just said,
18            that we have got the process going where those
19            teachers are getting those skills down, by skill per
20            student, per need.  Right now we have -- you know, we
21            had that built-in -- we call it Crest Time.  We pull
22            kids that -- in that are needing support in mainly
23            ELA and math.  Those teachers -- we have a sign-in
24            sheet that those teachers assign students during that
25            particular time.  They go to that particular teacher,
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 1            if that teacher doesn't have them in classroom.  So
 2            they can move from one class to the other, to that
 3            class, if needed when they need to get that support.
 4            So we have that built-in curriculum right there for
 5            them, by need, by the student.
 6                 We have monitors.  We have tutoring that will
 7            start next week, after school on Tuesdays/Thursdays.
 8            We have transportation built-in with those.  You
 9            know, if you're not familiar with us, we're pulling
10            from a big school district with five towns that are a
11            long way away.  So we use it for afterschool.  From
12            3:15 to 4:15, we will have tutoring in ELA and math.
13            They start next week.
14                 Do you have any other --
15                 MS. RAPER:  Another thing, we've partnered with
16            -- here that's been a huge success for us, having the
17            peer grants in place.  We're able to put some
18            (inaudible) in there to support some teachers.  We
19            set some very small goals last summer, some things
20            that we knew we could do quickly, like on-time
21            credits.  You know, coming out of Covid all schools
22            had, you know, trouble with on-time credits.  Our
23            credit recovery teachers almost -- well, they did --
24            they worked themselves out of a job.  So that was a
25            good thing, getting those kids caught up.  So that's
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 1            going to help us with our graduation rate.
 2                 So along with our weighted achievement and our
 3            value-added, we're looking at those individual SQSS
 4            because those are there for a reason.  You know,
 5            there may not be a lot of points allotted there.  We
 6            know that those are good things for our students to
 7            have in place.  So we have goals for each of those
 8            SQSS's as well.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Thank you.
10                 Ms. Saracini, additional questions?
11                 MS. SARACINI:  No, not at this time.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
13                 MR. DAVIS:  None from me.
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
15                 MR. BALDWIN:  I would just say I appreciate the
16            quantifiable goals on the plan, and I always like
17            that.  And I appreciate you all doing that, your work
18            on that.
19                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I have a quick question.  So
20            -- we're getting repeat feedback.
21                 So one of the things that --
22                 MR. DAN DAVIS:  You're getting feedback from
23            them because you're coming through their speakers,
24            then it's coming back through their microphones.
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  If you'll mute at
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 1            Rivercrest I think it'll stop the feedback, Dan says.
 2                 Okay.  So what I would like to hear is the
 3            things that you have outlined of the things that
 4            you're doing to move that needle across the line and
 5            up where we want to see you.  Those all make very
 6            much sense to me.  My question is what has brought
 7            about the sense of urgency to get it done?
 8                 MS. RAPER:  Ms. Coffman, just to be honest, Mr.
 9            Cox and myself coming in, not seeing those things in
10            place.  And we are coming from a struggling school
11            district; Ms. Henderson was in a struggling school
12            district as well.  And I know in looking at the
13            students and what we know about our students here,
14            and the teachers that we have here, we are not a D
15            school.  We are absolutely not a D school.  And those
16            very essential simple best practices, to be quite
17            honest -- lesson plans, there was never a lesson plan
18            process in the district.  There is -- I believe, Ms.
19            Henderson, you had 100% of lesson plans turned in by
20            5:00 p.m. on Monday, and the running joke is what
21            grade did you make on your lesson plan yesterday for
22            the teachers.  Those are things that even though they
23            may be small, for those of us that are (inaudible)
24            school districts in the past, where we're subscribing
25            for everything we can find to make a difference, we
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 1            know that those simple things -- a pacing guide is
 2            going to make a difference.  Looking at this data is
 3            going to make a difference.
 4                 So it's been a tough year, but Mr. Cox, with the
 5            experience that he has, we are -- we do have
 6            accountability.  So at the beginning of the year with
 7            these goals, and when we looked at our students and
 8            we said, you know, we have students that scored Close
 9            that we're not leading in the Ready column.  We sent
10            -- what we know about these kiddos, looking at these
11            scores, we think they're Exceeding.  So they're in
12            that little feeding block.  We have some kids that
13            are ready that we can say, you know, we're surprised
14            they're even in Ready, but there we are.  So we
15            interim-tested in December, and it's been a painful
16            process because January we held those teachers
17            accountable to look at that data again.  And, you
18            know, we all know those are just best practices that
19            we should have had in place.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Absolutely.  That was why I
21            was wondering about the sense of urgency.
22                 MS. RAPER:  Yeah.  We -- I think -- I really
23            feel like -- because I have faith in these teachers,
24            I have faith in this team, I have faith in our
25            students.  But these -- what I look for are small
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 1            things that we're going to get a big bang for our
 2            buck out of.  And, you know, we're -- this is going
 3            to be a five-year process; you know, we've got some
 4            time, we've got to work on it.  But when and if those
 5            simple things don't make a difference, then we'll
 6            start pulling those rabbits out of our hat and trying
 7            to find those different things that will.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Well, thank you
 9            so much.  All right.  Thank you for being with us
10            today.
11        d)  WARREN MIDDLE SCHOOL
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Our next school?
13                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  We have Warren Middle School.
14            And, of course, we have our weighted achievement and
15            our student growth, as well as our ELA and math data.
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And who is speaking on behalf
17            of Warren Middle School?
18                 MS. CORNISH:  Kathy Cornish, Principal, Warren
19            Middle School.
20                 MS. WARDLAW:  And Carla Wardlaw, the Assistant
21            Superintendent.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Thank you so
23            much.
24                 Ms. Wright-McMurray?
25                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  No questions at this time.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?
 2                 MS. SARACINI:  No.  Just keep moving forward.
 3            It's not a lot of growth, but it's a little.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  They're on the right side of
 5            the line.
 6                 MS. SARACINI:  That's right.
 7                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
 8                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah, that right side of that line
 9            is -- you know, that's something that's important.
10            So I appreciate that.  Nothing from me.
11                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
12                 MR. BALDWIN:  No questions.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So just to give you a quick
14            minute, Kathy, would you just speak to what's going
15            to make the biggest difference at Warren, not -- so
16            you're on the right side of the line, but we're
17            trying to go up to that top quadrant.
18                 MS. CORNISH:  One thing that we have -- we did
19            last year, we wrote an application to -- for the
20            inclusive practices PLC project and got accepted.
21            And so we've had a coach coming in all year working
22            with our staff on really refining our PLC process as
23            far as identifying our essential standards.  And we
24            have now met all three goals that he has set for us
25            this year, and have developed a school-wide
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 1            intervention and extension system.  And we have
 2            started moving toward inclusive practices in our
 3            building where our SPED teachers and students are
 4            being taught -- or going into their regular
 5            classrooms and also making sure that our resource
 6            students are receiving grade-level instruction.  And
 7            we think that we're working on our -- refining our PD
 8            and really hitting on our reading strategies and
 9            learning our curriculum with the State approved list
10            for -- to make sure it's assigned to the Science of
11            Reading.  So we think those are really going to be
12            big factors for us this year.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Great.  Well, we expect they
14            will be too.  Thank you so much for being with us
15            today.
16        e)  LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL
17                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Our next school?
18                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  All right.  We have Lincoln High
19            School -- our weighted achievement data, growth data,
20            and then our ELA and mathematics data.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  And who is speaking on
22            behalf of Lincoln?
23                 MR. KARBER:  Stan Karber.  I'm the Lincoln High
24            School principal for the last three years now.
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Ms. Wright-
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 1            McMurray, do you have questions for Mr. Karber?
 2                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Thanks for being on today.
 3                 MR. KARBER:  Yes.
 4                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  First, you know,
 5            immediately we look at the loss --
 6                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
 7                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  -- during that time
 8            period.  And so I did note -- I was trying to get
 9            back to my notes.  Sorry.  And it looks like that
10            you've set some goals on how you're going to address
11            that.  You've identified some curriculum pieces that
12            you're going to implement.  But I was -- and I
13            apologize if I don't see it, but how did you
14            determine that those were the pieces that you needed
15            to implement to address the loss that you
16            experienced?
17                 MR. KARBER:  Well, one of the first things that
18            -- one of the most important things I think that we
19            have done is -- in addressing where we think our
20            students are at is identifying where our students are
21            at by identifying our students.  And we implemented a
22            mentor program where every student on our campus is
23            assigned a mentor.  We actually have a mentor draft
24            where these kids are selected and they're rolled into
25            a teacher that they spend X-amount of hours a week
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 1            with that teacher, getting to know, so that we can
 2            kind of attach to that emotional, social, everything
 3            that we can do to help them; try to bring back the
 4            idea that this isn't that bad of a place to hangout
 5            at; to develop those relationships where we can
 6            actually get them in the building to continue to
 7            develop those relationships.  With the volume of
 8            having them here we can develop a better
 9            understanding of where our kids are at, where -- more
10            importantly, where they're not at, and what we can do
11            to provide them with the resources and the
12            opportunity to move them, to get them where they need
13            to go.  I think that the mentor piece has been
14            extremely successful as far as drawing our kids back
15            to the campus, starting off with the -- you know,
16            I've heard a lot of talk today about the hybrid high
17            school and how we intertwine virtual educational
18            experience with an actual in-person.  I think that
19            our mentorship not only kept some of those kids that
20            were at the house receiving a virtual education on
21            the hook, I think it also helped reel some of them
22            back onto our campus where we could spend more time
23            with them, developing that relationship, and
24            developing our understanding of where they're at and
25            what we can do to get them where we think they need
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 1            to be.
 2                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Thank you.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Thank you.
 4                 Ms. Saracini, questions?
 5                 MS. SARACINI:  So I've heard you talk about the
 6            relationships, you feel that's going to propel you
 7            forward.  I know when you're talking about high
 8            school and middle school it is all about
 9            relationships, a lot of times.  But you feel that
10            you're already starting to see that this year?
11                 MR. KARBER:  Absolutely.  I feel that, just from
12            the culture and walking the hallways and being in the
13            cafeteria and seeing the kids.  I think that we all
14            understand what safety looks like in the kids' eyes
15            and when they feel comfortable.  And you have to be
16            at that state of comfort to be vulnerable to
17            understand that we have some areas that we need to
18            work on, and that's what we've worked hard to do.
19            And I think simultaneously within developing that
20            comfort and that safety-net for our kids it also
21            creates a place where the teachers feel that as well.
22            And they feel comfortable to push it a little bit
23            with these kids and to extend over something that --
24            you know, we all have comfort zones and you've got to
25            get those kids outside of that in order to really
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 1            move them where we think they need to go.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
 3                 Mr. Davis?
 4                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah.  Just a couple of questions
 5            here.  You know, I'm assuming that this was not a
 6            large surprise, considering how important data is and
 7            the fact that you all will sort of use it.  Can you
 8            talk about how you use data to make decisions and how
 9            it's informing what you do now?
10                 MR. KARBER:  Sure.  So, no, it's not a big
11            surprise, Mr. Davis.  You're right.  And what we've
12            done is our programs that we go out and select -- and
13            the staff has a voice in selecting -- we use the
14            students' data.  Part of that draft is to look at the
15            students' data and to understand -- in the
16            development of -- you know, if you're talking about
17            like the development of a personalized educational
18            plan, to personalize that education for these kids
19            and to meet them where they're at.  We have to use
20            that data.  We implemented IXL which it runs -- we
21            run benchmarks on them that will give us a diagnostic
22            of where those kids are at and then it creates a
23            personalized plan that the teacher, the mentor will
24            both help implement with that student so that we can
25            see that growth.  And then not only can we see that
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 1            growth, we can encourage those kids to continue
 2            chasing that growth.  So the data, it's clearly
 3            important to us to take a look at where they're at,
 4            and, like I said, like where they're not at.  And I
 5            think that that's the job of all the educators that I
 6            work in the building with; we take a sense of pride
 7            in knowing where we get them at -- and I heard the
 8            last group say that, "We're not a D school."  So
 9            you're not going to walk through these buildings --
10            and I'm not going to sit on this meeting and say that
11            we're a D school.  We are above that.  We are well
12            above that.  And we have to use that data to plug-in
13            those pieces to move that so that it also represents
14            from what we're on today.
15                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
16                 Mr. Baldwin?
17                 MR. BALDWIN:  So in looking at the chart that's
18            up right here, you guys are in the lower left
19            quartile and really kind of out from most schools, so
20            there's a little challenge there.  And I guess as you
21            were talking about your mentorship program, I was
22            very interested in that.  And it raised one question
23            for me: is the challenge you have with where you're
24            at an emotional challenge with the students,
25            connecting them to just, you know, basic things?  Or
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 1            is an academic challenge?  You mentioned some
 2            challenges academically.  I'm curious on both.  I
 3            mean which one is your biggest challenge in this
 4            lower quartile?
 5                 MR. KARBER:  Well, I think that it's -- I think
 6            that you hit it on the head; it is both.  And I think
 7            that one of the things that we have to do and one of
 8            the reasons why I mentioned the mentor program is
 9            they have to have a voice of reason to support
10            education.  Because when they come from an
11            educational -- a household that does not support
12            education -- and I don't mean that they're openly at
13            the dinner table talking about how bad schools are;
14            I'm just saying that they say they can get it done
15            without schooling and they have success without that.
16            And we have to have them connect to this building and
17            connect to this group of teachers and this group of
18            educators to show them that it doesn't have to be all
19            talking about what they can't do well; it could be
20            growing them in some areas that they're not doing the
21            best in.  But then also showing them areas that they
22            are really good in and focusing on things that they
23            have an interest in and attaching those things to
24            them.  And using the staff, myself included --
25            everybody on this campus as a liaison to help these
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 1            kids better understand how education can help them
 2            and how a high school education can help them.  So we
 3            battle generational educational neglect, and then we
 4            also battle poverty.  And there's things that we have
 5            to overcome but we've got a staff of people willing
 6            to do it, just like every building does.
 7                 MR. BALDWIN:  Is your mentorship program just
 8            mentorship within the teacher group or is there
 9            outside community mentorship provided?  And I guess
10            the follow-up is, is the program, you know, during
11            normal school hours or is it, you know, beyond the
12            school hours?
13                 MR. KARBER:  That's a good question.  We have --
14            our teachers are the mentors.  We have everybody
15            within the district, within our high school acts as a
16            mentor.  I have my group of mentees -- the assistant
17            principal, the basketball coach, everybody does.  And
18            what we try to do -- what we do successfully is
19            connect the student, the staff, and the parent, the
20            guardian, the community, the stakeholders.  So we
21            make phone calls, we interact.  When we have our
22            parent/teacher conferences they show up to see the
23            mentor, and then the mentor can talk to the student,
24            talk to the parent.  We may can let them go
25            throughout the building kind of with a map of who
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 1            they're looking for.  We have -- our meetings are
 2            shared weekly and biweekly to talk about these
 3            students, to talk about, as a 9th grade group, if you
 4            have this student as one of your mentees; we talk to
 5            the 10th graders about things that they should be
 6            looking for and we just build on it -- almost the
 7            development of a baseball playing card where the
 8            stats are on the back of these kids and then we get
 9            to talk about some of the things that they're
10            interested in and some of the plays they've made, and
11            then some things that can keep that connection very
12            relevant to the student so that they know "I've got
13            some people that I can lean on in there and, you
14            know, they're speaking my language."
15                 MR. BALDWIN:  Thank you.
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Carter --
17                 MR. KARBER:  You're welcome.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- I appreciate you don't
19            like being on this list, and so I'm looking forward
20            to that dot moving quickly across the quadrants.
21                 MR. KARBER:  Yes, ma'am.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
23                 MR. KARBER:  I gotcha.
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you so much.
25                 MR. KARBER:  Thank you.
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 1        f)  ADVENTURE ONLINE ACADEMY
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Next school?
 3                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  All right.  Adventure Online
 4            Academy -- our weighted achievement scores, student
 5            growth, and then our ELA and math data.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And who is online to speak
 7            about Adventure Online Academy?
 8                 MR. WALKER:  Hello.  My name is Ryan Walker and
 9            I am the Principal of the Adventure Online Academy.
10            And also Tona Dozier is online with us.  We are not
11            together.  It's Valentine's and I don't know -- I own
12            a flower shop, so I'm selling some flowers.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Questions, Ms.
14            Wright-McMurray?
15                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.  Again, immediately
16            looking at the lack of rebound, large number there.
17            So --
18                 MS. GRAYER:  So I think I can address that.
19                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.
20                 MS. GRAYER:  So Adventure Online Academy tested
21            10 students.  Again, they were affected by their
22            small enrollment and -- well, they were -- I'm sorry;
23            let me go back.  They were expected to test 10
24            students; they tested 8.  As you all well know,
25            they're expected to test at least 95% of their
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 1            student population.  So since they didn't meet the
 2            mark of 95% of their all-students group, that causes
 3            us to -- a federal implication of that is that their
 4            weighted achievement is adjusted based on the
 5            percentage of students that tested.  So that caused a
 6            significant decline in both their weighted
 7            achievement scores and their overall ESSA scores
 8            between 2021 and 2022, and that's what you're seeing
 9            in that negative rebound.
10                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.  So that helps to
11            answer that one.
12                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
13                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So thank you for that
14            explanation.
15                 And then --
16                 MR. WALKER:  Thank you.
17                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I'm sorry; did you want to
18            say something?
19                 MR. WALKER:  I was just thanking her for that
20            explanation.
21                 MS. GRAYER:  You're welcome, Ryan.
22                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  All right.  And then,
23            second question -- so, again, I appreciate the
24            response that you guys provided as relates to your
25            literacy.  But then I also noticed that you have --
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 1            is it 83% that are In Need of Support in math.  And
 2            so just want you to be able to talk to a little bit
 3            of how you plan to address that?
 4                 MR. WALKER:  So this year, this is my first year
 5            as the principal of the Adventure Online Academy.  I
 6            was the elementary principal for -- and assistant for
 7            12 years prior to this.  So what we have done this
 8            year, when I went onboard -- and Ms. Dozier and I
 9            have been working closely together -- but we adopted
10            a new curriculum.  After visiting with our students
11            that were enrolled, math was a big area that we --
12            the current -- the curriculum they were using did not
13            meet the need of the student because, as we all know,
14            students struggle in math, as can be seen by our
15            scores.  But also when there's not a teacher there
16            teaching it then it's even a stronger struggle.  And
17            so we have adopted the Pearson Connexus math and they
18            provide online support, which we have tapped into.
19            And then there's live teacher time, and then there's
20            Web Mail that the students are encouraged to use.
21                 This year we also have an onsite office for
22            myself and my administrative assistant, and we
23            provide tutoring, if they want to come in.  And then
24            I also provide Zoom tutoring as well.
25                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.  Thanks.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Do you have follow-up?
 2                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Not right now.  Thank you.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Ms. Saracini?
 4                 MS. SARACINI:  Thank you for your explanation,
 5            again, knowing that one person or one student can
 6            make an impact to the negative like this.  So thank
 7            you for explaining that; so that helps me understand
 8            it better.  Thanks.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Each student makes an impact.
10                 MS. SARACINI:  Yes, it does.  And I'm glad that
11            we --
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  That's because we have a
13            great system.
14                 MS. GRAYER:  Every student must succeed.
15                 MS. SARACINI:  On the record, we have a great
16            system because every student impacts.
17                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  That's right.
18                 MR. WALKER:  This year we've added to our
19            enrollment form a statement that all students have to
20            take the state-mandated test and the parents have to
21            initial it and agree to it before they can enroll in
22            the program.
23                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  That's wonderful.
24                 And, Mr. Davis, do you have questions?
25                 MR. DAVIS:  Just in regards to enrollment, I
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 1            think they gave some -- the Department provided some
 2            answers in regards to the testing.  What is currently
 3            the enrollment?
 4                 MR. WALKER:  So currently, this semester I have
 5            30 -- I think 33 enrolled.  Last semester I had 34.
 6            I had some drop-out and some come in.  So that's my
 7            current enrollment.
 8                 MR. DAVIS:  Okay.  Thank you.  No other further
 9            questions.
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
11                 MR. BALDWIN:  So really following up on the size
12            of the school, the small size of the school, let me
13            ask you also about the teacher staff and
14            administrative staff as far as who all is full-time
15            and who all is part-time.  And I do appreciate the
16            fact that you're here today, and since you own a
17            flower store I know what Valentine's Day is for that
18            line of business.  I have a friend that does that.
19            But maybe talk to us about the staffing of your
20            program?
21                 MR. WALKER:  All of our staff is employed
22            through Pearson Connexus.  We contract with them, so
23            they provide the staffing for Pearson.  They're all
24            certified teachers.  They all have Arkansas teaching
25            license.
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 1                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.
 2                 MR. WALKER:  And I guess that -- I don't know
 3            the make-up, if they're full-time or part-time, to
 4            answer that question.
 5                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  And how much time do you
 6            spend on the program?
 7                 MR. WALKER:  I spend a majority of my day -- I'm
 8            also our pre-K principal.  But I'm going to say I
 9            spend at least 75% of my day reaching out to the
10            students every-other-week -- or if they're not [Zoom
11            audio distortion] I email them and their parents.  If
12            they're failing, if they're not doing their work, we
13            reach out to them if they need any assistance.  I
14            have some students that come in daily or every-other-
15            day for tutoring [Zoom audio distortion] to help
16            reinforce their [Zoom audio distortion].
17                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  Thank you.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you, Mr. Walker.  We
19            appreciate you being with us.
20                 MR. WALKER:  Thank you.
21        g)  DRIVEN VIRTUAL ACADEMY (PCSSD)
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Our next school?
23                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  We have Driven Virtual Academy
24            -- weighted achievement data and growth data, as well
25            as ELA and math.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And online for Pulaski County
 2            is --
 3                 MS. BLACKWELL:  Hey.  Online is Rachel
 4            Blackwell, the Digital Learning Facilitator, and Ms.
 5            Leslie Ireland, who is the Principal of the virtual
 6            academy, and Dr. Dillingham, the Principal at the
 7            elementary school.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Perfect.  Questions, Ms.
 9            Wright-McMurray?
10                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Thanks again for being
11            online.  Just a similar question to the previous.  I
12            was able to see the literacy plan, but, again, there
13            are students that are in need in that.  I just want
14            you to be able to speak to what is your plan to
15            address that area for students?
16                 MS. BLACKWELL:  Okay.  I will let Ms. Ireland
17            speak on that behalf.  But I'll start by saying this
18            is our first year -- our last year was our first year
19            as a virtual academy, so we started off with like a
20            500% increase.  I came to y'all last year because we
21            had to increase our first year enrollment cap just to
22            meet the needs of our students and our district,
23            because we only provided virtual through the academy
24            and not through our local schools last year.  So we
25            went from 611 students last year to -- and now we
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 1            have 297 students in our virtual academy this year,
 2            so just to kind of give you the idea of our numbers
 3            from last year.
 4                 So I'll let Ms. Ireland address what we're doing
 5            for the -- for math and ELA.
 6                 MS. IRELAND:  So [Zoom audio distortion] is we
 7            don't block math and literacy at the middle school
 8            level.  And for the 23-24 school year we are double-
 9            blocking that in literacy for grades 9-12 as well.
10                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So beyond double-blocking
11            what other strategies or, you know, supplemental
12            additional curriculum are you going to be offering to
13            students?  And then also any type of professional
14            development maybe that will be offered to teachers?
15            Do you mind speaking a little bit to that?
16                 MS. IRELAND:  Absolutely.  So for our students,
17            in addition to double-blocking, of course we are also
18            offering all students -- well, not offering -- all of
19            our students who do not score Ready or Advanced on
20            the assessment, they are blocked into a study center
21            with a certified teacher who is providing
22            remediation, either in literacy and/or math,
23            depending on what the student needs.
24                 We also have one day a week where we do school-
25            wide small group teaching, and that small group is
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 1            based on what those -- the areas that those students
 2            need as far as our math assessments.  So we meet
 3            after each math assessment, we look at the data, and
 4            we place those students in small groups based on what
 5            the needs are.  Those groups are flexible, so as
 6            those students perform or master those skills they
 7            move to the next group or the next level.
 8                 We're also providing PD for our professional
 9            staff as far as (inaudible); also, instructional
10            technology PD.  And we are also working on just best
11            teaching strategies and what that looks like in a
12            virtual setting.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?
14                 MS. SARACINI:  No questions at this time.
15                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
16                 MR. DAVIS:  And all those programs you just
17            talked about are happening virtually; correct?  So
18            when you talk about --
19                 MS. IRELAND:  Yes, sir.
20                 MR. DAVIS:  -- small groups of students or
21            bringing teachers together you're doing all that
22            virtually?
23                 MS. IRELAND:  Yes, sir.  We are 100% virtual.
24                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah.  Thank you.  No other
25            questions.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
 2                 MR. BALDWIN:  No questions.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So my only question is today
 4            you've had the opportunity to hear from a lot of
 5            schools -- a lot of schools that have worked through
 6            some of these virtual problems.  Are you partnering
 7            with any other virtual school to learn what they've
 8            done?  Or talk to us a little bit about that
 9            possibility.
10                 MS. IRELAND:  Yes.  We've actually partnered
11            with some of the people there at the Department with
12            you.  We've also partnered with the schools at
13            Fayetteville; we've worked very closely with them and
14            their model, because they started the process several
15            years before we did.  We have been collaborating with
16            them and working through that process as far as next
17            steps and what this should look like.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  Thank you very much.
19                 MS. IRELAND:  You're welcome.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Hearing no additional
21            questions, thank you for being with us today.  And
22            we'll move on to our next school.
23        h)  HOT SPRINGS WORLD CLASS HIGH SCHOOL
24                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  So we have Hot Springs World
25            Class High School.  We have our achievement data,
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 1            growth data, ELA data, and then math data.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  I see the
 3            Superintendent.
 4                 DR. NEHUS:  Good afternoon, I guess.  I was
 5            going to say morning.  Dr. Stephanie Nehus,
 6            Superintendent of Hot Springs School District.  And I
 7            believe also Mrs. Kiley Simms, Principal is online.
 8            But I'll be glad to speak.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Ms. Wright-
10            McMurray, you're the leader today.
11                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I guess more comment, just
12            thinking back to previous conversations that we've
13            had with your district.  I'm encouraged to see the
14            growth.  I know that we've had conversations with you
15            before about your letter grade but it looks like you
16            guys are making progress, so I do appreciate seeing
17            that.  And I do appreciate the detailed plan that you
18            shared with us that provides me a lot of good detail
19            on the actionable things that you are planning to do
20            to address those concerns.
21                 DR. NEHUS:  Thank you.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?
23                 MS. SARACINI:  It looks like you have a solid
24            plan.  Again, I want to just say you're on the right
25            side of that line, as Ms. Deb puts it.  But I don't
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 1            really have any questions, but just keep going in the
 2            positive direction.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
 4                 MR. DAVIS:  No questions from me.
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
 6                 MR. BALDWIN:  I did have a question on the
 7            Students In Need of Support for math.  There seems to
 8            be a higher number of ELA numbers.  Is there a
 9            specific challenge with math or maybe comment a bit
10            on that?
11                 DR. NEHUS:  Sure.  We have seen that as being a
12            challenge in our district, even in the elementary
13            moving up obviously.  Those skills grow upon one
14            another, so if we have a deficiency in the early
15            grades that does carryover to the upper grades.  We
16            are focusing on that very intentionally, especially
17            at our high school and at our junior high.  Of
18            course, using the professional learning communities
19            process we have lots of collaboration time, but we
20            also have learning loss prevention intervention
21            teachers that we've added specifically providing Tier
22            2 and Tier 3 interventions in mathematics.  And then
23            even most recently our high school purchased Ascend
24            Math which is, you know, an online supplement to help
25            us with those deficient foundational skills.
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 1                 MR. BALDWIN:  Thank you for that answer.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  If you'll -- while we have
 3            Dr. Nehus online, if you'll go ahead and take us to
 4            the junior high.
 5        i)  HOT SPRINGS JUNIOR ACADEMY
 6                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  All right.  So Hot Springs
 7            Junior Academy -- and we have our achievement data
 8            and we have our growth data, ELA and math.
 9                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So --
10                 DR. NEHUS:  And I also have Mr. Billy Brazle who
11            is our Junior Academy principal online, as well.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yes.  Thank you.  Because,
13            you know, we're not seeing -- we're not on the right
14            side of that line.
15                 DR. NEHUS:  Yeah, you're right.  We aren't.
16            But, again, a lot of what we're doing is 7-12.  You
17            know, we do see the junior academy and our high
18            school as a super-campus, and so we're trying to
19            align all of our systems.  And so we are not where we
20            want to be.  Again, that is an intentional focus of
21            ours.  Both of those buildings are in the PLC pilot
22            project through DESE, so we're getting lots of
23            additional supports.  We as a district provide
24            Solution Tree associates support, as well.  We're
25            looking to provide specifically math content
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 1            professional development this summer to try to give
 2            -- you know, make sure our teachers have everything
 3            that they need to be successful in teaching our
 4            students, specifically in math.
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  How much do you attribute to
 6            this being just a deep understanding or a strength in
 7            your entire K-12 curriculum?
 8                 DR. NEHUS:  I'm a former math teacher.  But I
 9            know I'm looking at Ms. Grayer on the screen, because
10            we worked hand-in-hand together on curriculum
11            development in our -- when she was working in the
12            district.  And so I can speak extensively on that.
13                 I think it has been a past system-wide problem
14            curriculum-wise.  I will tell you I think the years
15            of CGI where we didn't teach foundational skills and
16            the years that we got away from teaching
17            multiplication facts and, you know, just honing in on
18            that -- and that's my personal and professional
19            opinion which I'll share -- I think that that has led
20            to some of this.  And so we're really going back to
21            foundational skills.  We're using Eureka Math
22            curriculum.  We are inspecting what we expect, and we
23            are expecting that to be implemented with fidelity --
24            and, you know, that is going from K-8.
25                 And so, you know, we continue to work on our
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 1            curriculum units.  I know my principals, like I said,
 2            are in here; they are working.  I know Mr. Brazle is
 3            specifically visiting math classrooms on a daily to
 4            weekly basis, visiting those team meetings, asking
 5            the questions, reviewing the essential standards,
 6            creating those units and revising those units.
 7                 And so all of those pieces we are very
 8            intentionally focusing on.  But I do think that it --
 9            in the past years -- and, again, in the foundational
10            years it was a systematic problem with teaching
11            foundational skills.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.  I appreciate
13            that.
14                 All right.  Hearing no additional questions for
15            Hot Springs, we appreciate you being with us today.
16        j)  RIVER VALLEY VIRTUAL ACADEMY (VAN BUREN)
17                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And if you'll go over our
18            last slides, please?
19                 MS. GRAYER:  Actually, we --
20                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  We noticed that one slide is
21            missing --
22                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
23                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  -- from the slide deck.
24                 MS. GRAYER:  And I don't think we want to miss
25            out on the conversation.  It is River Valley Virtual
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 1            Academy from Van Buren.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yes, of course.
 3                 MS. GRAYER:  And they've taken a significant
 4            decline from an A to a D, so I assume that you guys
 5            will have questions for them.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yes, we certainly will.
 7                 So, River Valley.
 8                 DR. JEFFCOAT:  We're here.  Hang on just a
 9            second.  Hold on.  I'm sorry; hold on just a second.
10            We actually had all this ready to go earlier --
11                 MR. HECKMAN:  I thought we did.
12                 DR. JEFFCOAT:  -- and we lost ground a little
13            bit.  So let's see if -- can you see us now?
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yes.  They tried to skip you
15            and we just wouldn't let them.
16                 DR. JEFFCOAT:  I appreciate that very much.  Any
17            opportunity I have to have a meeting with Deborah
18            Coffman I'm in attendance.  I'm always there.
19                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  One of your last.
20                 DR. JEFFCOAT:  Well, I know, and I'm heartbroken
21            about that.  But --
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ah, thank you.
23                 DR. JEFFCOAT:  -- you're coming to the Van Buren
24            School District; is that right?
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I'm sorry?
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 1                 DR. JEFFCOAT:  I said I'm heartbroken that
 2            you're retiring, but you do have an opportunity to
 3            move over here to the Van Buren area and work in our
 4            school system.
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I'll take that under
 6            consideration, after retirement.
 7                 Ms. Wright-McMurray, do you have questions for
 8            our friends in Van Buren?
 9                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Sure.  I mean the obvious
10            is the significant drop in letter grade; but outside
11            of that, also the decline in the rebound as well.
12            And so just wanted to give you an opportunity to -- I
13            will say I appreciate you providing a response on how
14            you plan to address like some of the pieces.  Again,
15            it looks very literacy-focused.  So if you could
16            expand beyond that and just give us a sense of how do
17            you plan to address that going forward?
18                 DR. JEFFCOAT:  Well, I appreciate the
19            opportunity to address it.  As you all know, we met
20            with you last year to renew our charter, and I think
21            at that time I referenced a Barbara Mandrel song that
22            "I was country when country wasn't cool."  Well, we
23            were virtual when virtual wasn't cool.  We are the
24            first conversion charter school in the state of
25            Arkansas, to serve K-12 students.  So we were the
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 1            first to do it.  And I know you guys just had Hot
 2            Springs on.  And if you look at our letter grades
 3            that we received every year until now, we got an A.
 4            And so if were at Oaklawn in Hot Springs, we would've
 5            been the horse to bet on, because the odds of us
 6            going from an A to a D is unimaginable.
 7                 And so we are -- we're very disappointed to see
 8            where we are, but there were a lot of factors that
 9            play into that.  And as you all see in our response
10            -- I have Dr. Feeny with us here, Jennifer Feeny; she
11            runs the program.  She was the one that was leading
12            the program at inception; so when we created this
13            option for our kids Dr. Feeny has taken charge and
14            we've had great, great success.  And we've had some
15            challenges, as you all know, as you've heard from
16            many of the others that have reported today.
17            Everyone has kind of had some challenges, and we're
18            trying to get back to the way that we used to be.
19                 And so I'm going to let Dr. Feeny talk a little
20            bit about our plans.
21                 DR. FEENY:  Hello.  I'm Jennifer Feeny; I am the
22            principal of the virtual academy.  Earlier, you
23            mentioned to Lisa Academy, "I never thought we would
24            see you here."  But that's exactly how we feel.  I
25            never thought we'd be here.
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 1                 You know, we have four main actions for this
 2            year.  We realize an A to a D is extreme.  Our four
 3            main actions for improvement were providing more
 4            instruction for literacy.  We needed something that
 5            students could do online.  So we purchased Core5,
 6            which is one of the approved DESE literacy programs.
 7            We have our students K-8 that need it enrolled in the
 8            program.  Another one for us is -- you know, we're a
 9            very small staff, and so to start the PLC process and
10            really hone in on RTI, we've been going down that
11            road this year.  It's been exciting, a little scary
12            at the same time.  But we truly believe that we need
13            to have a better understanding of our standards so
14            that we can work the PLC and RTI process.
15                 The next one is -- before, we had drop-ins; our
16            families came in for support, in-person or virtually,
17            just sporadically.  And we schedule those.  We
18            decided we need to provide more structure to our
19            support sessions so that it wasn't just pick a day
20            and time and they showed up, but we could be prepared
21            and ready when those families came in for support
22            sessions.
23                 So that's kind of our goal.  That's what we're
24            trying to achieve this year.  We do have a lot of
25            struggle with online learning.  I know you heard from
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 1            a lot of virtual schools.  It is a different setting
 2            and it's a different world for virtual schools at
 3            this time.
 4                 DR. JEFFCOAT:  And we've always done a good job
 5            of helping our kids to know that virtual is right for
 6            them before they enrolled in virtual.  But due to the
 7            pandemic, going from an enrollment that multiplied
 8            times 10 in a single month, we had some challenges.
 9            And so we're still in the process of supporting
10            families and insuring that all of those kids that are
11            in our virtual program actually have a support system
12            at home and have the ability to be successful in this
13            type of learning, in this model of instruction.
14                 So we're working through that.  I can assure you
15            that we're a D today, but we will not -- we're not
16            going to stay here.  This is not where we're going to
17            be in the future.  We're working hard to make sure
18            that that's the case.
19                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Well, you know we like to
20            hear that.
21                 So talk to us just a little bit, Dr. Jeffcoat,
22            about -- you alluded to your enrollment changed
23            tenfold, but just kind of give some real numbers.
24            What were your numbers before the pandemic, during,
25            and now after?
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 1                 DR. JEFFCOAT:  So we had just under 100 kids in
 2            our program, and then immediately we went to 800 kids
 3            in our program, and now we're at about 166 kids.  So
 4            there have been drastic changes.  And we believe that
 5            even within that 166 kids we still have some that
 6            probably are not in the best learning environment
 7            that meets their learning needs.  So we're working
 8            daily.
 9                 Dr. Feeny spends a lot of time with these
10            families, tries to support those -- the families.
11            And even those that don't want to engage with our
12            school, Dr. Feeny -- she gets in the car and heads to
13            their homes.  And so we are -- we're very much trying
14            to support our kids to insure, number one, that
15            they're in the right learning system for themselves,
16            they're receiving the education that meets their
17            needs and their abilities.  And then we're also still
18            supporting those kids who have gone into this because
19            they do have what it takes to be successful in
20            virtual.
21                 You know, virtual is just not -- it's not an
22            easy -- a lot of people like to think, "Well, I'm
23            going to sit on the couch and just do my work and
24            watch TV and eat," and that's not the case at all.
25            It takes a whole lot of motivation to be successful
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 1            in the virtual environment.  So we're working hard to
 2            make sure that our kids -- that they're in the right
 3            spot.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Well, I could certainly put
 5            an Amen on that.  I think that's -- and that's what
 6            we've heard from other virtual schools this morning,
 7            is, you know, you can't go -- you can't be attending
 8            school in bed, unless you have a medical reason.  You
 9            know, we're taking the schooling very seriously, and
10            we appreciate that.
11                 I've forgotten where I am on questions.  Have I
12            asked you?
13                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Yes.
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  Have I asked you?
15                 MS. SARACINI:  No.
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  Ms. Saracini, do you
17            have questions?
18                 MS. SARACINI:  No, but just thank you for your
19            explanation.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yeah, the numbers really help
21            --
22                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
23                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- to convey this
24            information.
25                 Mr. Davis, questions?
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 1                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah, nothing from me.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
 3                 MR. BALDWIN:  You know, I agree, the numbers
 4            helped.  I was trying to figure out why there was
 5            such a big movement.  But let me ask you, I am
 6            curious also, did you guys -- did you all see this
 7            movement occurring in realtime or was it a surprise
 8            when the scores came out that it had moved so much?
 9                 DR. JEFFCOAT:  I don't think it was a surprise.
10            But I'm going to let Dr. Feeny talk a little bit
11            about that.
12                 DR. FEENY:  It was not a surprise.  I wish I
13            could say it was.  You know, we really stay on our
14            kids to get their coursework done.  So like our
15            course achievement level and our graduation rate --
16            our graduation rate is 98%, our school district's
17            graduation rate, and we have the same graduation
18            rate.  So we're really proud that we do some good
19            work in terms of on-time credit and graduation rate.
20            That does not show on our test scores.
21                 One thing we don't have an answer to at this
22            time is how do we make students feel more comfortable
23            coming on campus, you know, two or three days a week
24            or two or three times, and that may be the only time
25            they come to us.  And so when they come in for state
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 1            testing and they've never been on our campus that's a
 2            struggle.  So that's something -- each year when we
 3            do our state testing the kids -- some of these kids
 4            have not been out in social situations since 2020,
 5            and so we are an alarming place to walk into to do a
 6            state test.  For us it's really important; for them
 7            it probably doesn't mean a whole lot.  So after last
 8            year's testing -- and some of how that went, we were
 9            not [Zoom sound cuts out].
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Absolutely.  More lessons
11            learned.
12                 MS. GRAYER:  Yes.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Thank you so
14            much.  And we apologize for leaving you off the
15            chart, but we do appreciate all that you had to share
16            with us today.
17                 DR. JEFFCOAT:  You saved the best for last.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  That's right.  That's right.
19            Thank you, Dr. Jeffcoat.  We appreciate you so much.
20  4)  CHARTERS EXEMPT FROM LETTER GRADES
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And now we'll get to the last
22            slides.
23                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Yes.
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And this is just to set the
25            Panel up for discussion further down the road.
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 1                 DR. SUTHERLIN:  Yes.
 2                 MS. GRAYER:  Right.  So our last group of
 3            charter schools that we're going to talk about are
 4            the charter schools that are exempt from letter
 5            grades.  So there is a section of law in our school
 6            rating system that exempts a certain group of schools
 7            from letter grades.  And the ones that are applicable
 8            here are our schools -- the open-enrollment and
 9            district conversion charter schools that -- whose
10            mission primarily focuses on dropout prevention.  And
11            then the Excel Center qualifies because it -- the
12            student population are 19 and older.  And then we've
13            got some ALE programs who also are exempt from letter
14            grades.  This does not exempt them from
15            accountability, and that is an important thing to
16            remember, but it only exempts them from the school
17            rating system.  Because accountability is federal,
18            this is state; so it's always important to know you
19            do get an ESSA score, you just don't get a letter
20            grade.  So --
21                 And so here's the data for these schools, their
22            percent of students that are In Need of Support for
23            ELA and for math.  And so this would contribute to
24            their overall ESSA score.  And there are some schools
25            that were new that didn't receive any score, but
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 1            we'll be looking forward to seeing how well they do
 2            in 2023.
 3                 Those were the open-enrollments on the previous
 4            slide.  These are our district conversion slides.
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  So, Charter
 6            Panel, this gives you information to consider, if you
 7            would like to have a conversation -- future
 8            conversations about our charters that are exempt from
 9            letter grades.  But I think this completes the report
10            that we started in November.  And so if there are any
11            further discussions or questions, if I can find the
12            beginning of that page, then I'll accept a motion to
13            accept this report.
14                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So moved.
15                 MS. SARACINI:  Second.
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So I have a motion from Ms.
17            Wright-McMurray and a second from Ms. Saracini to
18            accept the report on the review of charters with
19            letter grades D and F.  All those in favor?
20                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All those opposed?
22                 Motion passes.
23                 Thank you guys for an excellent job.  You've
24            done a very thorough review.
25                 Panel Members, can we take a 10-minute break?
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 1            And then we'll come back and get to our next action
 2            item.  So 12:37, 12:47.
 3                 (BREAK:  12:39 P.M. - 12:46 P.M.)
 4                    AMENDMENT REQUEST PROCEDURES
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Dorie, if you will
 6            introduce --
 7                 MS. SUMMONS:  I'm uploading that presentation.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.
 9                 MS. SUMMONS:  Just a moment.
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  While we're
11            waiting on that, Ms. Wagner, would you like to go
12            over procedures?
13                 MS. WAGNER:  Good afternoon.  Shastady Wagner
14            with DESE Legal.  I just want to go over the process
15            with you guys.
16                 So we have two amendment requests that are
17            coming before you.  We handle it just like any other
18            hearing.  Every person that's going to be testifying,
19            excluding their attorneys, will be sworn in by the
20            Chair.  And then the first one to go has 20 minutes
21            to present; opposition gets 20 minutes.  To our
22            knowledge, there is no opposition.  And then the
23            authorizer gets to question, and then you do your
24            votes.
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you so much.
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 1                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes, ma'am.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Summons, I'll read it.
 3            I'll read it, if that will help.
 4  5)  CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENT FOR ARKANSAS LIGHTHOUSE CHARTER
 5  SCHOOLS
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  So our next action
 7            item is the Consideration of an Amendment for
 8            Arkansas Lighthouse Charter Schools.  And I would ask
 9            that all parties speaking on behalf of Lighthouse, if
10            you would please stand, just in case, and raise your
11            right hand.  Do you affirm or -- do you swear or
12            affirm that the testimony you're about to give shall
13            be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
14            truth?
15                 (ALL SPEAKERS ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
16                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.  Remember when you
17            come to the microphone to speak your full name and
18            your title.  Ms. Noelle --
19                 MS. NOEL:  Yes.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- you have 20 minutes.  And
21            there's the clicker somewhere.
22                 MS. NOEL:  Thank you.  Good afternoon, Panel
23            Members.  I am LaShawnDa Noel, Executive Officer for
24            Arkansas Lighthouse.
25                 Our mission is to engage, embrace and empower
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 1            our scholars, families and community members to
 2            create a vibrant, supportive local ecosystem for all
 3            through education.
 4                 Our scholars will be academically sound,
 5            technologically savvy, culturally competent, and
 6            sustainability conscious.
 7                 In the spring of 2021, we were approved by the
 8            Charter Panel and State Board to consolidate our
 9            schools into one district.  In the fall of 2021, the
10            Panel and Board approved the charter for a five-year
11            renewal.  This past summer, the local board dissolved
12            its relationship with the National CMO and made the
13            legal transition to Arkansas Lighthouse Charter
14            Schools.
15                 Today, we are before you in partnership with
16            Friendship Aspire requesting the transfer of the Pine
17            Bluff Lighthouse Elementary and Middle Schools and
18            the Capital City Lighthouse School to Friendship
19            Education Foundation, the sponsoring entity of
20            Friendship Aspire Arkansas Schools.  We have
21            determined that the partnership with Friendship
22            Aspire is one that supports the needs of our
23            scholars, families and staff.  The similarities
24            between our two systems allows for the absorption and
25            transition to be a seamless experience.  We've taken
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 1            several steps to insure all stakeholders are privy to
 2            and understand what this transition and partnership
 3            entails.  These steps include but are not limited to
 4            signed resolutions by board in agreement of the
 5            partnership; conversion -- or conversations, I'm
 6            sorry, with guidance from Arkansas Public School
 7            Resource Center; small preliminary meetings with
 8            vendors and other business partners; conversations
 9            with existing staff who may be impacted by the
10            transition to discuss steps regarding hiring and
11            shifting to the new system; transition teams made up
12            of staff from both charter districts working to
13            insure final transition; and continued conversations
14            with charter office and DESE departments and team
15            members.
16                 This transition will allow for the following: an
17            increased focus and coherence in meeting the needs of
18            our scholars, families and community in Jacksonville;
19            improve academic delivery and overall achievement in
20            our schools; and establish a human capital management
21            system designed to improve overall school performance
22            and scholar achievement.
23                 We will continue to grow in a positive direction
24            by our continued focus on the areas in agriSTEM,
25            public service, and social entrepreneurship.
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 1                 Now Dr. Sarper Turker will speak on how we will
 2            continue to lift our areas of focus and grow through
 3            our academic model.
 4                 Dr. Turker.
 5                 DR. TURKER:  Thank you.
 6                 Dr. Sarper Turker, Assistant Superintendent of
 7            Curriculum and Instruction at Arkansas Lighthouse
 8            Charter Schools.
 9                 As you see that we collected our curriculum
10            portion in five categories.  Our ultimate goal is to
11            have a guaranteed and viable curriculum.  We want to
12            insure that what we teach is essential.  How we teach
13            is our teachers' beauty -- they bring their own
14            experience into the classroom.  We want to have
15            curriculum and we're working towards creating the
16            curriculum and pacing guide for all courses.  We
17            already completed the core courses.  Our three-year
18            goal is to have the curriculum and pacing guide ready
19            for all subject areas, K-12.
20                 Building our teachers' teaching capacity, self-
21            efficacy, and collective efficacy, that will happen
22            during the PLC professional learning community
23            section that we implemented this school year.  Every
24            Monday our teachers come to school -- school starts
25            an hour and 30 minutes late, and our teachers -- so
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 1            that they can grow, so they can become champions.
 2                 ALSEA stands for Arkansas Lighthouse Summer
 3            Enrichment program.  We know that learning never ends
 4            and we need to bring our scholars to school during
 5            the summer.  During that time we implement and we
 6            teach our teachers to -- how to implement
 7            intervention systems and processes.  We believe that
 8            education, it's not in four walls.  We believe that
 9            the experience needs to happen.  During the ALSEA
10            program we identify and assess our scholars the
11            moment that they come to the program.  We give them
12            NWEA tests and we focus on the areas that they need
13            to master.  Our teachers, they prepare for those
14            standards.  We create lesson plans and then Thursdays
15            and Fridays we take them to field experiences where
16            it aligns within the standards that they're
17            mastering.  We believe that -- heartily that the
18            graduate model curriculum and curriculum and pacing
19            guide in building our teachers' teaching capacities,
20            self-efficacy, and collective efficacy is going to
21            bring the best education for our scholars in
22            Jacksonville.  Thank you.
23                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
24                 MS. NOEL:  Currently our fund balance, as of
25            January 31, 2023, is $1,354,849, with receivables of
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 1            $621,000.  And there are no audit findings.
 2                 We understand that our enrollment and seat
 3            capacity will decrease and have captured this
 4            reduction in our long-term strategic plan and
 5            preliminary budgets for academic years 23-24 and 24-
 6            25.  We feel comfortable and confident in our
 7            proposed strategies for Arkansas Lighthouse and the
 8            partnership for absorption and transition with
 9            Friendship Aspire Arkansas Schools.  Thank you.
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
11                 All right.  Do you want me to start on the other
12            side for this section, or are you ready to go?
13                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  It doesn't matter to me.
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Ms. Wagner, we
15            have no one speaking against and they've completed
16            their presentation, so we can go right to questions?
17                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Ms. Wright-
19            McMurray, what questions do you have?
20                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  First, thank you for your
21            presentation and your comments.  So I'm just trying
22            to understand why those schools were chosen.  And
23            there's -- and going back to our previous
24            conversation, looking at the outcomes that we're
25            currently seeing at your other campuses that have
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 1            similar outcomes, why were those chosen over other
 2            ones that are also -- like Jacksonville Lighthouse
 3            Elementary which currently has an F and Jacksonville
 4            Lighthouse High School that currently has a D, why
 5            those are staying and then the other ones are going
 6            to be going to Friendship?  That was my first
 7            question.
 8                 MS. NOEL:  Yes.  Thank you for your question.
 9            So we, of course, as I stated before, recently moved
10            away from our larger CMO.  And with the reduction of
11            that -- or with that partnership going away it has
12            caused us to re-evaluate some of the things that we
13            have been doing in prior years.  We have looked at
14            all of the data and understand that we probably -- it
15            would probably be better for us to shrink and grow
16            versus doing away with all of our campuses.  We have
17            spoken with Friendship Aspire, who was interested in
18            assisting us with that work in Pine Bluff, as well as
19            in North Little Rock.  So as we were having those
20            conversations those specific areas were chosen.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini?
22                 MS. SARACINI:  So did you have input?  Did you
23            form a committee of stakeholders in coming to this
24            conclusion that this was what's best for you going
25            forward?
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 1                 MS. NOEL:  Yes.
 2                 MS. SARACINI:  Can you elaborate please?
 3                 MS. NOEL:  Yes, ma'am.  So we began the
 4            conversation, of course, with Mr. Harris, CEO of
 5            Friendship, and then we spoke with our board members
 6            who were interested in having that conversation as
 7            well and exploring the idea.  Once we completed that
 8            piece we did bring in some members of our staff, as
 9            well as some members of our school community at-
10            large, including parents and scholars.  And so we
11            were able to communicate, have those conversations
12            and conclude that this would be a good next step for
13            us as an organization.
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
15                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah.  Take us into those
16            conversations a little more.  I'm particularly
17            interested in the conversations that you had with
18            parents and their reception of this idea.  Was there
19            concern?  If so, what were some of those concerns?
20            How do you think this is going to impact the campuses
21            that you are attempting to maintain?  So talk me
22            through a little bit more the inside politics and
23            baseball of it all, particularly the communication
24            and feedback from parents.
25                 MS. NOEL:  So I will tell you that within our
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 1            smaller committee the parents were fine.  We did have
 2            some resistance when we had conversations with the
 3            larger parent committee.  We believe that they are
 4            all fine at this point.  Some of the hesitation was
 5            just around culture, right, and them understanding
 6            even what the transition might look like.  Many of
 7            them felt like -- say, for instance, at Capital City
 8            there was -- there's some hesitation -- or initially
 9            there was some hesitation because they felt like all
10            of the teachers would leave and then their scholars
11            would walk into a new building or a new year with all
12            new teachers.  We assured them -- Mr. Harris and I,
13            we talked to them; we talked about Friendship's plan
14            of hiring.  They have stated to our school community
15            at-large that their plan is to listen to and
16            interview all existing staff members, giving them the
17            ability, if possible, to move on and forward with the
18            Friendship network.  And so that put many of the
19            parents at ease, as well as staff members.
20                 We have also had hesitation just around
21            transportation pieces, how -- will it look different.
22            Again, Friendship and this partnership were chosen
23            because of the seamless transition.  We are -- we
24            have very similar protocols and processes, and so I
25            think this is going to be a very seamless transition.
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 1                 MR. DAVIS:  Okay.  Thanks for that.
 2                 Why didn't this work in the way that originally
 3            was intended for Lighthouse?
 4                 MS. NOEL:  When you say "originally" -- oh, with
 5            the three separate districts?  Is that what you mean?
 6                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah, with the -- obviously, there
 7            were, you know, larger plans.  There was obviously
 8            growth that has taken place over -- since the
 9            inception of Lighthouse in Arkansas.  Clearly,
10            there's a scale-back on that.  But why didn't it
11            work?
12                 MS. NOEL:  I truly believe that with the
13            national CMO, the growth and then the going away is
14            why this didn't work.  One of the main reasons that
15            the local board was, well, moved away from the table
16            as it relates to conversations with the national CMO
17            was there was a huge increase in the management fee.
18            That was something that they weren't willing to agree
19            to.  And so as we continue to move forward it's
20            important that they feel comfortable, and I believe
21            that with this scale-back it will allow for us to
22            focus on the Jacksonville campuses and move us
23            forward for the future.
24                 MR. DAVIS:  Thank you for that.
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
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 1                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yeah.  Let me ask a few questions
 2            that focus on the business processes of what y'all
 3            are doing.  And I guess my first question would be
 4            have the boards of Lighthouse and Friendship, have
 5            you all approved this yet, or are you waiting for,
 6            you know, State approval before the boards act?
 7                 MS. NOEL:  So as far as the boards are
 8            concerned, the boards have signed a MOU, or a
 9            Memorandum of Understanding.  And I guess for us -- I
10            know for us, with your approval the board -- the
11            Arkansas Lighthouse board feels like this will be
12            moving forward with the approval from the Panel and
13            the State.
14                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  All right.  Thank you.
15                 Now I'm an accountant, so I was looking through
16            all of your financial information that you all
17            provided.  And what I was really expecting to find
18            would be what I would call a proforma financial
19            statement that shows your balance sheet/income
20            statement of Lighthouse as it currently is, and then
21            a balance sheet/income statement on Friendship as it
22            currently is, and then a proforma, you know, after
23            the transaction is completed -- what would it look
24            like for each school.  Have you all prepared
25            something like that or have I just missed it?  Is it
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 1            in here and I just missed it?
 2                 MS. NOEL:  We have prepared what we projected it
 3            would look like based on the new numbers and the
 4            decrease in enrollment or seats.  And I'm certain
 5            that Friendship has, as well.
 6                 MR. BALDWIN:  I would love to see that, because
 7            that's always pretty instructive to see what -- the
 8            financial position each organization will be like
 9            right after the merger.  Sometimes it's more
10            challenging on one than the other.  And mainly what
11            I'm interested in would be the cash position of each
12            organization after your merger, and then the
13            projected revenues for the following year and maybe
14            the following couple of years after the merger.  I've
15            done a lot of mergers.  I can tell you never -- it
16            never works as good as the projections.  So, you
17            know, but the projections are a start into that.  I
18            mean you don't want to push yourselves into a
19            financial burden or having the other school with a
20            financial burden just right away.  And it may not be
21            that way, but I just am cautious about that.
22                 MS. NOEL:  So from the -- oh.
23                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin, I'm going to ask
24            Saliha to come.
25                 And, Saliha, if you'll give your name and title.
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 1                 MS. QAZI:  Saliha Qazi, Fiscal Services and
 2            Support.
 3                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Madam Chair, before she --
 4            that was --
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.
 6                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Before you start with
 7            that, that was part of my other question as well.
 8            And I had a tab on what is it going to look like for
 9            them and then what is it going to look like if
10            Friendship is taking that on.  So if that could be
11            addressed with that question.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yes.  Saliha has been looking
13            at the finances.  And then, of course, we do have a
14            request for an amendment from Lighthouse that will
15            come before the Panel in April, so we can bring more
16            information back at that time.  But Saliha can give
17            us the initial overview.
18                 MS. QAZI:  So we did request audited financial
19            statements from Lighthouse Academy; we reached out
20            for a financial review.  We looked at their
21            unrestricted fund balances, their cash flow
22            projection for this year.  And based on the budget
23            that they have submitted we also looked at the
24            projections for 2024.  Taking into account how
25            they're going to be funded, we looked at if their
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 1            model is going to be sustainable for Lighthouse
 2            Academies with the lower number of students.  And in
 3            the review of all the financials everything looks
 4            sustainable, based on the budget that was submitted
 5            to us.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you.
 7                 MS. QAZI:  You're welcome.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So we'll ask Ms. Noel that
 9            y'all work on these actual documents to bring before
10            the Panel in April so that Mr. Baldwin and everyone
11            can see all of those, make them transparent.
12                 MS. NOEL:  Okay.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Back to you, Ms. Wright-
14            McMurray.
15                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  And so I appreciate you
16            providing additional information.  That is helpful.
17                 The other part to note that I had is so what
18            that's going to look like for Friendship.  Because it
19            says that there's -- I guess they made -- they're
20            making a January payment, so then April and then
21            July; there still would be about 800-and-so thousand
22            that will be debt that Friendship will be incurring.
23            Is that what I'm reading here or --
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Is that for the Capital City
25            location?
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 1                 MS. NOEL:  Yes.
 2                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Yes.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yeah.
 4                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Because minus school buses
 5            and then both campuses and all that -- yeah.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  You want to speak to that?
 7                 MS. NOEL:  And so I can speak to that $800,000
 8            is what we -- our agreement with the Walton Family
 9            Foundation for that building.  I do believe
10            Friendship will have their own agreement with them
11            when they acquire that space.  But we are having --
12            we are both having conversations for that change, the
13            transition of that building and that debt.
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So my understanding is that
15            through that joint conversation and agreement that
16            you will -- Lighthouse will be able to walk away from
17            that building and not continue to owe money?
18                 MS. NOEL:  Correct.
19                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.  Thank you for the
20            clarification.
21                 And then that's not going to -- and that's --
22            and so Friendship's conversation is separate from
23            that conversation?
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Right.
25                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So I want to kind of regroup
 2            what's happening here so we're all clear.
 3                 So through this relationship and partnership,
 4            which we appreciate, you will actually -- under the
 5            Lighthouse charter you will be closing three schools?
 6                 MS. NOEL:  Correct.
 7                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  That's the technical -- in
 8            eSchool you're going to actually close -- there will
 9            be LEA -- in our LEA document where we track all LEAs
10            we'll actually close those three schools.  So -- and
11            we'll work out all of that relationship and support
12            and everything to make sure that's what's happening.
13            And then in our next amendment request we'll work on
14            what we're going to do with the kids.  But, in
15            essence, this is going to take a six-school charter
16            down to a three-school charter?
17                 MS. NOEL:  Correct.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And then you'll come back in
19            April and we'll talk about how you're going to go
20            forward with your three schools.
21                 So the only question I have -- and here's my
22            concern is -- Shastady, you may have to help me here
23            -- your request was then to reduce your cap,
24            enrollment, by 500 kids.  And your current enrollment
25            in the three Jacksonville campuses in total is
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 1            somewhere around 750 kids?
 2                 MS. NOEL:  Six.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Six?
 4                 MS. NOEL:  650.
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So when you -- your current
 6            cap is 2,094, something like that.  I wrote it down.
 7            Let's go back and check that.  2,394 is your current
 8            cap.  So, by reducing that by 500 is 1,894 -- and in
 9            reality, you're somewhere around 700 for that.
10                 So, Ms. Wagner, you might want to get prepared
11            for my question.
12                 My question is, today, can you answer what your
13            cap should be for those three campuses, or do you
14            need to come back in April and discuss what the cap
15            should be for those?  Can we just table that one
16            little portion till April?  Go ahead and move forward
17            with the closing of the three campuses and --
18                 MS. WAGNER:  I think it's fine to go ahead and
19            do that.  She can also go ahead and reduce the cap by
20            500 now, and then come back in April and we'll just
21            reassess the cap at that point in time.  But that
22            sounds fine too.
23                 MS. NOEL:  (Nodding head up and down.)
24                 MR. WALTER:  (Nodding head up and down.)
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Everybody is nodding?
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 1                 MS. NOEL:  Yes.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  I can't see them all.
 3            So that would be my only concern for your protection,
 4            because my question then, as follow-up for you to
 5            consider, is if you are to fill up your three
 6            campuses can you hold 1,894 students and do them --
 7            and provide the right service?  So I'll leave you
 8            with that question and that's the one I'm going to
 9            ask you in April.
10                 MS. NOEL:  Yes, ma'am.  And I'll be prepared to
11            answer.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  That's right.
13                 So, any other questions for Ms. Noel?
14                 All right.  Are you ready for a motion?
15                 MR. BALDWIN:  Madam Chair, let me ask a question
16            about the motion.
17                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.
18                 MR. BALDWIN:  So we have -- I mean to me it
19            seems like we have some pending items.  So explain
20            maybe to me the process of voting now and voting in
21            April and what -- so my concern is the financial
22            information and I would like to see that.  And I'm
23            fine voting now if it's contingent upon, you know,
24            acceptable financial proformas in April.  But I'm not
25            -- I'm just not sure of the process, so maybe explain
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 1            the process to me.
 2                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  That's why I froze,
 3            because --
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Wagner?
 5                 MS. SARACINI:  How do we make the motion?  I'll
 6            make the motion; it's just how do we make it,
 7            excluding --
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  We can include it and then
 9            come back and change it.
10                 MS. SARACINI:  Oh, okay.  So we're going to
11            include it, okay.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  The cap, you could.
13                 MS. SARACINI:  Uh-huh.
14                 MS. WAGNER:  So, Mr. Baldwin, to answer your
15            question, so your concern, as I'm understanding it,
16            is -- are you not wanting to potentially approve the
17            amendment until you see the financial aspect of this?
18                 MR. BALDWIN:  You know, I would -- this would be
19            the first time I've ever approved something like this
20            without seeing financial aspects, and so I'm a little
21            bit nervous about that.  If there was a -- you know,
22            kind of a tripwire in April that gives us the chance
23            to look at it before it goes final -- I mean, if what
24            we need to do is provide a sense from the Panel that
25            we support this, I'm sure fine with that, because I
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 1            do support it.  I just think we need to see the
 2            financials -- the financial model.
 3                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Madam Chair.  So I guess
 4            that's part of the reason I was trying to get
 5            clarification -- like, we're looking at each other,
 6            trying to figure out.  So right now are we just
 7            voting for the permission for them to close the three
 8            campuses, or are we voting for them to close the
 9            three campuses and merge with Friendship?  I'm just
10            trying to figure out exactly what are we voting on
11            right now.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yeah, go ahead.
13                 MS. WAGNER:  So what you will be voting on right
14            now, their amendment request is to -- and Ms. Noel
15            can back me up if I misspeak something -- is to --
16            it's to -- they're going to close those three
17            campuses.
18                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I'm sorry -- and transfer.
19            Sorry.
20                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes.  So they're going to close
21            those three campuses --
22                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Transfer.  Sorry.  Yeah.
23                 MS. WAGNER:  They're going to close the three
24            campuses.  The Capital City location is going to then
25            transfer to Friendship.  So those -- the Capital City
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 1            location is the only one that's really physically
 2            transferring.  My understanding is that Friendship --
 3            and Mr. Harris can speak -- is to close the two
 4            Friendship -- the two Pine Bluff locations.  So the
 5            only physical transfer that will take place is of
 6            that Capital City location.
 7                 So Lighthouse's amendment is simply to --
 8            they're going to close their three campuses, reduce
 9            their cap by 500.  Let's see.  Does that --
10                 MS. NOEL:  That's correct.
11                 MS. WAGNER:  Those are the two pieces; right?
12            They're going to close three campuses and reduce
13            their cap by 500.  That is their amendment request to
14            their charter right now.  But the intention is that
15            they're coming back in April to amend their charter
16            further with some other things, but we're not ready
17            for that yet.
18                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.  So, sorry.  Can I
19            ask one last question?
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  No, go ahead.
21                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So Capital City is -- so
22            Capital City, Pine Bluff Elementary, and Pine Bluff
23            Middle School are closing?
24                 MS. WAGNER:  Under Lighthouse, yes.
25                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Under Lighthouse.
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 1                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes.
 2                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  And then the only one
 3            that's going to remain is Capital City, and that's
 4            transferring to Friendship?
 5                 MS. WAGNER:  My understanding is that is what
 6            Friendship intends to do.  Yes.
 7                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  And so, then Pine Bluff
 8            Lighthouse Elementary and Middle School are just
 9            going away?
10                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes.
11                 MS. NOEL:  They go away and the students --
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  The building.
13                 MS. NOEL:  The building goes away, but the
14            students are absorbed into --
15                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Come to the microphone.
16                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  The existing Friendship
17            campuses that are --
18                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes.
19                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Let me ask -- let me ask you
20            a different question.
21                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Can we go ahead and hear the
23            Friendship presentation and then come back and make
24            two votes?
25                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes.
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 1                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Oh, sorry.  Okay.
 2                 MR. DAVIS:  Yeah.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Does that help?  That would
 4            be helpful.
 5                 MS. WAGNER:  If that would be easier, yes, we
 6            can do that.
 7                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  All right.
 8                 MR. DAVIS:  I think that's -- yeah.  Yeah,
 9            that's probably the better approach.  We either
10            decide that we give them permission to close and then
11            have Friendship Aspire come up and then say they can,
12            or we do it all at once.  I think that -- those are
13            the only two.
14                 Now I will say Mr. Baldwin has brought up a
15            couple of issues that I think makes it a little bit
16            more complicated in regards to final approval.  So, I
17            mean, we can take this approach.  The cleaner
18            approach may be giving them permission to downsize
19            and close three schools, and then coming back and let
20            Friendship Aspire do their presentation, and then
21            come from there.  I think the two -- considering what
22            Mr. Baldwin is interested in, it may get a little
23            complicated if we were to combine those.
24                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Yes, that would be helpful
25            for me just to kind of think, to hear this, know
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 1            what's going on here, and then to hear that and
 2            what's going on there.
 3                 MR. BALDWIN:  I agree.  I agree with all that.
 4            I think that's a wise way to do it.
 5                 MS. WAGNER:  And Ms. Noel pointed out, Mr.
 6            Baldwin, that she did submit a budget with her
 7            amendment request.  Is that what you were speaking to
 8            wanting to see?  Because if you are, then that is a
 9            part of her amendment request.
10                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yeah.  You know, the budget would
11            be good.  But also balance sheet information to show
12            the cash retained by each school and probably also
13            some information on debt assumed by each school.  I
14            think there's a whole missing component of what the
15            financials are going to be post merging that would be
16            good to see.
17                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Noel, I'm going to put
18            you on pause.
19                 MS. NOEL:  Okay.
20  6)  CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENT REQUEST FROM FRIENDSHIP ASPIRE
21  ACADEMIES OF ARKANSAS
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And I'm going to jump over to
23            Friendship and say if everyone speaking on behalf of
24            Friendship will stand and raise your right hand.  Do
25            you swear or affirm that the testimony you're about
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 1            to give shall be the truth, the whole truth, and
 2            nothing but the truth?
 3                 (ALL SPEAKERS ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  And we'll come back to
 5            you.  We're going to let them speak and hopefully
 6            help clear some of the confusion up.
 7                 MR. HARRIS:  Good afternoon.  My name is Joe
 8            Harris.  I'm the CEO of Friendship Education
 9            Foundation.  We're the charter management
10            organization managing and representing Friendship
11            Aspire Academies.
12                 We're here today to seek an amendment to support
13            the transition of the Lighthouse schools, three
14            schools -- a middle school and elementary school in
15            Pine Bluff, as well as the North Little Rock Capital
16            City Lighthouse schools -- transferring those
17            schools.  The transfer -- official transfer date, if
18            approved today, would be June 30th.  July 1st would
19            be the date of which Friendship would take over the
20            operations and management of the Capital City school.
21            We will then finalize the transition of the two
22            schools, the elementary and the middle school.  Our
23            plan is to -- upon the transfer of the school is to
24            close the elementary and the middle school at -- in
25            the city of Pine Bluff, which represents 204 kids.
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 1            And then continue the operations and the school at
 2            Capital City, which is another 59 kids, I believe --
 3            57 kids -- I'm sorry; 120 -- forgive me, I'm
 4            misspeaking -- 120 kids at the North Little Rock.  In
 5            all, that would be 324 kids that would remain in the
 6            charter system as a result of this transaction.
 7                 If you look at our presentation today, I've kind
 8            of spoken to what our plan is on our side.  Upon the
 9            closing of the Lighthouse school, as I said, our
10            intention is to absorb the kids in Pine Bluff.  We've
11            already begun the work of recruiting kids.  So far,
12            to date -- and Ms. Noel indicated that we've had two
13            parent meetings, two staff meetings of the Lighthouse
14            staff, as well as two staff -- two  meetings of all
15            Friendship staff to present to them -- keep them
16            informed about what we're trying to do.
17                 I know that a question came up about the parent
18            response.  I can speak to that a little later, if the
19            Panel wants to hear our side of those particular
20            meetings.  But by and large, we've begun the work of
21            this transfer.  And I think, you know, if -- I hope
22            you walk away hearing that there was a true
23            partnership -- we've established a transition team
24            that we believe will, as best as can, be a seamless
25            process for both parents and the kids, as well as a
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 1            strategy for absorbing the kids into the Friendship
 2            system.
 3                 What you'll see is our timeline -- and I kind of
 4            talked about that July 1st will be when Friendship
 5            officially takes over.  Until that point, the
 6            obligation and responsibility of these three schools
 7            will remain with Lighthouse.  They are in the process
 8            of doing what is -- that close-out and transition
 9            that will take place between now and then.  On our
10            side, what we will do is to begin to enroll kids into
11            our schools.  And what we are asking for in our
12            amendment is a preference request to allow first
13            those kids -- the former kids of Lighthouse to be
14            enrolled in our program.  That's part of our
15            amendment request.
16                 So to date, we have about 57 parents that have
17            expressed an interest, completed pre-enrollment forms
18            as a result of the parent meetings that we have.
19            That represents probably about 65 to 70 kids that
20            have already begun the process of re-enrolling.  Our
21            goal is to absorb 100% of the 324 kids.  We have a
22            strategy for doing it.  I think, you know, us
23            standing here -- and this board recognizes this will
24            be our third effort of taking over a school.  As
25            such, we've garnered some experience.  We see this as
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 1            doable.  We know we're looking at a window of having
 2            kids in place, sitting in Friendship's seats of
 3            August of this school year.
 4                 The changes -- or, you know, the benefits for
 5            Lighthouse and students/parents -- and we heard this
 6            and we've taken in consideration that into our
 7            amendment.  Something that we heard, which would be a
 8            slight adjustment, is -- and this is a takeaway from
 9            listening to parents.  We thought that we would --
10            when we take over the Capital City we wanted in the
11            first year to continue the kids that were already in
12            the system and not recruit kindergartners.  What we
13            heard from parents is there are sibling relationships
14            that are about -- anywhere from five to ten, possible
15            twenty kids that either have a sibling relationship
16            or parents that planned on sending their kids to the
17            Capital City location.  We want to respond to that
18            and also meet the needs of the families.  So it's
19            included in our numbers; it's just a variation of
20            having a kindergarten in year-one.  If you look at --
21                 Tran, have you got the clicker?
22                 SUPT. TRAN:  Yes.
23                 MR. HARRIS:  I'm kind of going through -- the --
24            let me go to -- I'm talking now about the North
25            Little Rock -- so we're talking about enrolling.  If
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 1            we enrolled 100 kids, that would be 204 kids.  The
 2            current student -- we're also asking for a preference
 3            for the 2023 school year for those kids at the North
 4            Little Rock location as well.
 5                 We put together some enrollment cap projections.
 6            What you've heard me talk about is in our application
 7            when we -- and this is school year 2023, we have,
 8            that's not included, is that kindergarten of 25 kids.
 9            It would've been 100 kids in the K through 5th grade
10            that would have been part of -- that would have been
11            coming to us.  We want to add an additional 25.  As
12            you can see by the year 2023, we anticipate that
13            there would be an additional 400 kids in our waiver
14            request.
15                 We're asking for a cap increase of 500.  This is
16            the reason why: for Friendship we will be opening a
17            new campus.  We want that campus to be a K-5 model
18            with approximately 80 kids per grade level.  We want
19            to follow what's been successful for us, of a slow-
20            growth model.  So over the next three, four years we
21            want to roll out the kids that are there and then
22            begin to backfill and reboot the school, beginning in
23            2027.  We found that this is our strategy for success
24            and it has worked for us with the Capital City -- I'm
25            sorry -- with the Covenant Keeper, as well as the
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 1            Southeast, taking this slow-growth scale-up kind of
 2            approach.  That gives us a level of confidence that
 3            we will have the ability to, first and foremost, have
 4            continuity in children's education; but, more
 5            importantly, that this doesn't have an adverse affect
 6            on the operations, as well as the academic
 7            performance of overall Friendship.
 8                 The transition for Pine Bluff -- what we were
 9            talking about at Pine Bluff is you're looking at 204
10            kids that would be absorbed.  The lease at the Pine
11            Bluff location for the elementary and middle school
12            ends June 30th, and so we won't be renewing that
13            application.  We have come up with a debt schedule
14            and also a transition schedule which I think would
15            get at some of the questions that you guys asked
16            about the finances, as well as the overall
17            transition.
18                 The -- you'll see in their application we have
19            an MOU, a Memorandum of Understanding, that was
20            signed by both of our boards.  So both of our boards
21            are in agreement and support this transition.  Also,
22            as part of that MOU was a debt schedule which
23            presented -- where Lighthouse presented what the debt
24            was that was owed.  The debt -- and we agreed that
25            the debt we would be assuming would be associated
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 1            with taking over the facility and the loan.  And
 2            we've had conversations with KLS, who is the loan
 3            holder of that property, about restructuring that
 4            loan and transferring it to Friendship.  That
 5            addresses the debt, I think, that Lighthouse -- that
 6            would come off of their books and come on to our
 7            books when we begin to look at that.
 8                 If I could go back to student enrollment and
 9            grade level, the impact of absorbing the 204 kids in
10            Pine Bluff, this is what that would look like.  Our
11            plan is to have the 102 elementary school kids that
12            are currently in K-5 at Lighthouse's K-5 to enroll
13            them at our Hazel Street campus, which is our first
14            campus.  It's more established and has the bandwidth
15            to support the infusion of the kids across all of the
16            grades.  It is at full grade level, all five kids
17            [sic].  So our strategy is to have the elementary
18            kids to attend -- enroll and attend that school.
19            Then for the middle school students there, it's about
20            77.  There is right now 77 kids that would be
21            transferring to our Southeast, 6th, 7th, and 8th
22            grade.  That is the former Southeast Prep site.  It
23            is currently under renovation.  We are expanding
24            that, adding I think 18 classrooms, as well as a
25            cafeteria, and it's going to be a new modern school
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 1            that can accommodate the middle school and the new
 2            high school.  You'll see 77 middle school kids we
 3            will absorb next year, and then for our 9th grade it
 4            will be 25, for a total of 204 kids for the city of
 5            Pine Bluff.
 6                 We have committed to the board and to the entire
 7            Lighthouse team to do our very best of absorbing all
 8            of the kids, recruiting and absorbing all of the
 9            kids, as well as hiring the staff.  So staff, both --
10            well, instructional, administrative and support staff
11            will have an opportunity to apply and we're looking
12            to hire those staff.  So what we'll have is
13            continuity and make sure no seats are lost and
14            there's continuity in kids' education, as well as the
15            employees, both teachers and the entire Lighthouse
16            staff, for having opportunity to not be displaced or
17            unemployed.  We're following our strategy that was
18            successful for us with the other takeover schools.
19                 So we see this as happening -- happening in the
20            sense of we can make this happen.  We have a track
21            record for doing it and being successful at it.  I
22            think that, you know, this is a difficult situation
23            for everyone, but when you think about what's best
24            for our kids and our families I think this proposal
25            is a good solution to a very difficult problem.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  If you would -- Mr. Harris,
 2            if you would speak to -- you have other enrollment
 3            preferences in your original charter, and it's not
 4            uncommon for the Charter Panel to grant those
 5            enrollment preferences.  So would you speak to the
 6            ones that you already currently hold?
 7                 MR. HARRIS:  Sure.  We have -- I guess which is
 8            probably the most familiar -- we have a preference
 9            waiver for enrollment, as well as employees and board
10            members.  Those are the two preferences.
11                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  You have siblings?
12                 MR. HARRIS:  Siblings, yes.
13                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yeah.
14                 MR. HARRIS:  Siblings and then employees and
15            board members.  Those are the two waivers for
16            enrollment.  And we're seeking a preference for
17            Lighthouse kids.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  For this year?
19                 MR. HARRIS:  For this year.
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  For this coming year only?
21                 MR. HARRIS:  For this year.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Dr. Wright-McMurray, we'll
23            start with questions.
24                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So thank you for
25            clarifying what's going to be happening on this side
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 1            of the space.  You did mention the timeline of when
 2            this will all happen, and I know you guys have
 3            experience of doing this before.  Is this a similar
 4            timeline?  Is this a shortened timeline to what
 5            you've done before?  Just trying to get a sense of
 6            how you're feeling about the feasibility of
 7            successfully making the transition by the beginning
 8            of next academic year.
 9                 MR. HARRIS:  Well, both of the scenarios were
10            very similar.  I think it's kind of public knowledge
11            the transition for Covenant Keeper was a little bit
12            unique, I'll say.  But it too followed the same --
13            similar format where we were -- this body approved us
14            to take over the school I believe in January for
15            opening it up.  That was exceptional, because we did
16            that midyear.  So we took over that midyear, but we
17            were ready for the next school year and had
18            integrated.  Southeast was similar to this model in
19            that we were approved but did not take over until the
20            end of the school year.  And then by the next school
21            year -- well, let me give some dates -- June, when we
22            took over, or July 1st, and then we had kids in the
23            seat in a Friendship school and in uniform in August,
24            very much like we're proposing here.  This is a
25            heavier lift; I want to be transparent, right,
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 1            because of the number of kids, as well as the
 2            locations.
 3                 The biggest challenge I see in this whole
 4            process is really going to be what's going to happen
 5            at the Capital City location, and we have, I think, a
 6            sound strategy for addressing that.  It follows suit
 7            -- we want to enroll 100% of the kids, as well as
 8            absorb the staff of the facility, and renegotiating
 9            the loan.  But I think we'll be very different here.
10            But I think everyone is aware that KLS has been a
11            partner and supported our financing for almost every
12            one of our schools and we now have five locations.
13                 And so the financing of it -- I think we have a
14            solid kind of sense of what we're getting into.
15            We've agreed that the only debt that we will accept
16            will be the facility financing.  We've already
17            negotiated and talked with our partner about things
18            like the buses that they own, the actual equipment.
19            Any of their service contracts will either be
20            terminated or will remain with the Lighthouse,
21            depending on what they are for.  So we've worked
22            through a lot of those kind of details already which
23            kind of shortens the timeline.
24                 And, you know, as you can hear, we've already
25            begun the work of recruiting students.  And we had to
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 1            do so because once we submitted our petition it kind
 2            of became public knowledge and we wanted to get ahead
 3            of it and talk to parents and staff.  And so we've
 4            begun to do that.
 5                 And I think an example of the support is the
 6            number of families that, you know, have already begun
 7            to enroll.  What we heard -- and I know this -- when
 8            we talked to the parents it was very emotional, as
 9            I'm sure you can imagine.  Now the parents that were
10            there, and the families, were loyal and thought --
11            and spoke very highly about the Lighthouse program.
12            The reality of it they had to face when they heard
13            it, but having a solution and not just having a --
14            saying that the school is closing I think gave our
15            parents a greater confidence in what this could look
16            like.  They also know our history in Pine Bluff.
17            Some of the parents know -- they said, "Well, I've
18            been trying to get my kid into Friendship school for
19            a while."  Right?  But now they see that as an
20            opportunity to have their kids enroll.  This would --
21            you know, we're talking about the only two charter
22            schools in the city of Pine Bluff right now, so we're
23            -- we will be the only charter school there.  So
24            those parents that choose to send their kids to a
25            charter school will now continue to have an option to
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 1            keep them in a charter school.
 2                 So we heard that parents would be supportive of
 3            this process, so that was a good thing.  When we had
 4            our parent meeting at the Capital City their concern
 5            was really about -- they too -- this was emotional.
 6            And the conversation, while not as kind of
 7            transparent or -- I won't say transparent -- not as
 8            charged as it was at Pine Bluff, there was still
 9            concerns about continuity.  What I think really kind
10            of turned the room was when we talked about what is
11            going to be the benefits or difference, what will
12            remain the same and what will remain different about
13            this transfer.  First of all, we explain to them as
14            best we can there would be no disruption for the
15            kids.  What we wanted to do is -- we talked to them
16            about the fact that Friendship has a different kind
17            of educational model.  Right now, in Capital City
18            they don't offer afterschool programs.  So our
19            parents -- parents were excited to hear that we do
20            and we plan on implementing it.  So our school day --
21            where the school day ends right now at 3:30 would
22            continue and kids will have the opportunity to enroll
23            and they would be -- the end of the day could end at
24            6:00 p.m.  An example of how parents are really
25            excited about that, we have about 97% of our kids at
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 1            our Hazel Street school that go to afterschool.  So
 2            parents see that as a benefit.  We will continue the
 3            bus transportation; there won't be any disruption.
 4            We also talked -- and it's not here, but, you know,
 5            parents kind of got excited and a few kids kind of
 6            said, "Okay, good," that the food service will
 7            continue, and in a different way.  We are going to be
 8            offering hot meals and preparing meals onsite.  We
 9            will continue that.
10                 So I think the parents were supportive and the
11            kids are excited.  And one of the commitments we made
12            was to insure that as best we can there will be
13            familiar faces when they make this transition, of the
14            kids that they've gone to school with -- they'll have
15            friends there, but they'll also see staff that they
16            are familiar with as well.
17                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Then just more so I guess
18            a comment to both.  So I definitely appreciate the
19            courage that it takes to realize that something needs
20            to change and then the courage to be willing to take
21            on something that wasn't initially yours.  So I don't
22            want that to be lost in my questions, because I'm
23            just trying to figure out what's happening and just
24            make sure that it makes sense down the road.  But I
25            don't want to not be able to say that I do realize
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 1            and I appreciate you guys taking the necessary steps,
 2            both sides, to try to come to a resolution that's
 3            going to be best for kids.  So I appreciate that.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Ms. Saracini, do you have
 5            questions?
 6                 MS. SARACINI:  I just want to confirm what you
 7            said earlier: the only concern or possible issue
 8            would be the North Little Rock campus; you said that
 9            might be kind of one of the issues, but other than
10            that you feel comfortable because you've done this
11            before and it's not new to you.
12                 MR. HARRIS:  Yeah.
13                 MS. SARACINI:  And you've already started
14            meeting with staff, because that is a transition --
15                 MR. HARRIS:  Yeah.
16                 MS. SARACINI:  -- and you've already started
17            that process.  Correct?
18                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.
19                 MS. SARACINI:  Okay.  Again, I just want to
20            commend you for taking this on.  Thank you.
21                 MR. HARRIS:  Thank you.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Davis?
23                 MR. DAVIS:  No questions from me.
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin?
25                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  Thank you for walking us
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 1            through your side of this.  And if you don't mind,
 2            let me walk through a couple of questions.  And I
 3            think what I'm trying to do is get there and
 4            understand what the financials will be like
 5            afterwards.  So I'm going to start out with this Page
 6            21 of 31.  I don't know if you have it, that you
 7            submitted to the Charter Panel, but it's the revenue
 8            debt obligation schedule.  It shows the one debt you
 9            that you'll be taking on --
10                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.
11                 MR. BALDWIN:  -- which is the [Zoom audio cuts
12            out].  And that's very helpful.  So let me just ask,
13            as we're looking at this -- and I'll let you get to
14            that page.
15                 MR. HARRIS:  I think I recall.
16                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  So I'm thinking through
17            your balance sheet -- the Lighthouse balance sheet
18            and the Friendship balance sheet.  And would it be
19            safe to say that there will be no change in cash; so
20            there's no cash moving back and forth between the
21            organizations?
22                 MR. HARRIS:  Correct.
23                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  And the only facility that
24            you're taking on as an asset would be the Capital
25            City location.  I mean I know it's a lease; so it's
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 1            more of an asset and you're going to assume that
 2            lease and occupy that location?
 3                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.
 4                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.
 5                 MR. HARRIS:  And you'll see in the amendment the
 6            debt balance on the mortgage, for lack of a better
 7            description, will be down to $749,000.  And we
 8            confirmed that with the KLS who is the primary lender
 9            on that property.
10                 MR. BALDWIN:  And that's a zero percent loan
11            from Walton Family Foundation?
12                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.  And we've gotten kind of a
13            nod that we will be following a similar model.
14                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  So a couple of pages down
15            from that there was a page that's called Friendship
16            Education Foundation Five-Year Projected Financials.
17                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.  I'm looking at it.
18                 MR. DAVIS:  Mr. Baldwin, before you -- sorry.
19            Sorry, I'm off camera.  Before you proceed I do want
20            to clarify some things here.  Because we're using two
21            times interchangeably, one, the Walton Family
22            Foundation and KLS.  KLS is a separate entity from
23            the Walton Family Foundation.  So KLS is the entity
24            that does the financing and -- of the buildings for
25            the schools.  So I just want to be very clear here
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 1            about that.
 2                 Now, you know, full transparency, kind of there
 3            is some Walton connection, but nothing with the
 4            Walton Family Foundation in regards to the financing
 5            of the building.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you, Mr. Davis.
 7                 Mr. Baldwin, if you'll go ahead with your
 8            question.  We're on the Five-Year Projected
 9            Financials.
10                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yes, Five-Year Projected
11            Financials -- so at the top of that is the projected
12            enrollment.  And I guess the 23-24 column is the
13            increased enrollment from Lighthouse.  Would you say
14            that, down there?
15                 MR. HARRIS:  Correct.
16                 MR. BALDWIN:  So, now the enrollment after that
17            is just your projection growth as an organization?
18                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes, correct.  And it also includes
19            the addition of the new campus, the new Lighthouse.
20                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  The Capital outlays at the
21            bottom is showing $1,088,000 -- I guess $1,088,000
22            was last year.  Are those still -- do you still plan
23            to do that, and what are those for?
24                 MR. HARRIS:  I'm sorry.  What line item are you
25            referring to at $1,088,000?
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 1                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yeah, I'm down below the expense
 2            section.  It says Capital outlays.
 3                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.  Are you going with the lease?
 4            Are you saying lease and lease admin, across there?
 5                 MR. BALDWIN:  No, no.  I'm just -- so that -- to
 6            me that would say --
 7                 MR. HARRIS:  Oh, I'm sorry.  I see the Capital
 8            outlays.  Yes.
 9                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yeah.  So that would be $1,000,000
10            in cash that you're planning to use in Capital
11            additions or improvements?
12                 MR. HARRIS:  Yeah.
13                 MR. BALDWIN:  Is that from the merger, or is
14            that something that you would have anyway?
15                 MR. HARRIS:  That's the associated debt with
16            taking on the mortgage and then some additional funds
17            we projected to really kind of do some of the
18            immediate renovations that need to happen.  We have
19            since -- we have begun to look at what a more
20            reasonable renovation would look like.  We've done an
21            assessment of the systems, and what we found is the
22            air conditioning system may need to be replaced, as
23            well as some of the windows, which would exceed this
24            $1,000,000.  But that $1,000,000 is in the budget
25            because that was our first kind of projection of
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 1            taking over the mortgage and what we'd need to do a
 2            couple -- maybe about $300,000 to kind of rebrand the
 3            school, but also kind of do some of the more
 4            immediate and urgent needs.  That's just to the
 5            school building.
 6                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.
 7                 MR. HARRIS:  But I think everyone -- oh.
 8                 MR. BALDWIN:  Yeah.  Okay.  Thank you.
 9                 So the HVAC work, that could be pretty
10            expensive.  Do you have an estimate of that now?
11                 MR. HARRIS:  Yeah, we do have a budget.  And
12            I've talked with the group last night -- we're
13            looking at -- and we're going to begin to talk to our
14            lender about an additional maybe $2,000,000 that will
15            be needed to address what is probably the most -- I
16            don't want to say well-known concern with that
17            facility, but it has to do with the flooding that
18            took place, which kind of took place in -- what,
19            2019?  Is that -- 2019?
20                 MS. NOEL:  (Nodding head up and down.)
21                 MR. HARRIS:  So there's some stabilization or
22            groundwork that has to happen in the rear to insure
23            that flooding does not occur.  But then you have the
24            systems, the more expensive one which is the air
25            conditioning, replacing windows.  The building is a
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 1            brick building, so it's a solid building itself.  We
 2            want to make sure that water can't come into the
 3            building.  We also want to do some grading and
 4            resurfacing of the parking lot, which we estimate
 5            will be somewhere around two-five, possibly
 6            $3,000,000, that we would add to our debt as a result
 7            of that.  But like here again, you know, we have
 8            experience in renovating buildings, even renovating
 9            while kids are going to school.  And we're going to
10            approach this I think in a fiscally responsible
11            manner in which it doesn't all have to be done by
12            August; so we'll be doing it based on our cash
13            availability.  And absorbing the 324 kids will result
14            in an additional estimated $2.3 million.
15                 And so, you know, fiscally we think we can
16            definitely make this work.  You know, the risk here
17            for us -- the thing we're talking about now, which is
18            the financial -- but the other side of that is the
19            academics, to insure that kids -- our current system
20            isn't disrupted or lags or, you know, takes a hit
21            academically.  And what we've developed is a
22            specialized intervention and an academic support
23            program.  I didn't talk about that -- and I know, Mr.
24            Baldwin, that goes a bit beyond your financial
25            questions.  But I want to give you a sense of the
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 1            risk that we've looked at, both financially and
 2            academically.
 3                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  Thank you.  Thank you.  And
 4            I agree that's equally as important.
 5                 So let me ask -- Standards at the bottom of this
 6            page, we have lease coverage ratios, debt coverage
 7            ratios, and days cash on hand.  And I think I heard
 8            you right, but when you factor in all the deferred
 9            maintenance and all the things that you will fix that
10            you're going to probably have from the debt that you
11            incur around $3,000,000 or $4,000,000.  And I guess
12            you're talking with -- Mr. Davis said it's not the
13            Walton Family Foundation, but that other organization
14            that finances for you.  Is that --
15                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.
16                 MR. BALDWIN:  Is that on the table with them
17            right now that they are looking at that amount of
18            debt and are favorably inclined to fund you for that?
19                 MR. HARRIS:  And I'm sorry, I need to --
20            something I didn't quite clarify.  The debt of the
21            facility would be assumed by the foundation, the CMO,
22            and not the school.  I think that's important to
23            know.  Under our current arrangement the CMO has in
24            the contract with all of the schools, the schools are
25            leasing the property but the debt is that of the
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 1            foundation, the CMO.  So under this partnership we
 2            will follow that model.  So the school operations and
 3            school finances -- the school would be a tenant,
 4            leasing that facility.  The actual debt would be that
 5            of the foundation, Friendship Education Foundation,
 6            not the school itself.  The school would be a tenant.
 7                 MR. BALDWIN:  And so when you say foundation,
 8            you mean -- are you saying Walton Family Foundation
 9            would assume that?
10                 MR. HARRIS:  No.  It's Friendship Education
11            Foundation, the CMO.
12                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  So does the foundation
13            assume the cost of repairing the HVAC and all the
14            other items also?
15                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.
16                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.
17                 MR. HARRIS:  And also the FF&E under the terms
18            of the agreement.  The kind of movable things will be
19            transferred by Lighthouse; where we're closing the
20            Pine Bluff schools, Lighthouse will -- we've already
21            come to agreement of what will stay and what will
22            transfer.  And right now everything that Lighthouse-
23            Pine Bluff will -- the lease will end, and then
24            Lighthouse has agreed to address the issue of what to
25            do with everything else at that facility.
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 1                 On the Capital City, what's going to happen
 2            there is essentially Lighthouse will take the
 3            physical equipment, things that they need, leaving us
 4            at that building with the phone system, file
 5            cabinets, secured file cabinets.  We will as the
 6            foundation, as we've done with the other
 7            partnerships, buy the furniture, buy the technology
 8            for the school, and lease it back to the school
 9            itself -- the foundation.
10                 MR. BALDWIN:  So let me ask as it relates to the
11            foundation, does it have -- we don't have -- I don't
12            guess we have any financial statements on the
13            foundation.  Does it have the ability to take on the
14            amount of debt you're talking about, your cash flow
15            debt?
16                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.  Yes.  An example of our
17            stability is the -- I think the fact that we just got
18            outside financing, beyond KLS, for the building of a
19            new downtown school, which came in I think about
20            $10,000,000.  All in all, we have financial
21            arrangements I believe where -- well, I know we're in
22            good standing with all of our lenders at this time
23            and they've expressed interest in coming along with
24            us as a partner on this particular project as well.
25                 MR. BALDWIN:  Okay.  Thank you.
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 1                 And then my final question would be as it
 2            relates to staff.  I mean you talked about retaining
 3            teachers -- and I guess probably, you know, in
 4            reality all teachers will be retained, all staff,
 5            because there's some efficiency that you want to get
 6            as a result of this.  Have you guys talked about what
 7            if you don't retain folks and [Zoom audio
 8            distortion], do you have severance agreements, you
 9            know, by Lighthouse or Friendship, or how are you
10            going to take care of your staff, I guess, that don't
11            transfer over?
12                 MR. HARRIS:  Well, we haven't -- well, let me
13            just say we were transparent when we talked to the
14            staff about the expectations on the Friendship side.
15            We will give an opportunity to every employee at
16            Lighthouse, both the academic or instructional staff,
17            the operations, and the administrative staff -- the
18            opportunity to apply for a position.  We were very
19            honest and transparent about they will have to
20            reapply and meet the Friendship standards.  But we
21            will do everything in our power to look at them first
22            and objectively for the new positions.
23                 MR. BALDWIN:  I appreciate you answering my
24            questions.  I'm sorry to go through all that, like an
25            accountant would.  I mean I do feel like that's
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 1            important to understand what happens after all this
 2            is approved and moves forward.  Thank you.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  If you recall, with
 4            Friendship I had to create a table to keep up with
 5            your name changes, your grade level changes, and your
 6            cap.  So that's where I'm stuck.  So, all of the
 7            stuff with Lighthouse doesn't stress me.
 8                 I want to -- I just want to clarify, because
 9            there was a little -- there's a little piece in here
10            that's not about Lighthouse.  And that is at
11            Friendship Aspire Academy Downtown Pine Bluff, which
12            is previously been a 3T -- a K-3, you're recommending
13            it now be a K-2.  Is that correct?
14                 MR. HARRIS:  Well, downtown campus?
15                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yes.
16                 MR. HARRIS:  No.  That will remain a K-3.  That
17            --
18                 SUPT. TRAN:  Typo.
19                 MR. HARRIS:  I'm sorry?
20                 SUPT. TRAN:  I think that might've been a typo.
21                 MR. HARRIS:  Yeah, there was a strike-through
22            edition and I think that's the -- I'm glad you honed
23            in on that.  That's also what I think is the only
24            kind of strike-through.  And Tripp can speak to that.
25            That was referring not to the downtown school, but it
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 1            was our original plan to drop the grade level down at
 2            the Capital City site.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  So let me start over.
 4                 So Friendship Aspire Academy Pine Bluff is going
 5            to be K-5, and that's what you're calling Hazel
 6            Street?
 7                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Lovingly, not officially.
 9            Pine Bluff Downtown Elementary is going to remain K-
10            3?
11                 MR. HARRIS:  Correct.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  So that's going to be
13            a strike-through.  Southeast -- what you're calling
14            Southeast Middle is Friendship Aspire -- no, that's
15            Little Rock.  Friendship Aspire Academy Southeast
16            Pine Bluff is -- are you separating those two to be
17            two different LEA numbers?
18                 MR. HARRIS:  No, not --
19                 SUPT. TRAN:  No.  Originally, we did it -- it's
20            a 6-12.
21                 MR. HARRIS:  Yeah, it's a 6-12 --
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.
23                 MR. HARRIS:  6-12 campus, and that's what we
24            were approved for when we took over the Southeast
25            Prep.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Right.  So, once again, it's
 2            listed 6, 8 and 9.  So there's going to be --
 3                 MR. HARRIS:  A scale-up.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  So I think --
 5                 MR. HARRIS:  And we were approved for a slow-
 6            growth model.
 7                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- to make sure that we're
 8            very clear on the LEA changes, the appropriate LEA
 9            changes, I think we're going to need to make sure all
10            of that is spelled out for each year --
11                 SUPT. TRAN:  Sure.
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- what's going to happen.
13            Otherwise, it's going to get really muddy, really
14            confusing.  And if we don't have it entered into our
15            system correctly, it's going to start flagging
16            errors.
17                 MR. HARRIS:  Gotcha.  Sure.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.
19                 MR. HARRIS:  Well, I've tried to kind of
20            identify after we had met, just in the last couple of
21            days, to kind of clarify what that would look like
22            when we talk about the grade level span at our
23            Southeast location and the Hazel Street.  So by grade
24            would show next year the enrollment -- or the
25            transition enrollment from Lighthouse to those
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 1            campuses.
 2                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yeah.  I was just trying to
 3            make sure I know how many LEA change requests we're
 4            going to need to make.
 5                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.  So the only one is the
 6            addition of the Little Rock campus.
 7                 SUPT. TRAN:  North Little Rock.
 8                 MR. HARRIS:  I'm sorry, the North Little Rock
 9            campus.
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  There will be a North Little
11            Rock campus, Little Rock elementary, Southeast Pine
12            Bluff, and the --
13                 MR. HARRIS:  Little Rock middle school.
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And Hazel Street.  Any time
15            there's a progressive change there has to be a change
16            every year in the grade spans; otherwise, the systems
17            --
18                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.  That's correct.
19                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- aren't searching for the
20            right numbers.
21                 MR. HARRIS:  Yeah.
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  Tran and I will work
23            that out.
24                 SUPT. TRAN:  Yeah.
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  All right.  Any
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 1            additional questions or conversations?
 2                 MS. WAGNER:  Ms. Coffman?
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yes, ma'am.
 4                 MS. WAGNER:  I just have one thing real quick.
 5                 On this amendment narrative you've listed K-5 at
 6            Capital City, but then down here 1-5.  So can you
 7            clarify for me which one it is?
 8                 MR. HARRIS:  Sure.  The -- let me tell you, the
 9            1-5 was pre talking to parents.
10                 MS. WAGNER:  Okay.
11                 MR. HARRIS:  So now we're looking at a K-5 --
12                 MS. WAGNER:  Okay.
13                 MR. HARRIS:  -- next year.
14                 MS. WAGNER:  Great.  Okay.
15                 MR. HARRIS:  And that I hope -- you know, first
16            and foremost, we need to be listening to the major
17            stakeholders.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Right.
19                 MR. HARRIS:  And that's what we did as a result
20            of that.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So, Shasta, I think the
22            Lighthouse request is to close three schools --
23            Capital City, Pine Bluff elementary, Pine Bluff
24            middle.  And to reduce their cap by 500 students --
25                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- at this time.  So that
 2            would be the motion for Lighthouse --
 3                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- to do or not to do.
 5                 And then when we think about Friendship, in
 6            essence Friendship is saying, one, I'd like to add a
 7            new school at North Little Rock with a Friendship
 8            banner tag, Friendship Aspire North Little Rock
 9            something, elementary or whatever, as a new LEA.  And
10            have a preference for this next year only that
11            Lighthouse students may have preference --
12            preferential enrollment at Pine Bluff and in North
13            Little Rock.  And to increase their cap by 500.  And
14            then Capital City, which is now going to be
15            Friendship North Little Rock, would then qualify for
16            a one-year waiver of a letter grade?
17                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  They do not -- they would not
19            get a waiver of having to have an ESSA School Index?
20                 MS. WAGNER:  No.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  But they could have a waiver
22            of letter grade for one year?
23                 MS. WAGNER:  Yes.
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Does that sum up what you
25            just said?
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 1                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.  And that's our expectation
 2            for what we request.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And then --
 4                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes.
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And then we'll make the
 6            necessary adjustments to grade levels and LEAs, all
 7            of that, for accountability purposes and reporting.
 8                 MR. HARRIS:  Yes, ma'am.  We'll talk to you
 9            about that.
10        MOTION/VOTE RE: ARKANSAS LIGHTHOUSE CHARTER SCHOOLS
11                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  So, Panel Members, do
12            we have -- what is your will for Arkansas Lighthouse
13            Charter Schools?
14                 MS. SARACINI:  I make a motion -- so moved.
15                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  To approve?
16                 MS. SARACINI:  Uh-huh.
17                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  To approve what I just said?
18                 MS. SARACINI:  Well, yeah.  I'm not going to
19            even try to --
20                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  That's why I didn't want
21            to be the first one to speak.
22                 MS. SARACINI:  I know.  I know.
23                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I second.
24                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  Here we go.  I have a
25            motion by Ms. Saracini and a second by Ms. Wright-
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 1            McMurray to close, unofficially, three campuses under
 2            the Lighthouse charter -- those three campuses being
 3            the Capital City in North Little Rock and the two
 4            Pine Bluff campuses -- Pine Bluff elementary and Pine
 5            Bluff middle school.  And effectuate the transfer as
 6            described.  And to reduce the charter cap by 500
 7            students, which will give a total of -- I wrote it
 8            down somewhere -- 1,894.  Correct?
 9                 MS. WAGNER:  (Nodding head up and down.)
10                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  -- at this time.  And that we
11            would accept this amendment request, MOUs, all of the
12            information provided between the two organizations.
13                 All right.  All those in favor?
14                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
15                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Any opposed?
16                 Your motion has been approved.  So, but we will
17            plan to see you because you have submitted an
18            amendment and will come back and Mr. Baldwin would
19            like to have really thorough financial documents.
20            All right.
21              MOTION/VOTE RE: FRIENDSHIP ASPIRE ACADEMIES
22                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  Moving forward, a
23            motion for Friendship Aspire Academies.  Come on,
24            I'll fill it in.
25                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Okay.
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 1                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Approve or deny?
 2                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  Approve.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  I have a motion from
 4            Ms. Wright-McMurray to approve.
 5                 MS. SARACINI:  Second.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  And a second from Ms.
 7            Saracini to -- here we go -- to accept this transfer,
 8            as described; to open the new North Little Rock
 9            campus under a new LEA number, under the Friendship
10            charter; to allow preferential enrollment from all
11            three Lighthouse campuses into your system; and to
12            make the necessary progressive adjustments in all of
13            your present Friendship school districts.  This will
14            increase your charter by 500 students, to 2,785, and
15            also effectuate a state accountability waiver of
16            letter grade for one year for the North Little Rock
17            campus.
18                 Did I miss anything?
19                 MS. WAGNER:  (Shaking head from side to side.)
20                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All those in favor?
21                 MR. BALDWIN:  Madam Chair, may I ask a question
22            --
23                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yes.
24                 MR. BALDWIN:  -- before we vote?
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Yes.
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 1                 MR. BALDWIN:  So part of my vote would be in
 2            anticipation of the more detailed financial
 3            information, and specifically the debt you all think
 4            you may incur, you know, including all the
 5            renovations and all the upgrades and all that.  And
 6            so I'm going to assume -- I'm going to vote for this,
 7            but next month I would like to see that.  Even if
 8            it's held by the foundation, I want to see the
 9            foundation's [Zoom audio cuts out], you know,
10            together.  I mean I just think that would be a good
11            exercise for y'all to go through just to know that.
12            And so that's not part of anything I'm formally
13            asking; I'm just saying that before we vote.
14                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Mr. Baldwin, I can ask Mr.
15            Harris to -- we probably won't have a March meeting
16            because we don't have any amendments.  But we do have
17            an amendment for the April meeting.  So would you be
18            okay if he came back with financial reports that we
19            would just put on the Consent Agenda?
20                 MR. BALDWIN:  I'd be perfectly fine with that.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Does that sound good?
22                 MR. HARRIS:  My question is, does -- we're
23            voting today to approve and we just come back?
24            Because I didn't --
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  In April.
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 1                 MR. HARRIS:  The timeline though for it going to
 2            State, that won't change?
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  No.
 4                 MR. HARRIS:  Okay.
 5                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Okay.  Back to my vote.  All
 6            those in favor?
 7                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Any opposed?
 9                 Motion is passed.  Yes, so you have been
10            approved.  But just out of a courtesy to Mr. Baldwin,
11            he would like for you to submit a financial report --
12            a more detailed financial report so that we can have
13            it for the April panel meeting.
14                 MR. HARRIS:  Okay.  Thank you.
15                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  But you can move forward on
16            your timeline.
17                 MR. HARRIS:  Thank you.
18                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  All right.  The last two
19            items -- let me get back to my agenda.  Thank you
20            everyone.
21  7)  UPDATES TO THE OPEN-ENROLLMENT AND DISTRICT CONVERSION
22  CHARTER APPLICATIONS
23                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  The last two items is
24            Consideration of Updates to the Open-Enrollment and
25            District Conversion Applications.  Mr. Coy.
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 1                 MR. COY:  Thomas Coy, Office of Charter Schools.
 2                 On your agenda you'll find two proposed
 3            applications, one for open-enrollment, one for
 4            district conversions.  And some edits have been made
 5            to the existing applications.  I know, in the
 6            interest of time, we're all ready to get out of here,
 7            but just very quickly -- we added questions about the
 8            Science of Reading curriculum; we added a question
 9            about Library Media, because that's one that is often
10            -- we often have discussions in these panel meetings;
11            we added a question about AQT, and about the
12            development of Student Success Plans; we edited
13            questions around the required 38, how schools were
14            seeking any waiver or how they were going to build up
15            to that; questions about food services, especially
16            for open-enrollments; special education, asked for
17            some more detailed information; and questions about
18            English learners.
19                 Our legal counsel, Ms. Wagner, provided a great
20            summary of waivers, and she included a table for our
21            applicants to use that will help them understand
22            which Arkansas code, which standards, and which DESE
23            rules they would need to be asking for to accompany
24            their waiver.
25                 So if you have any questions about that -- we're
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 1            really just trying to make sure that we elicit the
 2            information that we need from applicants.
 3                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  So, Mr. Coy, I think what
 4            would be great, if you told the Panel why you did
 5            that and who you involved.
 6                 MR. COY:  Yes.  So as many of you are aware, we
 7            have a group of internal -- an internal review group
 8            here at DESE.  And when an application comes in our
 9            folks here, from different units across the Agency,
10            review those applications.  And we found that
11            oftentimes we were getting the same questions; they
12            were still seeking more information from the
13            applicants.  Then we have to go back to the
14            applicants; they have to revise, and then it comes
15            back.  So, you know, it may seem like we're asking
16            for a little bit more, but really the intention here
17            is to streamline this process, make it easier on the
18            applicants, make it easier on our internal review
19            team as well.  And then, consequently, I believe it
20            makes it easier for our panel and our state board.
21                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Any questions?
22                 I'll -- I lost my voting sheet.  Here we go.
23                 Hearing no questions, by approving these
24            applications then basically what's going to be
25            happening is in the new cycle these will be available
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 1            on our website for any new applicants for open-
 2            enrollment or district conversion.
 3                 All right.  I need a motion and a second.
 4                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  I move approval.
 5                 MS. SARACINI:  I second.
 6                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I have a motion by Ms.
 7            Wright-McMurray, and a second by Ms. Saracini to
 8            approve the open-enrollment and district conversion
 9            charter applications.
10                 All those in favor?
11                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
12                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Any opposed?
13                 Motion passes unanimously.
14                 Members, as I stated previously --
15                 Thank you, Mr. Coy.
16                 As I stated previously, we have no business
17            before us for March; so unless there becomes an
18            emergency, we have no plans for a March meeting.  But
19            we do have an amendment from Lighthouse that meets
20            the timeline for an April meeting.  So, Ms. Summons
21            will be putting all of that together and if we have
22            anything else to add to that.
23                 Any comments, question?
24  ADJOURNMENT
25                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Then, I'll accept a motion to
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 1            adjourn.
 2                 DR. WRIGHT-McMURRAY:  So moved.
 3                 MS. SARACINI:  Second.
 4                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  I have a motion from Ms.
 5            Wright-McMurray and a second from Ms. Saracini to
 6            adjourn.  All those in favor?
 7                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 8                 CHAIRMAN COFFMAN:  Thank you, everyone.
 9            Appreciate you so much.
10
11
12              (The meeting was concluded at 2:10 p.m.)
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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